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interventions: the MAGI mixed-methods study
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Background: Theories and meta-analyses have elucidated individual-level mechanisms of action in
behaviour change interventions. Although group-based interventions are commonly used to support
health-related behaviour change, such interventions rarely consider theory and research (e.g. from social
psychology) on how group-level mechanisms can also influence personal change.
Objectives: The aim was to enhance understanding of mechanisms of action in group-based behaviour
change interventions. The objectives were to (1) develop a potentially generalisable framework of change
processes in groups, (2) test the framework by analysing group session recordings to identify examples
illustrating group processes and facilitation techniques and (3) explore links between group-level
mechanisms and outcomes.
Data sources: In this mixed-methods study, the research team reviewed literature, conducted consultations
and analysed secondary data (i.e. delivery materials and 46 audio-recordings of group sessions) from three
group-based weight loss interventions targeting diet and physical activity: ‘Living Well Taking Control’
(LWTC), ‘Skills for weight loss Maintenance’ and ‘Waste the Waist’. Quantitative LWTC programme data
on participant characteristics, attendance and outcomes (primarily weight loss) were also used.
Methods: Objectives were addressed in three stages. In stage 1, a framework of change processes in groups
was developed by reviewing literature on groups (including theories, taxonomies of types of change techniques,
qualitative studies and measures of group processes), analysing transcripts of 10 diverse group sessions
and consulting with four group participants, four facilitators and 31 researchers. In stage 2, the framework
was applied in analysing 28 further group sessions. In stage 3, group-level descriptive analyses of available
quantitative data from 67 groups and in-depth qualitative analyses of two groups for which comprehensive
quantitative and qualitative data were available were conducted to illustrate mixed-methods approaches for
exploring links between group processes and outcomes.
Results: Stage 1 resulted in development of the ‘Mechanisms of Action in Group-based Interventions’
(MAGI) framework and definitions, encompassing group intervention design features, facilitation
techniques, group dynamic and development processes, interpersonal change processes, selective
intrapersonal change processes operating in groups, and contextual factors. In stage 2, a coding schema
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was developed, refined and applied to identify examples of framework components in group sessions,
confirming the content validity of the framework for weight loss interventions. Stage 3 demonstrated
considerable variability in group characteristics and outcomes and illustrated how the framework could be
applied in integrating group-level qualitative and quantitative data to generate and test hypotheses about
links between group mechanisms and outcomes (e.g. to identify features of more or less successful groups).
Limitations: The framework and examples were primarily derived from research on weight loss
interventions, and may require adaptations/additions to ensure applicability to other types of groups.
The mixed-methods analyses were limited by the availability and quality of the secondary data.
Conclusions: This study identified, defined, categorised into a framework and provided examples of
group-level mechanisms that may influence behaviour change.
Future work: The framework and mixed-methods approaches developed provide a resource for designers,
facilitators and evaluators to underpin future research on, and delivery of, group-based interventions.
Funding: This project was funded by the Efficacy and Mechanism Evaluation programme, a Medical
Research Council and National Institute for Health Research partnership.
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Plain English summary
Why is this important?
Group-based programmes are commonly used to support people in making healthy lifestyle changes (e.g.
diet, physical activity, weight loss) to prevent growing health problems, such as obesity and type 2 diabetes
mellitus. It is known that groups can have powerful influences on individuals, but little is understood about
how and why groups work. This study aimed to increase understanding about how group programmes
work, so that they can better support people in improving their health.
What did we do?
There were three stages to this study. In stage 1, research and theories about groups were reviewed.
Materials (e.g. instructions for group leaders) and 10 audio-recordings of group sessions from three group-
based weight loss programmes were then analysed. Group participants, group leaders and researchers were
asked about how they thought groups worked. The information gathered was combined into a structured
‘Mechanisms of Action in Group-based Interventions’ (MAGI) framework. This identified, categorised and
defined important group features and processes occurring in groups that explain how groups can support
people to make lifestyle changes. The framework was summarised in a diagram and a table. In stage 2,
instructions were developed on how researchers can use this MAGI framework to analyse what happens
in groups. These instructions were used to look for real examples of group features and processes in a
further 28 recordings of group sessions, and what group leaders do to help the groups run smoothly was
described. In stage 3, data from selected groups in one of the weight loss programmes were used to
suggest questions and develop methods for future research on group-based programmes.
Key messages
This study increased understanding of how group-based programmes work. It provides resources that
can be used to improve group-based programmes when designing, leading or doing research on group
programmes in the future.
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Scientific summary
Background
Groups are commonly used to deliver health-related behaviour change interventions, often because
they are perceived as a time-effective and cost-effective mode of delivery. So far, understanding of the
mechanisms of action in these interventions (i.e. how they work to bring about changes) has been mainly
based on individual-level change theories and meta-analyses that have explored relationships of change
techniques with outcomes. However, it is still unclear how group-based behaviour change interventions
(GB-BCIs) (as opposed to individual-level interventions) work. In particular, little is understood about how
individual-level change processes and techniques operate in a group context, and what other change
processes and techniques more specific to groups influence participants’ psychological change, behaviour
and intervention outcomes.
There is extensive research and a variety of theories, particularly in social psychology, on how group processes
influence personal change. However, this body of literature is largely disconnected from behaviour change
research and is not commonly considered in the context of health-related behaviour change interventions.
Identifying and characterising group-level change processes and techniques and providing a detailed analysis
of what happens in groups will enhance understanding of the mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs.
Objectives
The overall aim of this study was to identify and describe mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs, building on
the current understanding of individual-level change processes. To address this, the study had three
specific objectives:
1. Develop a generalisable framework of mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs by identifying, defining and
categorising potentially important group design features, group processes, facilitation techniques and
contextual factors in groups.
2. Test and refine the framework, using a coding schema derived from it, as a tool for identifying these
group features, processes and facilitation techniques in the recordings of sessions from three GB-BCIs
(focused on diet, physical activity and weight loss), and provide examples to illustrate framework elements.
3. Develop mixed-methods approaches based on the framework to explore why some groups may be
more or less successful than others, and illustrate their use with available qualitative and quantitative
data from a GB-BCI.
In the protocol, for objective 3 originally it was planned to provide explanations for why some groups may
be more successful than others by mapping qualitative data on group processes and facilitation techniques
to indicators of engagement and outcomes (e.g. weight loss) from one of the GB-BCIs. However, the
available quantitative and qualitative secondary data had limitations that precluded the intended sampling
and comparison of groups with better and worse outcomes. Therefore, instead the research team focused
on developing research questions and illustrating methods for conducting such analyses in future research.
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Methods
In this mixed-methods (primarily qualitative) study, we reviewed literature, conducted consultations and
used secondary data from three GB-BCIs targeting weight loss through changes in diet and physical
activity: (1) the ‘Living Well Taking Control’ (LWTC) programme evaluated in the Community-based
Prevention of Diabetes (ComPoD) trial, (2) the ‘Skills for weight loss Maintenance’ (SkiM) intervention and
(3) the ‘Waste the Waist’ intervention. We accessed intervention manuals, sampled and transcribed a total
of 46 audio-recordings of group sessions from the three interventions, observed eight sessions in the
LWTC programme and analysed quantitative data on group and participant characteristics, attendance
and outcomes (primarily weight loss) from the LWTC programme.
The research was conducted in three stages, in line with the objectives. In stage 1, relevant literature on
groups and group processes was identified. Searches were conducted for theories of group dynamics and
change in groups using pre-identified key texts and key words, such as ‘group dynamics’, in the PubMed
and PsycINFO databases. Based on the expertise of the study team, commonly used taxonomies of change
techniques were identified. We searched for qualitative studies (published between 2000 and June 2016)
of participants’ experiences of group-based weight loss interventions using a detailed search strategy in
the EMBASE, MEDLINE, PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES and Social Policy and Practice databases. Measures for
assessing group processes were found from reviews of such measures identified via prior searches and
personal contacts. Initially, 10 recordings of group sessions from the three GB-BCIs were selected and
transcribed (sampled to ensure diversity between interventions, groups, session numbers and facilitators),
and inductively coded. Furthermore, eight sessions in the LWTC programme were observed to provide
additional insights into groups not captured in audio-recordings. Synthesising information gleaned from
these sources, an initial framework of group features, processes and techniques was developed, which was
refined in an iterative manner throughout the study. Feedback was also sought and incorporated on the
evolving framework from group participants from the LWTC programme, facilitators from the LWTC and
SkiM interventions, and internal and external researchers and practitioners with expertise and experience in
GB-BCIs.
In stage 2, the aim was to apply the framework to coding group session transcripts. To do so, the framework
categories and their definitions were adapted into more practical coding instructions. Instructions were
drafted on how to identify the framework categories in the transcripts and then this coding schema was
tested and revised. Finally, the coding schema was used to code 28 further transcripts of group session
recordings from the same three interventions (also sampled to ensure diversity). Six transcripts were double-
coded independently to test and improve coding instructions. In coding the transcripts, we sought to
identify examples of features, processes and techniques included in the framework, and practical facilitation
techniques used by facilitators.
In stage 3, group-level descriptive analyses of available quantitative data were conducted on group participant
characteristics, attendance and outcomes from the LWTC programme. These explored variability within and
between groups in characteristics that might link to group processes, including participants’ sociodemographic,
socioeconomic and clinical characteristics, their perceptions of the importance of, and confidence in, making
lifestyle changes, and weight loss outcomes. Data from a questionnaire assessing participants’ perceptions of
aspects of the group (e.g. group support) were also summarised. To illustrate how the Mechanisms of Action
in Group-based Interventions (MAGI) framework can be used to conduct in-depth qualitative analyses of group
sessions, two groups with different facilitators were selected for analysis for which full recordings of all group
sessions and sufficient, matched quantitative data were available, and detailed summaries of observations
about these groups were produced. Finally, using the example of the two groups, quantitative and
qualitative findings were integrated using the techniques of triangulation, ‘following a thread’ and a matrix
table to highlight further research questions and illustrate potential mixed-methods approaches for
exploring links between group features, processes and outcomes in future research.
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Results
In stage 1, building on an existing conceptual model summarising a vast body of theoretical literature on
change processes in groups, concepts were extracted from six relevant taxonomies of change techniques,
27 qualitative studies of participants’ experiences of weight loss groups and three reviews of measures
of group processes. These concepts were used along with session observations, coding of intervention
manuals and transcripts from the three weight loss programmes, and consultations with four group
participants, four group facilitators and 31 researchers and practitioners, to inform the iterative development
of a MAGI framework. This had six overarching categories: (1) group intervention design features, comprising
eight subcategories (e.g. facilitator selection and training, intervention content); (2) facilitation techniques,
comprising six subcategories (e.g. techniques to start the group/session, techniques to facilitate group
dynamics); (3) group dynamic and development processes, comprising nine subcategories (e.g. group goals,
group climate); (4) interpersonal change processes, comprising 14 subcategories (e.g. social support, social
validation); (5) selected intrapersonal change processes and individual-level targets influenced by groups,
comprising 22 common subcategories (e.g. developing understanding, setting goals); and (6) contextual
factors, comprising facilitator characteristics, participant characteristics and other contextual influences.
Each of these categories comprised specific elements and some (e.g. intervention design features) had
more detailed features that explain how GB-BCIs work to facilitate behaviour change and health outcomes.
All elements were defined, and hypothesised relationships and influences between them based on literature
and consultations were captured in a detailed definitions table. A summary table of the six categories and
62 subcategories was also developed, along with a diagram representing key mechanisms of action and
relationships between the main framework categories and intervention outcomes.
In stage 2, a coding schema was developed that included detailed instructions on how to apply the
framework to coding and analyses of group sessions, which was used successfully by several researchers
(including one from outside the study team). Using this to code more transcripts, practical examples were
identified that illustrated many of the group processes included in the framework operating in group
sessions. For example, the most commonly coded interpersonal change processes included participants
‘sharing experiences’, exchanging information to promote ‘social learning’ and having ‘social influence’
on each other by positive talk about their lifestyle changes or health behaviours. Examples were also
identified of facilitation techniques used in group sessions that instigated and facilitated the framework
processes. For example, we identified frequent instances of facilitators encouraging participation, asking
questions, checking understanding, and reframing and reinforcing messages. Based on this, the framework
developed in stage 1 was further refined and its content validity in the context of group-based weight loss
interventions targeting diet and physical activity was demonstrated.
For stage 3, quantitative data were available from a maximum of 67 groups, made up of at least
431 participants in the LWTC programme. The data provided information on participants’ baseline
sociodemographic, socioeconomic and clinical characteristics (maximum, n = 431 participants), attendance
at sessions (maximum, n = 360), perceptions of the groups (maximum, n = 266), perceptions of the
importance of, and confidence in, making lifestyle changes at baseline (maximum, n = 349) and follow up
(maximum, n = 230), and weight loss outcomes (maximum, n = 225). Descriptive analyses demonstrated
considerable variability across groups in characteristics (e.g. group size, group composition), processes
(e.g. group engagement, motivation, social support) representative of MAGI framework components,
and in outcomes. This variability highlighted the potential for further group-level quantitative analyses to
explore links between elements of the framework. The variability also suggested approaches to sampling
differing groups on the basis of key features to link to qualitative findings that can explore how the differences
in group characteristics can have an impact on processes operating within the groups, and how processes
apparent from qualitative coding may explain differences in engagement and outcomes. In-depth qualitative
analyses based on the MAGI framework illustrated how qualitative data can provide context that enhances
interpretation and understanding of the quantitative data, and illuminate how groups work in practice.
Furthermore, the illustrations of integrating group-level quantitative and qualitative data using triangulation,
following a thread, and matrix tables showed how such mixed-methods approaches can provide a more
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complete assessment of some elements of the MAGI framework and could be used to explore links between
framework components and outcomes. Although the secondary data were too limited to formally examine
such links and to draw any conclusions as originally planned, we were able to suggest research questions
and approaches for exploring these links in future research.
Conclusions
This study enhances understanding of mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs, particularly interventions targeting
diet, physical activity and weight loss. The proposed MAGI framework identifies, categorises and defines
group features, change processes (e.g. group dynamics, interpersonal and intrapersonal change processes)
and contextual influences, which can influence each other and facilitate or impede engagement, behaviour
change and other intervention outcomes. The study provides evidence of these processes and examples
of techniques used to facilitate them in ‘real-life’ GB-BCIs focused on diet, physical activity and weight
loss, validating the framework in this context. Research questions and methods for further exploring
potential relationships between group processes and outcomes are also proposed and illustrated. Thus,
the framework and illustrated methods provide a comprehensive resource for designers, facilitators and
evaluators of GB-BCIs, and the implications of this research for these audiences have been identified,
as well as group participants, commissioners and policy-makers. This research also highlights the true
complexity of GB-BCIs and the need for further, sophisticated research to explore this by synthesising and
developing evidence on which group features, processes and facilitation techniques are most important in
influencing the effectiveness of GB-BCIs in different contexts. This study implies a series of recommendations
for research:
1. Specification of minimum data sets for group-based interventions to facilitate future research and
capitalise on opportunities for secondary analyses, to include a group identifier, facilitator identifier,
information on presence of a supporter in the group (when relevant), attendance or absence at
individual group sessions, and, ideally, one or more open questions on the experience of the group,
when this can be incorporated.
2. Conduct of systematic reviews to appraise evidence related to the framework concepts and synthesise
qualitative studies to examine the robustness and comprehensiveness of the framework across
different GB-BCIs, thereby leading to extensions and refinements.
3. Mapping available quantitative measures of group dynamics and processes to the framework to aid
selection for use in future research and identify areas for further development.
4. Further developing qualitative methods for coding and analysing group sessions, including methods
to assess and improve the reliability of coding, and extend it to video-recordings and observations.
5. Further developing mixed methods, and other research approaches, for exploring group mechanisms
in order to facilitate more detailed and sophisticated analyses of mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs.
6. Exploring group mechanisms through process evaluations using the framework, coding schema and
suggestions for quantitative, qualitative and mixed-methods approaches to build evidence on what
group features, facilitation techniques and group processes are important, when and for whom in
GB-BCIs.
7. Undertaking further quantitative group-level analyses using our own, and other secondary, data sets
to address specific research questions about mechanisms of action in these interventions and applying
appropriate statistical techniques for undertaking such analyses.
8. Adapting/extending the framework to other groups and populations (e.g. targeting smoking, alcohol
use or management of chronic illness; involving children, families and adults of different ages; and
including virtual/online groups).
9. Exploring the impact of facilitators’ characteristics and skills/competencies on outcomes and assessing
who should facilitate which groups and with what training to optimise outcomes.
10. Developing and evaluating facilitator training toolkits to help facilitators identify and competently
employ specific techniques to optimise participant engagement, group dynamics and interpersonal
processes in GB-BCIs, and evaluate these in trials.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Background
Optimising the effectiveness of health-related behaviour change interventions is contingent on
understanding the mechanisms by which such interventions can bring about change and developing
techniques to alter processes underpinning this change. Recent work on behaviour change has led to
the identification, classification and integration of > 80 behaviour change theories1,2 and > 90 categories
of behaviour change techniques.3,4 Some techniques are frequently employed in behaviour change
interventions and can be reliably identified from descriptions of interventions.5 Evidence indicating
which theorised mechanisms and which types of techniques might improve intervention effectiveness
when targeting particular behaviours is accumulating.6–8 For example, self-regulatory behaviour change
techniques, such as goal-setting and self-monitoring, have been found to be associated with increased
effectiveness in interventions targeting diet and physical activity.6,8 However, the majority of the theorised
mechanisms and technique types studied to date focus on individual-level, intrapersonal change, with little
or no consideration of social, interpersonal or group-based processes and factors that shape health-related
behaviour patterns. Furthermore, these mechanisms and techniques are often assumed to work similarly in
interventions regardless of their delivery mode or setting (e.g. when self-delivered, delivered one to one,
through group sessions, online or over the telephone).
For decades, small groups have been used to facilitate personal change in health-care, community,
commercial and work settings. Theories explaining, and research into, how such groups work have
developed over many years and across multiple disciplines. Research has demonstrated that groups are
not just an intervention delivery mode (that allow delivery of an intervention simultaneously to many
people) but, additionally, provide ‘active ingredients’ in facilitating personal change. For example, as early
as 1905, Joseph Pratt highlighted the importance of group identification (or group ‘spirit’), social support
and shared hope in psychotherapy groups for tuberculosis patients.9 In addition to psychotherapy,10 groups
have also been used to promote personal change in human relations training (also called sensitivity training
or ‘T’ groups)11,12 and self-help and support programmes.13 More recently, many health promotion and
health-related behaviour change programmes have been delivered in groups. For example, interventions
supporting self-management of chronic conditions,14–16 including type 2 diabetes mellitus17 and cancer,18
are commonly delivered in groups. Groups have also been used in preventative contexts to promote
breastfeeding,19 walking and physical activity,20,21 smoking cessation22 and weight loss.23,24
There is increasing evidence from systematic reviews that group-based interventions are effective for
supporting change in a number of behavioural targets.17,22,23 Indeed, particularly for weight loss, group
interventions appear to be more effective than similar interventions delivered individually.24 Group-based
interventions therefore provide a time-effective and potentially cost-effective way to address important
health challenges, including those related to growing rates of overweight and obesity that are contributing
to the increasing burden of chronic conditions.
Group-based interventions show wide variation in their design and delivery. Perhaps because of this, there
is still limited understanding of, and evidence on, which mechanisms lead to personal change in group
interventions, how short- and long-term behaviour change is best facilitated in groups and what design
features, change processes or delivery methods optimise the effectiveness of group interventions.
Identifying important design features, change processes occurring in groups and techniques that can be
used to facilitate changes is, therefore, a first step towards improving the effectiveness of group-based
interventions. Group-based delivery provides an ideal opportunity for use of change techniques involving
interpersonal interaction, such as ‘providing opportunities for social comparison’ or ‘prompting
identification as a role model’.3 Furthermore, some types of change techniques are unique to group
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settings, such as ‘engage group support’ or ‘communicate group member identities’.25 It is unclear,
however, how pre-categorised change techniques and processes operate in groups and how they are
influenced by group characteristics, context and facilitation, and which currently undefined, group-specific
techniques and processes may support personal change in groups. Therefore, the lack of clarity about
what works and how is even more acute in group-based than individual behaviour change interventions.
Understanding change processes in groups is crucial to the design and evaluation of group-based health
interventions. Medical Research Council (MRC) guidance26,27 on developing complex health interventions
highlights key questions that intervention designers need to ask, including about what the intervention
aims to achieve and change, and how. Considering groups only as a delivery mode limits their potential to
contribute to the theoretical underpinnings, often represented in a logic model explaining the mechanisms
by which the intervention works. MRC process evaluation guidance28,29 further emphasises that, in order
to understand how complex interventions work, it is important to describe and assess (1) how they are
delivered and implemented (fidelity and quality of implementation), (2) their mechanisms of action (causal
processes generating change) and (3) whether or not, and how, they may work differently across settings
and contexts (contextual influences). As shown in Figure 1, all three of these domains have implications for
delivering health interventions in groups.
First, it is important to document and investigate how interventions are implemented in groups, including
the amount (‘dose’) and pattern of group contact, training of facilitators, resources used, fidelity of delivery
and if, or what, adaptations in delivery are made when the same group-based intervention is replicated in
different contexts. It may also be important to explore differences between groups in relation to facilitator
delivery style and participant engagement and interaction. Second, investigating change processes in
groups is important in understanding mechanisms by which they have an impact on psychological and
behaviour change, including potentially unexpected or adverse processes and consequences. Third, group
interventions may be affected by contextual factors, including the wider sociocultural environment (e.g.
social norms and values), organisational context (e.g. climate, setting or type of organisation) or individual
characteristics and circumstances that participants and facilitators bring to groups (e.g. gender, available
external support and social networks). These group-related moderators of intervention effects are often
Context
For example, facilitators’ and participants’ characteristics, 
wider sociocultural influences
Implementation
For example
• Facilitator’s style
• Motivational
   interviewing
   approach
Change
processes
Group level, for 
example
• Peer support
• Social comparisons
• Social identification
Individual level, for 
example
• Self-regulation
• Motivation
Behaviour
change
For example
• Changing
   diet
• Increasing
   exercise
Outcomes
For example
• Weight loss
Change techniques
Group level, for example
• Setting up a buddy system
• Providing opportunities
   for comparing performance
• Prompting development
   of common social
   identities
Individual level, for example
• Goal-setting
• Decisional balance 
   (pros and cons of change)
FIGURE 1 Logic model of components influencing behaviour change and outcomes in group interventions. Note:
the figure draws on logic model framework presented in MRC process evaluation guidance28,29 showing generic
processes that may occur in group-based interventions that are broadly organised into the key commonly included
process evaluation elements of context, implementation, mechanisms of action (i.e. how interventions produce
change in participants) and outcomes.28,29
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omitted in studies that focus on mechanisms or mediators of intervention effects in isolation, such as studies
in which change techniques are considered separately from aspects of implementation and context.30
The lack of understanding about how behaviour change interventions work, particularly when delivered in
groups, is further compounded by reliance on systematic reviews and meta-analyses to explore quantitative
relationships between intervention features and outcomes across previous studies.6,8,31 Despite the
importance of synthesising data across multiple studies, this type of research assumes that descriptions
of interventions, which are often brief in journal articles or design protocols, are complete and accurate
reflections of what was delivered in practice. A critical limitation of this approach is that it cannot account
for differences in fidelity (i.e. the extent to which the intervention was delivered in line with the protocol) or
style of delivery. This review of group-based weight loss interventions has shown that details of fidelity
assessment in group session delivery, the methods used to facilitate groups, group processes observed and
change techniques employed are rarely reported.23 A review of group studies in nursing journals showed
that information on the conduct of groups and attempts to account for group-level effects in analyses were
largely absent.32 This makes it impossible to identify the ‘active ingredients’ and change mechanisms in
group interventions from study reports included in systematic reviews. It also makes it difficult to accurately
replicate effective group-based interventions.
In addition, meta-analytic data are only as good as the categories used to group and differentiate between
the included interventions. Consequently, if the categories are too inclusive (i.e. they count interventions
as having similar features when they are, in reality, different), then the results can be misleading. This has
been referred to as the ‘apples and oranges’ problem. Abraham33 illustrated how this problem may affect
interpretation of meta-analytic studies in which the authors sought to identify techniques designed to alter
psychological processes in behaviour change interventions. Consider, for example, a category of change
techniques such as ‘encouraging social support’. This refers to a variety of facilitation techniques designed
to prompt change in interpersonal relationships between the target person and some other person(s).
Yet we know that there are many different types of social support that can be provided by many different
people and evidence shows that these have quite different psychological effects on the receiver.34 Similarly,
meta-analytic studies may generate misleading findings if they do not include categories of techniques that
are critical to real-world change. For example, a review of 72 evaluations of interventions designed to alter
eating behaviour identified 19 categories of techniques employed to modify or manage impulsive processes
associated with unhealthy eating behaviour, many of which had not been used in previous meta-analyses of
healthy eating interventions.35 There is, therefore, a need for research to enrich understanding and enhance
specificity of how similarities and differences between behaviour change interventions are conceptualised.
This need is especially evident in relation to group-based health-related behaviour change interventions, for
which research is needed to identify what processes underpin personal change in such groups and which
techniques, or groups of techniques, can be employed to modify those processes. Such research can draw
on an extensive literature from social psychology, education and organisational studies on how groups in
general work and how they influence individuals. Unfortunately, however, this literature has been largely
ignored in designing and evaluating group-based health interventions.36 In particular, social psychological
literature on group dynamics from which more specialist fields evolved (e.g. work-related teams and
educational groups) describes how both intrapersonal and interpersonal processes operate in groups.37–39
A review of this literature40 has identified a number of theories describing change processes in groups,
such as social comparisons,41 social learning,42 social identity43 and social facilitation44 theories, that could
be used to enhance our understanding of how groups influence individuals and how group context and
facilitation can enhance or inhibit change in health interventions. Moreover, the ‘social cure’ approach to
health applies social identity theory to conceptualise links between group membership and improved
health.45,46 Qualitative studies with group participants and facilitators also highlight the importance of the
group context in influencing engagement with health interventions and behaviour change. For example,
interviews conducted with participants in three different group-based health interventions showed that
making social comparisons, developing a shared social identity and creating a supportive and friendly
group context were important factors that facilitated participants’ engagement with the interventions
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and lifestyle changes.47–49 Effective facilitation of groups to promote these group-level processes can be
challenging, particularly for lay leaders,50 and it requires specific competencies. For example, 23 facilitator
competencies, such as ‘encourage group discussions’ or ‘encourage mutual support’, have been identified
as being required to deliver group-based smoking cessation interventions.51 However, there is little
evidence on which (and how) skills and competencies are employed in practice, which might lead to
inadequate training of group facilitators.
The importance of employing systematic approaches to designing and evaluating group-based health
interventions has been stressed previously.36 This provided an important first step by identifying some of
the key factors in group interventions related to group leaders, participants, community and environment.
However, it does not show how these factors are related to change techniques and mechanisms of change.
Borek and Abraham40 present a conceptual model linking our understanding of group processes and
personal change to change mechanisms in group interventions. The work reported in this study extends that
model and seeks to identify change techniques that may optimise the effectiveness of group interventions.
In contrast to many of the recent approaches to behaviour change, we began with an assumption – based
on wider research on groups – that change processes can be influenced by, or even unique to, group
delivery. Therefore, the promotion of individual change in groups may be critically different from that in
individual behaviour change interventions because the former activate distinct interpersonal change
processes. More generally, different delivery modes (e.g. internet based vs. face to face) may prompt
different change processes and so affect effectiveness even when intervention content appears similar.
Groups provide opportunities for enhancing individual change processes and instigating social change
processes, but may also impede some change processes or have adverse or unintended negative
consequences. For example, groups may enhance individual problem-solving by providing opportunities
to share and draw from others’ ideas, access peer support and identify with people in a similar situation.
However, lack of time and/or tailoring to individual needs in a group might impede individual goal-setting and
review, negative group dynamics might impede engagement and/or attendance, and poorer performance
compared with other group members might lead to decreases in self-efficacy. Moreover, group facilitators’
characteristics and skills may improve effectiveness for one group but decrease effectiveness for another,
depending on relationships between the facilitators and group members.52 Techniques to alter normative
beliefs may promote behaviour change among young people but reduce intervention effectiveness for
older recipients.53 Group climate and group cohesion may increase attendance and self-efficacy (in exercise
classes).54 The use of humour may help engage middle-aged men in a weight loss intervention55 but have an
opposite effect among young women in a sexual health intervention.56 Furthermore, many health-related
behaviour patterns are influenced by sociocultural contexts (e.g. social norms) and are social practices enacted
in social contexts (e.g. eating with others, eating out) with attached meanings, norms and values. Groups can,
therefore, help change behaviour patterns that are both individual and social. For example, they can help
change individual perceptions of social norms, identify solutions to common barriers encountered in social
contexts, change meanings and values attached to social practices, or provide opportunities to practise
relevant social skills, such as communication skills. Consequently, sophisticated models of group operation
including specification of change mechanisms, group composition, facilitator characteristics and techniques
employed by facilitators to promote personal change, as well as other influences of group implementation
and context, are needed to optimise group-based interventions.
In summary, although group interventions are effective and commonly used in health-care and public
health contexts, their mechanisms of action, representing how and why they work, have not been
systematically explored. It is therefore not clear how groups operate and group processes function to
engender or impede personal change, and what factors related to implementation and context influence
mechanisms of change and intervention outcomes. Most current thinking about mechanisms that
underpin behaviour change is based on individual-level theories. Moreover, meta-analyses of intervention
components associated with effectiveness are mainly based on descriptions of interventions, which,
particularly for group interventions, are limited by a lack of comprehensive reporting and inadequate
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categorisation of the real-world differences between interventions. Distinctions between group
implementation, facilitation, change processes, change techniques and contextual factors are rarely
clarified in a way consistent with the MRC framework for process evaluation,28,29 and there is little evidence
on how these components are manifested in practice. The most modifiable elements of group-based
interventions are the change techniques that facilitators use and their style of delivery. We do not,
however, have a conceptual framework for systematically investigating what processes and techniques
operate, and are effective, in group interventions, or for identifying facilitators’ delivery techniques and
styles, and their influences on these processes. This is problematic for the construction of logic models in
intervention development, the design of process evaluations and the training of facilitators in intervention
delivery. Only with a better understanding of the change mechanisms in group interventions, and guidance
on how important processes can be activated and facilitated, will we be able to guide development and
delivery of interventions to optimise effectiveness. Starting with the MRC process evaluation guidance28,29
and existing literature on groups, this study is a step towards addressing these gaps in the research.
Study aims and objectives
This Mechanisms of Action in Group-based Interventions (MAGI) study aimed to develop a better
understanding of mechanisms of action in group-based health-related behaviour change interventions by
identifying, describing and synthesising possible processes of change in groups. It also aimed to develop
and illustrate methods for exploring the influence of change processes in group-based behaviour change
interventions (GB-BCIs). We focused on the example of group-based weight loss interventions targeting
diet and physical activity. Our hypothesis was that behaviour change interventions delivered in groups
involve change techniques and change processes that are specific to the group setting, and that may be
influenced by implementation and contextual factors. The successful initiation and facilitation of these
change techniques and processes would lead to increased engagement with the intervention and more
effectively promote behaviour change (e.g. diet and physical activity), thereby improving intervention
outcomes (e.g. weight loss). Overall, the project aimed to increase understanding in order to guide the
future design, delivery and evaluation of GB-BCIs.
In order to achieve this aim, the study had three more specific objectives. These were to:
1. develop a generalisable framework of mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs by identifying, defining and
categorising potentially important group design features, group processes, facilitation techniques and
contextual factors in groups
2. test and refine the framework, using a coding schema derived from it, as a tool for identifying these group
features, processes and facilitation techniques in the recordings of sessions from three GB-BCIs (focused
on diet, physical activity and weight loss), and to provide examples to illustrate framework elements
3. develop mixed-methods approaches based on the framework to explore why some groups may be
more or less successful than others, and to illustrate their use with available qualitative and quantitative
data from a GB-BCI.
Study outline
These three objectives were addressed in three stages, which are reported in the subsequent chapters:
Chapter 2 provides a description of the framework and its development (objective 1), Chapter 3 reports
on the development and use of a coding scheme derived from the framework for analysing group sessions
and provides examples of the concepts, processes and techniques included in the framework (objective 2),
and Chapter 4 reports on the development of methods for applying the framework to analyse how groups
work in a weight loss intervention and how such methods might be employed to explore potential links
with outcomes (objective 3). Figure 2 outlines the tasks completed in the three stages over 20 months
between January 2016 and August 2017.
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Sources of data: three group-based interventions
The MAGI study builds on three studies of GB-BCIs: the ongoing (at the time of conducting this study)
Community-based Prevention of Diabetes (ComPoD) trial (Jane Rebecca Smith, University of Exeter Medical
School, September 2017, personal communication) that evaluated the Living Well Taking Control (LWTC)
programme and the Skills for weight loss Maintenance (SkiM) study (Colin Greaves, University of Exeter
Medical School, September 2017, personal communication), and the completed Waste the Waist (WtW)
study.57–59 All three were primarily delivered in South West England and targeted adults who were overweight
[average body mass index (BMI) in the obese range]. The ComPoD and WtW studies targeted other risk factors
for chronic disease, and recruited samples that were older but otherwise broadly representative of local
populations in terms of their gender mix and low numbers of participants from non-white British backgrounds.
The interventions all targeted lifestyle changes, such as improving diet and increasing physical activity,
in order to achieve or maintain a healthy weight and prevent obesity-related diseases (i.e. type 2 diabetes,
cardiovascular diseases). The interventions were delivered in small groups (up to 12 participants) by facilitators
with backgrounds in health promotion, and in accordance with intervention delivery manuals. In this study,
we used secondary data that were already available or able to be collected as part of the ongoing studies,
including intervention delivery manuals, audio-recordings of group sessions and outcome data. In particular,
1.   Reviews of relevant literature:
      a.  Theoretical literature on group processes
      b.  Six taxonomies of change techniques
      d.  Three reviews of measures of group processes
2.   Analysis of qualitative data:
      e.  Intervention manuals (one from each intervention – LWTC, SkiM and WtW)
      f.   Transcripts of group sessions (10 transcripts sampled for diversity: four from LWTC,
           four from WtW and two from SkiM)
      g.  Group session observations (eight sessions from three LWTC groups)
3.   Expert consultations/feedback:
      h.  Consultations with 31 researchers/practitioners
      i.   Consultations with four group facilitators
      j.   Consultations with four group participants
1.   Collating, linking and sampling quantitative and qualitative LWTC data on groups
2.   Descriptive analyses of available group-level quantitative data, summarising data on
      three selected groups in detail to consider alongside qualitative analyses
3.   Qualitative analyses of group session transcripts [on selected examples of two groups
      of four sessions (i.e. eight transcripts) from LWTC]
4.   Illustrating methods for integrating quantitative and qualitative data
1.   Developing and refining coding schema
2.   Double coding of transcripts
3.   Refining the framework
4.   Coding a further 28 transcripts of group sessions (sampled for diversity: 12 from
      LWTC and 16 from SkiM – in addition to the 10 transcripts from stage 1)
5.   Identifying examples of framework processes  
6.   Identifying examples of facilitation strategies
Stage 1: developing a framework of change processes in groups
27 qualitative studies on participants’ experiences of weight loss groupsc.
Stage 2: testing and refining the framework, identifying examples
Stage 3: developing methods for analysing group processes
FIGURE 2 Outline of the key stages of the MAGI study. LWTC, Living Well Taking Control; SkiM, Skills for weight
loss Maintenance; WtW, Waste the Waist.
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we used audio-recordings made as part of the process evaluations and quality assurance in the three studies
(ComPoD: ≈80 sessions, SkiM: ≈88 sessions, and WtW: ≈36 sessions). The three studies had received research
ethics committee approvals (ComPoD: 14/NW/1113, SkiM: 5/SW/0126, WtW: 10/H0206/74) with participants
giving consent for audio-recording the sessions for use in research. In the following sections, we describe each
study, and Table 1 summarises the key details of the interventions and data used from each study.
TABLE 1 Details of the three interventions and data used in the MAGI study
Study details
Intervention
LWTC/ComPoD SkiM WtW
Intervention details
Aim Improve diet, increase physical
activity and improve well-
being to promote weight loss
and prevention/management
of type 2 diabetes in those at
risk/newly diagnosed
Address weight loss
maintenance issues in obese
adults accessing weight
management services
Promote healthy eating,
physical activity and weight
loss for people with high
cardiovascular risk in
primary care
Setting, venue Community venues in and
around Exeter and
Birmingham
Community venues in Devon Community venues in Bath
and North East Somerset
Provider Westbank Community Health
and Care, westbank.org.uk
(Exeter); Health Exchange,
healthexchange.org.uk
(Birmingham)
Westbank Community Health
and Care, and the Healthy
Lifestyles service of Torbay
and South Devon NHS
Foundation Trust
Local, community-based
facilitators recruited for the
research study
Contact time Four weekly 1- to 2-hour
group sessions plus five
follow-up support contacts at
2, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months
(varying in delivery format
across time points/sites) and
access to ≥ 5 hours of classes/
activities (e.g. exercise classes,
walking groups, cooking
classes)
14 fortnightly 1.5-hour
sessions
Four weekly 2-hour sessions
plus five 1.5-hour follow-up
sessions, up to 1 year
Main content Information and addressing
common misconceptions
around type 2 diabetes,
clinical risk factors (e.g. HbA1c
levels) and lifestyle changes
Address weight loss
maintenance issues based on
principles including the
personal assessment and
management of sources of
‘tension’ caused by making
lifestyle changes and
managing internal and external
influences on this tension
Promotion of healthy eating,
physical activity and weight
loss, plus motivation, social
support, self-regulation
and understanding of the
behaviour change process
Participants’ materials Participant handbook,
self-monitoring diaries
Participant handbook,
self-monitoring diaries,
automated telephone
text reminder service
Participant handbook,
self-monitoring diaries
Group composition
and allocation of
participants
Up to 12 participants
(partners could attend),
allocated to groups based on
location/time
Up to 15 participants 8–12 participants (partners
could attend), allocated to
groups based on location
Number and
professional
background of
facilitators
One facilitator per group with
nutrition or physical activity
background
One facilitator with weight loss
management background and
Two co-facilitators per group,
with nutrition, physical
activity, fitness or health
promotion backgroundOne assistant per group with
visiting experts (dietitian,
fitness trainer) in some sessions
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Living Well Taking Control programme in the Community-based Prevention of Diabetes
trial (www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN7022167060,61)
The LWTC programme was an existing community-based diabetes prevention and management
programme delivered by voluntary sector organisations from late 2013. The structure, content and delivery
of LWTC were intended to be compliant with all 11 recommendations of the National Institute for Health
and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance for diabetes prevention interventions.62 A before-and-after service
evaluation of the LWTC programme led by the University of the West of England was completed in
September 2016.60 The clinical outcomes and cost-effectiveness of the diabetes prevention component
were evaluated in the ComPoD trial, which was a randomised waiting list controlled trial completed in
March 2017. In the ComPoD trial, 314 adults at a high risk of developing type 2 diabetes were recruited
via general practices and randomised to receive the LWTC programme either immediately (intervention
group) or after 6 months (waiting list control group). The study primary outcome was objective weight
loss, and secondary outcomes included changes in physical activity (assessed via accelerometers), blood
glucose levels [indicated by levels of glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c)] and self-reported diet and well-being
at 6 months, with observational follow-up at 12 months of the intervention group only.
TABLE 1 Details of the three interventions and data used in the MAGI study (continued )
Study details
Intervention
LWTC/ComPoD SkiM WtW
Facilitator training and
materials
1-day training in intervention
delivery; facilitator manual
2-day training in intervention
delivery, person-centred
counselling style and group
facilitation; feedback
meetings every 2 months
to discuss progress and to
problem-solve any barriers to
delivery; facilitator manual
2.5-day training in
intervention delivery and
person-centred counselling
style; feedback meetings
every 2 months to problem-
solve any barriers to delivery;
facilitator manual and slides
Data used in the MAGI study
Delivery manuals LWTC – Pre-diabetes Training
Manual (v4, August 2013,
52 pages); authors: Westbank
and Health Exchange, with
advice from Colin Greaves,
University of Exeter Medical
School, (unpublished, available
from authors on request)
SkiM weight management
programme – Programme
Manual (v1, March 2016, 185
pages); authors: Colin Greaves,
University of Exeter Medical
School, and Leon Poltawski
(unpublished, available from
authors on request)
WtW – Lifestyle Coaches
Manual (2011, 73 pages);
authors: Colin Greaves,
University of Exeter Medical
School, Afroditi Stathi and Fiona
Gillison (unpublished, available
from authors on request)
Session recordings
(see Appendix 1)
24 in total 18 in total 4 in total
Stage 1 Four transcripts: two from
two groups, delivered by
two facilitators
Two transcripts from one
group, delivered by one
facilitator
Four transcripts: two from
two groups, co-delivered
by two of five facilitators
Stage 2 12 transcripts from eight
groups, delivered by four
facilitators
16 transcripts: four from
four groups, delivered by
two facilitators
Stage 3 Eight transcripts from two
groups, delivered by two
facilitators
Session observations In stage 1: eight sessions from
three groups
None None
Quantitative data In stage 3: participant
characteristics, attendance
and outcomes collected
by providers as part of
programme
None used None used
HbA1c, glycated haemoglobin.
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Skills for weight loss Maintenance study (www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN45134679)
The SkiM study is a feasibility study using an action research design and observational (pre–post) evaluation
of weight outcomes, which was ongoing at the time of writing. The aim is to develop intervention materials
that specifically address weight loss maintenance and integrate them into existing weight management
services. The study aims to inform development of a future trial that will be used to evaluate the resulting
intervention programme. A total of 45 adults with a BMI of > 30 kg/m2 were recruited in the first round of
intervention delivery. They had agreed to take part in one of two existing tier 2 community-based weight
loss programmes delivered by local participating voluntary sector and NHS-based service providers. As well
as feasibility measures for a future trial (e.g. recruitment, attendance, retention rates), the study outcomes
include change in weight at 6, 12 and 18 months, physical activity (assessed via accelerometers), BMI, waist
circumference and self-reported health status. A process evaluation assesses engagement, processes of
change, intervention fidelity and ways in which the intervention could be improved using participant and
provider interviews, questionnaires, session recordings and observations. Data gathered during a first
presentation of the intervention was used to refine the intervention, then evaluated in a second iteration.
Waste the Waist study (www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN1070789957–59)
The WtW study, completed in 2013, was a pilot randomised controlled trial of a theory-based group
intervention. A total of 108 adults at a high risk of type 2 diabetes or heart disease were randomised to
the group-based intervention plus usual care or to usual care alone. The primary outcome was change in
objective measures of weight at 12 months. Secondary outcomes included changes in diet, physical activity
(assessed via accelerometers), markers of cardiovascular risk (e.g. blood pressure, blood glucose) and
quality of life at 4 and 12 months.
Key terms
Throughout this report, we use a number of key terms, some of which are defined in Table 2. Other terms,
in particular those derived from the literature reviews, are defined in Table 3.
TABLE 2 Definitions of the key terms used in the study
Key terms Definitions
Mechanisms of action Components of interventions in health behaviour change interventions, including
change techniques and change processes, through which an intervention has its effect,
in our examples leading to changes in participants’ behaviour and health outcomes
Change processes Processes that are theorised to lead to individual behaviour or other psychological
change, and thus, other intervention outcomes; they may instigate and facilitate
change, or impede it. For example, motivational, learning processes
Interpersonal change processes Change processes that are instigated through interaction with, or presence of, one or
more other people
Intrapersonal change processes Psychological processes that occur within individuals to bring about personal change
Change techniques Techniques that facilitators can use, or prompt participants to use, to instigate or
support change processes. Although these are commonly referred to as ‘behaviour
change techniques’, we refer to them as ‘change techniques’ because they initially
instigate psychological change that may or may not lead directly to behaviour change.
For example, use of ‘if–then’ plans is initially an intrapersonal change that may/may
not lead to change in behaviour patterns. Note too that when we refer to change
techniques, we really mean a set of categories or types of technique because, for
example, if–then plans take many different forms
continued
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TABLE 2 Definitions of the key terms used in the study (continued )
Key terms Definitions
Facilitation techniques Techniques that facilitators use to facilitate groups, group interaction and change
processes. They may include change techniques or more generic techniques to
facilitate interaction. For example, facilitating group discussion, prompting individual
introductions in groups
Interventions Interventions, programmes or treatments that aim to facilitate individual health-related
change processes, and thus improve health or prevent illness
Modes of delivery Overall approach to how an intervention is delivered, such as through one-to-one
consultations, groups, self-delivery (e.g. manuals, apps or websites), in person or online
Group At least three people who interact with each other
Group-based interventions Interventions partly or fully delivered in groups, that is, including at least three
participants (or group members) and usually at least one facilitator (or leader)
Behaviour change interventions Interventions, or programmes, that aim to bring about changes in individual behaviours
Group-specific change
techniques/processes
Processes or techniques that are delivered through interaction between two or more
people, and, thus, may be unique, or particularly suitable, to group-based delivery.
For example, buddying up, peer support
Group-sensitive change
techniques/processes
Processes or techniques that can be self-delivered on one’s own, one on one or in a
group setting, but when delivered in groups, they may be affected by the group
interactions. For example, problem-solving or goal-setting – conducted individually vs.
discussed in a group (e.g. involving sharing ideas, suggestions, modelling)
Adapted from Borek et al.63 © 2019 The Author(s). Published by Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group. This is
an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited.
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Chapter 2 Development of the Mechanisms of
Action in Group-based Interventions framework
(stage 1)
Background and rationale
As noted in Chapter 1, there is a wealth of research on group processes and how groups affect
individuals,37,38,64,65 and a long tradition of using small groups to support personal change, promote health
and deliver education (e.g. in group psychotherapy and counselling,10,12,66 self-help and support groups,13
chronic disease self-management programmes,14,17 health-promoting interventions20–22 and team-based
learning initiatives67). Delivery of health interventions in groups allows people to support and learn from
each other and takes better account of the fact that many health-related behaviours are performed with,
or in the presence of, other people and are subject to social influences. With the increased prevalence and
social and economic burden of preventable, lifestyle-related diseases, groups therefore offer a suitable and
potentially cost-effective way to deliver health-related behaviour change interventions.
To date, theories specifying processes capable of regulating and changing behaviour patterns and
techniques that may be used to modify those processes have focused on intrapersonal change, occurring
within individuals. However, change processes are often initiated and facilitated through social interaction,
and are affected by social context, including group settings. Thus, social, interpersonal processes may
direct and alter intrapersonal processes. Yet our understanding of how interpersonal interaction in groups
initiates and shapes intrapersonal change is limited. This might be because research into group-promoted
personal change and research into intrapersonal change processes that explain changes in individual
behaviour have developed in parallel with little cross-fertilisation of ideas. Further research is needed to
ascertain how health behaviour change interventions work in group settings, how intrapersonal change
processes might be shaped by group context and which interpersonal change processes are critical to
group effectiveness. Such research would be greatly facilitated by a synthesis of the current knowledge of
group processes and change mechanisms in groups. Therefore, in the first stage of this study, we aimed
to identify important elements related to the design, implementation, context and change processes
operating in GB-BCIs. Drawing on existing research, we aimed to develop a framework to bring together
and categorise potentially important intervention components, and change processes and techniques that
explain the mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs.
Methods
We developed a framework of change processes in group-based interventions by bringing together findings
from three approaches. We focused in particular on face-to-face, adult groups that target health-related
behaviour and other psychological change. First, we built on reviews of relevant literature, including
theoretical literature on group dynamics and group change processes, taxonomies of categories of change
techniques, qualitative studies of participants’ experiences of group-based weight loss interventions,
and measures of group processes. Second, we qualitatively coded the content of delivery manuals and
recordings of group sessions from three recent GB-BCIs targeting weight loss. Third, we consulted experts,
including group participants, facilitators and researchers. The findings from each approach helped to
develop, refine and revise the framework in an iterative fashion. For an outline of this stage of the research,
and how it fits in with other stages of the study, see Chapter 1. The three approaches used and how
findings from them were brought together are described in detail in the following sections.
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Reviews of relevant literature
Foundational previous research
The initial concepts used in the framework were based on an earlier programme of work on GB-BCIs,68
in particular a checklist for reporting of GB-BCIs69 and a conceptual review and model of change processes
in groups.40 In this work, we identified and reviewed relevant theoretical literature on how groups work
and how group processes can enhance or impede individual change.
A systematic review of theoretical literature on change processes in groups was not feasible because of the
extensiveness of this literature, which spanned a number of decades and disciplines. A search for ‘group
dynamics’ in MEDLINE in early 2016 resulted in over 33,000 references, and searching and screening of
The British Library catalogue identified > 160 potentially relevant books.40 Consequently, we employed a
pragmatic approach to identify and integrate relevant concepts, processes and theories. We began with a
previously developed model of change processes in groups (see Appendix 2)40 and key books summarising
research on groups.10,12,37,64,70 We conducted further selective searches of electronic databases (e.g.
MEDLINE, PsycINFO) for this study using key search terms relevant to specific processes included in the
previous model (e.g. ‘social support’) and types of groups (e.g. ‘support groups’). We also hand-searched
for relevant, useful articles in recent issues of the following journals: Psychological Review, Psychological
Bulletin, Social Science & Medicine, Sociological Review, Educational Review, Journal for Specialists in
Group Work and Group Dynamics: Theory, Research and Practice. Concepts or processes identified in
these sources were compared with, and added to, the earlier concepts, resulting in the development of an
initial framework. We also used the key books and articles on groups37,38,71 to extract definitions of key
concepts, which were then discussed and agreed on with the study team members.
The earlier research40 resulted in a conceptual model identifying five categories of interacting processes:
(1) group development processes, (2) dynamic group processes and properties, (3) social change processes,
(4) personal change processes and (5) group design and operating parameters. Each of these categories
encompasses a variety of theorised mechanisms explaining individual change in small groups. Key change
processes included in each of these categories are shown in Appendix 2. This work provided a conceptual
foundation for stage 1 of the MAGI study.
Taxonomies of change techniques
A series of taxonomies have defined categories of change techniques3,4,35,53,72 and some have linked these
to change mechanisms specified by empirically tested theories.3,53,72 These categories refer to sets of
techniques that may differ in implementation across interventions. For example, ‘encouraging social
support’, ‘inducing cognitive dissonance’ or ‘facilitating formation of if–then plans’ can be implemented in
quite distinct ways and so refer to different practices in different interventions.33 Nonetheless, we will use
the term ‘technique’ as shorthand for a defined category of potentially effective actions or practices
assumed to influence a specified change mechanism that, consequently, may/may not be effective in
prompting behaviour change in particular contexts.23,33
Taxonomies of change techniques were used as a source of potentially important change processes and
techniques in group settings. One researcher (AJB) initially used the taxonomies to select techniques that
were likely to be specific to group-based delivery (i.e. group specific) or that could be affected by group
delivery (i.e. group sensitive) and incorporated them into the developing framework. Then, after the
framework was further developed, two researchers (AJB and CA) reviewed each taxonomy again and
compared each technique category included in these taxonomies for correspondence with the draft
framework. Any additional techniques were considered for relevance to GB-BCIs (being either specific or
sensitive to group setting) and, when relevant, added to the framework.
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Qualitative studies
One researcher (AJB) searched electronic databases (MEDLINE, PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, EMBASE, Social
Policy and Practice accessed via Ovid platform) between January 2000 and June 2016 using a detailed
search strategy [based on the PICOS (participants, interventions, comparisons, outcomes, study design)
model,73 see Appendix 3] to identify qualitative studies of participants’ experiences or perceptions of
group-based weight loss programmes. We included qualitative studies of lifestyle-based weight loss
interventions for overweight or obese adults that reported findings related to group-based delivery (e.g.
participants’ perceptions of groups, how the group setting might have influenced their experience of the
intervention, behaviour change or weight loss). The included reports were uploaded to NVivo software,
versions 10 and 11 (QSR International, Warrington, UK), in which the findings were coded for themes
common across studies. The identified themes were compared with and, when relevant, added to the
developing framework. After the framework was further refined (following stage 2, see Chapter 3),
the themes developed from the qualitative studies were revised to correspond with the structure of the
framework and, when appropriate, individual codes were renamed to match the framework categories.
For further details of the review of qualitative studies, see Appendix 3.
Measures of group processes
We initially intended to search electronic databases for individual measures of group processes. However,
our scoping searches identified existing reviews of such measures. Consequently, we used these reviews
to extract details of, and references to, measures of group processes and change in groups. We then
compared the concepts operationalised in these measures with the developing framework, and any new
concepts or processes were considered for inclusion in the framework. Following this, we decided not to
conduct further specific database searches for individual measures.
Analysis of qualitative data
In order to include in the framework categories that would apply to ‘real-life’ GB-BCIs and to help clarify
and refine the definitions of the framework categories, we conducted qualitative coding of the content
of intervention manuals and group sessions sampled from three recent GB-BCIs: LWTC, SkiM and WtW
(see Table 1). The secondary data from these interventions were uploaded to, and coded in, NVivo
software (v10/11).
Intervention manuals
We selected one primary intervention manual from each study. The manuals provided information to be
used by the group facilitators as the basis for delivering the intervention. The content of the manuals was
coded thematically, and the emerging coding schema was compared with the developing framework. Any
additional concepts or processes relevant to group-based delivery that were not captured by the framework
were considered for adding to the framework. After the framework was developed, the coding of the
manuals was revised to make it consistent with the framework’s headings and structure.
Recordings of group sessions
We sampled 10 audio-recordings of group sessions for diversity, representing all three interventions,
different stages of the group programmes (beginning, middle and end sessions) and different facilitators
(for details of all transcripts used, see Appendix 1). Recordings were transcribed verbatim by a transcription
company, and one researcher (AJB) checked the transcripts against the original recordings for accuracy and
as part of data familiarisation, paying attention to elements that were not transcribed (e.g. tone of voice
indicating engagement, laughter, speaking over each other, etc.). One researcher (AJB) then coded the
transcripts inductively (i.e. bottom up, without using the a priori framework) to capture what happened in
the group sessions. The codes were then compared with the developing framework and matched with the
framework categories, prompting revisions to the framework and to the coding schema. Further revisions
to the framework were conducted following stage 2 of the research that involved coding additional
transcripts of group sessions (see Chapter 3). In brief, stage 2 involved deductive coding (using a coding
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schema derived from the draft framework) of 28 additional transcripts of sessions from the LWTC and
SkiM interventions, also sampled for diversity. The two stages were iterative but the framework presented
in Results is the final version revised in stage 2.
Observations of group sessions
Our analyses of the intervention manuals and group session recordings were supplemented with observations
of ongoing group sessions in the LWTC programme. One researcher (AJB) observed eight sessions from three
different groups, taking notes about what happened in the sessions and how participants interacted with
each other and the facilitator. These observations provided additional insight into processes that could not
be ascertained from, or identified in, the intervention manuals, audio-recordings or transcripts of group
sessions, for example seating arrangements, what happened when the audio-recorder was turned off
(i.e. at the beginning and end of sessions) and non-verbal behaviour of participants and facilitators. These
observations were not conducted in a structured manner and were not formally coded or analysed; instead,
they provided supplementary insights that facilitated interpretation of the more formal data analyses.
Consultations with experts
Throughout the study, we discussed the developing framework with experts, including researchers working
with group-based interventions, group facilitators and group participants. The aims of these consultations
were to (1) identify important elements that should be included in the framework, (2) collect examples and
insights helpful for defining the framework categories and hypothesising about links between techniques,
processes and outcomes, and (3) seek feedback on the developing framework. For a full list and details of
the conducted consultations see Appendix 4. In summary, in the early stages of the study we conducted two
meetings with participants who had attended the LWTC groups, and we met with two group facilitators
(from the LWTC and SkiM interventions). Throughout the study, we sought feedback from researchers
and practitioners at relevant conferences, and we sought feedback at an internal seminar and an external
workshop, which we organised. In the final stage of the study, we met with four group facilitators (from the
LWTC and SkiM interventions) and sought written feedback from researchers and practitioners on the near-
final version of the framework. We discussed with each group of experts their understanding of how groups
might facilitate or impede behaviour changes and other outcomes (e.g. weight loss), and what the important
processes in groups might be (including different facilitation techniques, and benefits and challenges of
the group setting). We also sought feedback on the emerging framework and suggestions for any new
components, or potential links between the framework categories.
Developing and revising the framework
We followed a process drawing on the ‘best fit’ approach to framework synthesis.74 We used a conceptual
model developed in our previous work40 as an a priori framework. We then used the other sources
(i.e. literature reviews, data analyses and consultations) and the expertise of the study team to identify
(through coding concepts and processes described in these sources) and list all potentially important
processes, concepts and design elements. Each identified relevant ‘candidate’ element was compared with
the a priori (and then revised) framework, and added to the framework, combined or separated, and sorted
into a category. We then defined categories, described the hypothesised relationships between them and
developed diagrams to summarise the framework. Further refinements to the framework were made
following its application to code additional transcripts of session recordings in stage 2 (see Chapter 3), so
this was an iterative process that extended throughout the study. The process of developing and refining
the framework, including decisions about the framework categories and their definitions, involved extensive
discussions with the study team members, all of whom have relevant experience and expertise (for details of
study team meetings, see Appendix 4).
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Results
Findings from relevant literature
Theoretical literature
Before developing the framework, we identified and defined the key concepts used in this study, as
relevant to the intended framework. In doing so, we drew on the expertise of our study team members
and on selected summaries of theoretical literature.37,38 We discussed and agreed on the key concepts
and their ‘working definitions’ in meetings with, and through written feedback from, team members.
The terms related to theoretical conceptualisations of groups are reported in Table 3; other relevant terms
were defined in Chapter 1.
TABLE 3 Definitions of key concepts used in the MAGI framework
Terms Definitions/descriptions
Group An entity that is more than a collection of individuals: ‘a collection of individuals who have relations
to one another that make them interdependent to some significant degree’ (p. 46)37
The following characteristics are commonly cited as distinguishing a group from a collection of
individuals:37,75
l Collective perception and identification (i.e. participants define themselves as a group, identify
with other group members and are perceived as a group by non-members)
l Shared goals (i.e. group participants share aims, needs or interests, which can be achieved or
pursued in the group)
l Interdependence (i.e. group participants are affected by and respond to what happens in the
group, and what happens in the group affects the achievement of their goals)
l Interaction (i.e. group participants interact and communicate with each other)
l Structure [i.e. group participants have different roles, status positions and communication
patterns; in group-based health interventions the roles and status positions of facilitators and
participants are formally ascribed, but other, informal, roles/status positions might also develop
(e.g. joker, complainer, group leader)]
l Cohesion (i.e. group participants have a bond with each other and want to remain in the group)
l Some groups might also show unity (i.e. tendency to act in a unitary manner towards the
environment)
Types of groups Groups can be classified in different ways; for example, they can be based on:
l Goal type [i.e. groups with shared personal goals (e.g. support, hobby or social groups) or
groups with group goals (e.g. work or sports teams, campaign/lobby groups)]
l Purpose and group method: although groups might have various purposes and involve a mixture
of group methods (or delivery strategies), the following main types can be distinguished –
¢ Task and work groups that aim to achieve group task goals using principles of human
development and functioning
¢ Educational groups that aim to enhance understanding and/or develop skills; they are
often structured and rely on didactic methods
¢ Psychoeducational groups that aim to facilitate personal (psychological and behaviour)
change (‘promote personal and interpersonal growth and development and the prevention of
future difficulties’71) and that comprise elements of educational and counselling/therapeutic
groups; they are often semistructured and involve both didactic and interactive methods
¢ Counselling groups that ‘address personal and interpersonal problems of living and promote
personal and interpersonal growth and development’ using ‘group-based cognitive,
affective, behavioural, or systemic intervention strategies’ among people ‘who may be
experiencing transitory maladjustment, who are at risk for the development of personal or
interpersonal problems, or who seek enhancement of personal qualities and abilities’71
¢ Therapeutic/psychotherapy groups that ‘address personal and interpersonal problems,
remediate perceptual and cognitive distortions or repetitive patterns of dysfunctional
behavior’ using ‘group-based cognitive, affective, behavioral, or systemic intervention
strategies’ among those ‘who may be experiencing severe and/or chronic maladjustment’.71
They are often participant led and interactive (i.e. mainly participants talking), use
psychotherapeutic methods and may be unstructured (i.e. the facilitator might not have a
script or detailed session plan to follow)
continued
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These definitions of key concepts provided a basis for the framework and helped establish its scope and
focus. For example, based on the experience and expertise of the study team, we agreed that GB-BCIs are
most likely to be small, psychoeducational or counselling groups with shared personal goals and led by
professional or peer facilitators. Therefore, in developing the framework we focused on the literature,
processes and concepts most relevant to these types of groups, rather than, for example, work groups,
sports teams or large groups that have different characteristics and types of group processes operating.
Moreover, we included some of the defining characteristics of groups (e.g. group identification, goals,
cohesion) that were relevant to GB-BCIs in the framework.
We began developing the framework of change processes in groups by listing potential change processes
identified in our previous work40,69 and in selected other helpful summaries of theoretical literature on group
processes and personal change in group interventions.9,10,12,36,38,64,71,75,78,79 We kept a record of helpful
references (available on request) including > 160 books on groups, and > 335 articles and book chapters,
which were classified and filed for reference depending on the topic (e.g. concept, process or theory). These
were also used as a source of framework elements. The theoretical literature on groups can be divided
into three categories related to how groups function (we refer to this type of theory/process as ‘group
TABLE 3 Definitions of key concepts used in the MAGI framework (continued )
Terms Definitions/descriptions
l Facilitator/leader type [i.e. peer-led (e.g. self-help groups, disease self-management groups) or
professionally led (e.g. psychotherapy groups)]
l Size: small groups tend to comprise < 20 members so that direct face-to-face interaction
between individual members is possible, and they are likely to have a less formal structure and
communication pattern that allow direct interaction between all members; an optimum group
size tends to be suggested as close to five. Large groups are likely to involve > 20–25 members
divided into cliques (small subgroups) and have a more formal structure of roles and
communication patterns (e.g. communication through representatives) to enable the group
to perform
Based on the above classification, a goals-and-process matrix for groups classifies groups based on
goal (i.e. a purpose that guides the direction of a group) and process (i.e. the type of interaction
characteristic of the working stage of the group)76,77
l Types of goals involve:
¢ Task performance
¢ Development (growth, development of life competencies)
¢ Remediation (overcoming, correcting existing problems)
¢ Coping (managing effectively with unchangeable)
l Types of processes involve:
¢ Task/work facilitation
¢ Guidance/psychoeducation (transmitting, discussing, integrating)
¢ Counselling/interpersonal support (interactive feedback, support)
¢ Therapy/eliciting (evoking emotional response, in-depth exploration)
Group dynamics and
group processes
‘Group dynamics’ is often used in different ways, referring to:
l The body of knowledge on groups
l Applied research using groups
l Processes occurring in groups and laws guiding these processes
We use ‘group dynamics’ to refer to group properties and within-group processes that help explain
how groups work and change
For clarity, we distinguish between ‘group dynamics’ and:
l ‘Group change processes’, which are processes that facilitate psychological or behaviour
change of group members (these can be inter- or intra-personal)
l ‘Group processes’, which are used as an overarching term for all types of processes that occur
in groups, including ‘group dynamics’ and ‘group change processes’
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dynamics’), how groups generate individual psychological or behavioural change (we refer to this as ‘change
processes in groups’) and how factors external to a group may affect a group and its members (we refer
to this as ‘contextual factors’). These categories broadly map onto the MRC’s process evaluation model,28,29
which refers to ‘implementation’ (mapping onto group delivery and group dynamics), ‘mechanisms of impact’
(covering change processes in groups) and ‘context’ (covering ‘contextual factors’). This provided initial
‘scaffolding’ for the MAGI framework and all processes and concepts that were identified in the theoretical
literature and, through other sources, were used to populate these overarching categories.
Taxonomies of change techniques
We selected and reviewed six taxonomies of change techniques listing categories of techniques designed
to bring about psychological change, which we considered to be the most established, widely used and
relevant to our study. These included the initial taxonomy developed by Abraham and Michie,3 the CALO-RE
(Coventry, Aberdeen & London – Refined) taxonomy for diet and physical activity interventions,80 the
Behaviour Change Technique Taxonomy v1 (BCTTv1)4, the Intervention Mapping taxonomy,72 the Oxford
Food and Activity Behaviours (OxFAB) taxonomy of techniques used by participants for weight loss81 and
a taxonomy of group-specific techniques used in smoking cessation programmes.25 In these taxonomies,
we identified very few group-specific categories of change techniques (i.e. techniques that are unique to
groups or particularly suitable to be delivered in group settings, and that facilitate interpersonal change
processes), but a larger number of techniques that could be sensitive to group delivery (i.e. techniques that
can be delivered in other ways than groups, but may be adapted to, or affected by, group delivery in how
they facilitate personal change). Selected examples are presented in Table 4.
Qualitative studies
The searches for qualitative studies of participants’ experiences of group-based weight loss groups resulted
in the identification of > 4000 potentially relevant references (see Appendix 3, Figure 19). After screening
57 full texts, 27 articles49,82–152 were included. Common themes related to participants’ perceptions of,
and experiences in, weight loss groups were identified (see Appendix 3). These included factors affecting
participants’ experiences of groups and behaviour change and weight loss [i.e. factors related to individuals
(e.g. previous experiences of weight loss), group design (e.g. contact time, venue), facilitators (e.g. personal
and professional qualities), group context (e.g. group climate), change processes (e.g. accountability to
the group, peer pressure), and practical delivery techniques and content (e.g. group activities and topics)].
TABLE 4 Examples of group-specific and group-sensitive change techniques
Group-specific change
techniques
Group-sensitive change techniques and their possible adaptations to engage
group processes
l Explain group support
l Communicate group
member identities
l Encourage group
discussion
(From West et al. 201025)
l Provide information on
consequences
l Prompt barrier identification
l Prompt specific goal-setting
(From Abraham and Michie 20083)
Delivered in groups through group discussion
and sharing of information and ideas
l Copy the weight management
behaviour of others
l Seek information about how to
manage weight
(From Hartmann-Boyce et al. 201681)
Delivered in groups through group
participants sharing experiences, information
and ideas, and modelling behaviours of
other group participants
l Active learning
l Modelling
l Discussion
(From Kok et al. 201572)
Delivered in groups through group activities,
group demonstrations/modelling and group
discussions
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These lower-level categories were added to the developing framework or were used to refine framework
categories. The content of the coded themes and subthemes from the reviewed qualitative studies provided
additional insights that contributed to the framework, defining the framework categories and hypotheses
around the potential importance of, and relationships between, the framework concepts and processes
(see Appendix 3 for more details of this review).
Measures of group processes
We identified and used three reviews of measures of group processes.108–110 and looked up other potentially
relevant measures.54,111–119 The identified measures could be divided into four types: (1) screening tools
used with participants to assess their suitability for, or fit with, the group, (2) measures to assess group
facilitators’ skills and behaviours, (3) measures to assess group interaction (used by researchers, observers
or coders) and (4) questionnaires to assess participants’ perceptions of groups and group processes. In
addition, qualitative approaches, such as interviews with participants, were identified as a way of assessing
participants’ experiences and perceptions of the groups. The measures identified in these reviews were
listed, and the concepts and processes that these measures focused on were mapped onto the developing
framework (see Appendix 5 for details and examples of measures.).
Findings from analysis of qualitative data
One researcher (AJB) coded three facilitator manuals (two of which were co-authored by one of the study
team members: CJG) and 10 transcripts of group session recordings, including four sessions from the
LWTC programme (with two different facilitators), two sessions from SkiM (with one facilitator) and four
sessions from WtW (with five different facilitators, cofacilitating the sessions) as shown in Table 1, with
further details on the transcripts provided in Appendix 1. The coding resulted in identification of categories
from the transcripts, which were compared with, and helped to refine, the a priori framework. The coding
was supplemented with notes from observations of eight group sessions (e.g. checking whether or not
any other potentially important elements were missing). The inductively developed codes are reported in
Appendix 6. In an iterative manner, the evolving framework underpinned the further coding of group
sessions presented in Chapter 3 but findings from this also informed the later versions of the framework.
Findings from consultations with experts
Feedback received in the expert consultations was incorporated into the framework by adding new
elements, or contributed to defining framework categories and relationships between them. The details
of the consultations and main changes in the framework resulting from these are reported in Appendix 4
and can be matched with the evolving versions of the framework presented in Appendix 2.
Mechanisms of Action in Group-based Interventions framework
The literature reviews, qualitative analyses and consultations were used as sources for developing the MAGI
framework. Appendix 7 includes a summary of the framework categories matched with the sources that
they were identified from. Appendix 2 provides the evolving framework diagrams and tables, illustrating
the process of refinement. The full version of the framework, which is intended to be a stand-alone
document, is presented in Report Supplementary Material 1.
The identified processes, techniques and concepts helpful in explaining the mechanisms were grouped into
six overarching categories: (1) group intervention design, (2) facilitation techniques, (3) group dynamics
and development, (4) interpersonal change processes, (5) intrapersonal change processes and targets and
(6) facilitator characteristics, participant characteristics and other contextual influences. On the basis of
the reviewed literature and expert consultations, we hypothesise that the group features, processes,
change targets, and techniques included in these categories are critical to the operation of groups and
the mechanisms by which groups generate individual and collective psychological and behavioural change.
The structure of the framework is illustrated in Figure 3 and described in the following sections.
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Category 1: group intervention design elements
These are features of the design of group-based interventions that are important for the functioning of the
group and facilitation of change processes. These features should be considered during the intervention
design stage (i.e. before the groups are set up) and decided on in alignment with the intervention logic
model and intended change processes. When a group intervention is delivered, these features are likely
to affect other elements of the intervention implementation (group facilitation, group dynamics and
development) and change processes in the group.
Category 2: facilitation techniques
These refer to techniques that facilitators can use to facilitate the group and particular change-inducing
interactions within the group. In Figure 3, we highlight the techniques, or tasks, that are important when
establishing groups and starting group sessions, and when closing groups or sessions (these specific time
points are emphasised by the blue triangles). The techniques for starting the groups or sessions are
particularly important for establishing an interpersonal context conducive to engaging participants and
inducing change processes, whereas techniques for closing the groups or sessions might help reinforce
participants’ commitment to return to the next session, change processes and maintenance of behaviour
change. Other techniques can also be used and their deployment determines how a group works (i.e.
group dynamics and development) and which inter- and intra-personal change processes are initiated and
sustained within the group. Facilitation techniques might change over time; for example, the facilitators
might adapt which techniques they use, and how, depending on the needs and characteristics of the group,
emerging group dynamics and change processes, or participants’ characteristics and their progress in
achieving goals and intervention outcomes (this is represented in Figure 3 by the dark-blue two-way arrows).
Category 3: group dynamic and development processes
These refer to generic group properties and processes used to describe how groups work and change over time
(i.e. this time change is represented by the light-blue arrow). These processes are group specific (i.e. unique to a
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FIGURE 3 Main MAGI framework categories and relationships between them. Note: the green boxes (corresponding
with categories 1 and 6 described below) and the green line around the diagram represent external influences on
the group (e.g. design prior to group sessions, influences from outside the group sessions); the blue triangles and
box between them (referring to category 2) represent the techniques that facilitators use to facilitate the group
and instigate or support group processes; the blue arrows (categories 3, 4 and 5) represent within-group processes
leading to change, that is, what happens during a group-based intervention to bring about behaviour change and
other outcomes. Reproduced from Borek et al.63 © 2019 The Author(s). Published by Informa UK Limited, trading
as Taylor & Francis Group. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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group setting) and are relevant to any type of group, regardless of whether or not they target personal change.
Positive group dynamics, and a successful progression into a cohesive group that works collaboratively to
achieve group goals (the so-called performing stage of group development), optimises the social environment
conducive to the operation of change processes. Conversely, negative group dynamics or impeded
development may inhibit change processes and negatively affect participants’ experiences of the group
(potentially also leading to low attendance or drop-out). Therefore, group dynamics and development are
conceptualised as underpinning change processes in groups (in Figure 3 this is represented by the darker blue
arrow being on top of the ‘group dynamics’ arrow). Group dynamics can be affected by facilitation techniques,
including how groups are set up, by facilitator and participant characteristics (including the relationship and
interaction between facilitators and participants) and by other contextual influences (e.g. social norms).
These influences could include both planned changes (e.g. in facilitation techniques) and unplanned influences
on group dynamics that the group responds to (e.g. progress of group members or attendance rates).
Categories 4 and 5: interpersonal and intrapersonal change processes
Interpersonal change processes are instigated in social or group contexts and through social or group
interactions, whereas intrapersonal change processes and targets operate within an individual and may
extend beyond the duration of a group session or a group (i.e. time is represented by the dark-blue arrow,
which extends beyond the duration of the group and the associated ‘group dynamics’ arrow). Indeed, that
this lasting change extends beyond the group is the aim of GB-BCIs. Interpersonal change processes might
prompt or influence intrapersonal change processes or they may happen simultaneously. For example,
when people are talking with others in the group, they engage both inter- and intrapersonal processes,
as any conversation does. Both of these types of change processes may be affected by, and affect, the group
dynamics and development when facilitated in groups (as opposed to other modes of delivery). As the
arrows represent, they may also be instigated or facilitated by facilitator techniques, and may be influenced
by facilitator and participant characteristics and the wider sociocultural context within which the groups operate.
Category 6: facilitator and participant characteristics, and other contextual influences
These refer to factors external to the group that may influence, and be influenced by, what happens in
the groups. They include characteristics of group facilitators and group participants, which they ‘bring’
to the group, for example individual cognitive (e.g. beliefs) and emotional factors (e.g. anxieties), previous
experiences (e.g. of groups, weight loss) and health conditions. These may influence participants’ interactions
and the development of relationships in the groups. In particular, participants’ experience of, and engagement
with, the intervention and behaviour change might be influenced by the relationship with, degree of rapport
with, and perceptions of the facilitator. Other contextual factors, such as available support networks or social
norms, may also influence the groups, and change processes. These factors and participants’ and facilitators’
characteristics may change over time as a result of participating in, or facilitating, the groups (e.g. increased
assertiveness, confidence, skills; see Outcomes), which is represented by the arrows in Figure 3.
Outcomes
The outcomes of group-based health interventions include a range of intended and unintended
consequences, for example changes in psychological processes (e.g. cognitions) underpinning behaviours,
behaviours (e.g. diet), health-related outcomes (e.g. outcomes), well-being or quality of life (e.g. resulting
from social connection), or social change across a collection of individuals (e.g. social norms or practices).
Outcomes of group-based interventions may be affected, directly or indirectly, through change processes,
and the underlying group context and dynamics. Moreover, observing or receiving feedback on outcomes,
or progress towards them, can create a feedback loop, affecting the group dynamics, change processes,
the use of facilitation techniques, and individual characteristics and contextual factors (this is represented
by the black arrows going from outcomes back to the group, facilitation techniques, and facilitator
and participant characteristics). Because the (targeted or unintended) outcomes are specific to each
intervention, we do not further describe or discuss the different outcomes. Methods that can be used to
explore potential links between group processes and outcomes are described in Chapter 4.
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Wider influencing factors
Finally, wider influencing factors, such as sociocultural, economic, environmental, community and
organisational factors, may influence all aspects of GB-BCIs, including their design, implementation,
processes, facilitators and participants, and outcomes. For example, economic factors may affect
participants (e.g. costs of accessing the group or buying health food) or intervention design and
implementation (e.g. prespecified requirements set, or resources provided, by programme commissioners).
Although we acknowledge that these wider determinants are very important, and recognise their impact
on group functioning, these are beyond the focus of our study (and hence are not further discussed).
The MAGI framework provides conceptual guidance on questions of how key change agents shape
group processes and change processes in GB-BCIs. This is illustrated in Figure 4, which highlights who
these agents are, what they do and what they bring to group-based intervention design and operation.
For example, group intervention designers have control over, and responsibility for, decisions about
intervention design, which affect group dynamics, development and change processes. Group facilitators
bring to the group their own characteristics (e.g. beliefs, experiences), professional and interpersonal skills,
and facilitation techniques. Group participants also bring their own characteristics, social contexts and
change-related factors (e.g. motivation, readiness to change). All of these influence, and contribute to,
what happens in the group sessions, including group dynamics and change processes (represented by the
blue circles in Figure 4) that lead to outcomes.
Table 5 summarises group features, processes, targets and techniques included in the framework
categories described above. Detailed definitions, with descriptions of their importance and hypothesised
links between them (based on the literature and expert consultations), are fully reported in Report
Supplementary Material 1 and are summarised below.
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FIGURE 4 Agency and processes in group-based interventions. Note: green boxes represent external influences on
the group (e.g. design prior to group sessions, participants’ influences from outside the group sessions); the blue
box represents the techniques that facilitators use to facilitate the group and instigate or support group processes;
and the light and dark blue circles represent within-group processes leading to change (i.e. what happens during a
group to bring about the outcomes).
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TABLE 5 The MAGI framework
1. Group intervention design
2. Facilitation techniques
2.1. Techniques
to start the
group/session
2.2. Generic
facilitation
techniques
2.3. Techniques to
facilitate group
dynamics
2.4. Techniques to facilitate
interpersonal change
processes
2.5. Techniques to facilitate
intrapersonal change
processes
2.6. Techniques
to end the
group/session
1.1. Intended changes and processes
1.2. Purpose and benefits of
using a group format
1.3. Group characteristics
1.4. Participant selection and
group composition
1.5. Facilitator selection and training
1.6. Intervention content
1.7. Setting and venue
1.8. Group set-up and delivery
3. Group dynamic and development processes
3.1. Group goals
3.2. Identifying with/as a group
3.3. Group cohesion and attraction
3.4. Group climate
3.5. Group engagement
3.6. Communication patterns
3.7. Group norms
3.8. Group roles
3.9. Group development
4. Interpersonal change processes 5. Example intrapersonal change processes and targets
4.1. Sharing experiences
4.2. Social learning
4.3. Social influence
4.4. Agreeing or disagreeing with,
or challenging
4.5. Social support
4.6. Social validation
4.7. Social identification
4.8. Social comparisons
4.9. Accountability to the group
4.10. Competition
4.11. Co-operation
4.12. Group problem-solving
4.13. Group-level feedback
4.14. Social facilitation
5.1. Committing to attend
5.2. Develop and express understanding
5.3. Self-presenting
5.4. Normative beliefs
5.5. Attitudes
5.6. Attributions
5.7. Cognitive dissonance
5.8. Intervention outcome expectations
5.9. Motivation
5.10. Self-efficacy and personal control
5.11. Setting goals
5.12. Reviewing goals or progress
5.13. Developing and practising new skills and
behaviours
5.14. Identifying individual barriers and
problem-solving
5.15. Self-monitoring
5.16. Individual-level feedback
5.17. Developing self-insight
5.18. Identity shift
5.19. Using self-talk
5.20. Associative learning
5.21. Forming habits
5.22. Managing stress and emotions
6. Facilitator and participant characteristics and contextual influences
6.1. Facilitator characteristics 6.2. Participant characteristics 6.3. Other contextual influences
Adapted from Borek et al.63 © 2019 The Author(s). Published by Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited.
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1. Group intervention design
These elements of GB-BCIs can be predesigned and should be carefully planned before groups are set up
and delivered as they can influence all aspects of implementation and change processes. Intervention
designers need to carefully consider 1.1 intended changes and processes and outcomes during planning
of GB-BCIs. They should pay particular attention to the 1.2 purpose and benefits of using a group format
and deployment of interpersonal change processes so that the potential impact of group participation on
planned outcomes is maximised. For example, a group setting might be used to facilitate peer support in
order to enhance the quality of social relationships of members during and after the intervention. If the
intended change processes are primarily intrapersonal (e.g. changes in individual knowledge, attitudes and
motivation), designers should consider whether the intervention could be better delivered individually or
self-delivered. In addition, designers should consider how facilitation and change techniques may need to
be adapted so that they operate optimally in relation to the interpersonal processes foundational to group
operation. Designers need to also consider the potential impact of 1.3 group characteristics, such as group
size, processes of becoming group members, continuity of group membership and incentives, rewards or
payments to attend, on group dynamics, interaction and engagement. 1.4 Participant selection and group
composition, including demographic (e.g. age, gender) and condition-related (e.g. at risk of diabetes)
characteristics, and attendance of any accompanying persons (e.g. partners), may affect how cohesive
the group is, and can facilitate or impede establishment of common goals in the group. 1.5 Facilitator
selection and training, especially professional and personal characteristics and skills (e.g. including whether
they are selected as peers or professionals), and training in the use of facilitation and change techniques,
are crucial in how well the intervention is delivered, how the group works (group dynamics) and how
inter- and intrapersonal change processes operate, interact and are sustained. For example, facilitators
whom participants consider to be credible sources, whom they identify with (e.g. peer facilitators) and who
have strong interpersonal skills are more likely to instigate interpersonal change processes, such as social
influence. Moreover, intervention designers need to plan 1.6 intervention content, such as participant and
facilitator materials, session content, group activities, any tasks to do between sessions, any additional
relevant resources (classes, facilities, etc.), and any additional information and contact outside the group.
The designers need to also decide about the intervention 1.7 setting and venue, considering how these
might affect participants’ expectations of, and experiences in, the programme (e.g. different implications
of delivering groups in a community or hospital), and any practical issues that might affect engagement
or attendance (e.g. room set-up or venue accessibility). Finally, 1.8 group set-up and delivery need to be
planned, involving decisions regarding contact time, and the intended facilitation or delivery style, which
should be consistent with the intended change processes. Considering and planning these elements before
the group starts can help to ensure that the intended, positive group dynamics and change processes occur.
2. Facilitation techniques
These should be considered during intervention design and implementation. As group leaders, facilitators
have an important role in the group and, in particular, in 2.1 techniques to start the group/session.
Setting up or starting the group is a crucial stage as it provides a basis for the group dynamics and group
development, and, consequently, the initiation and establishment of change processes, including members’
initial identification with the group. Starting sessions may be different in form, but equally important,
in ongoing, open groups as in time-bound, closed groups; for example, similar tasks, such as personal
introductions, need to be completed at the beginning of the first session in a closed group (which can be
minimised or skipped in subsequent sessions) and at the beginning of each session in an open group
(when there might be different new participants in each session). Beyond starting the groups or sessions,
facilitators shape interaction and activities in the group, deliver intervention content and facilitate positive,
while managing any negative, group processes. Thus, they need to be skilled with a range of facilitation
techniques to meet these challenges, including 2.2 generic facilitation techniques to facilitate group
interaction and engagement, and 2.3 techniques to facilitate group dynamics. They also need to know
how to use 2.4. techniques to facilitate interpersonal change processes and 2.5 techniques to facilitate
intrapersonal change processes (for examples of these facilitation techniques, see Chapter 3). Finally, at the
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end of the group, or at the end of the session (if it is an ongoing group), the facilitators need to positively
end the group or session. 2.6. Techniques to end the group/session can help to ensure that participants
leave the session with positive impressions, remembering what was covered, with motivation to continue
with behaviour change after or between sessions, and/or to establish independence from the group.
Although some, or most, of these techniques and tasks might be used throughout the intervention,
the facilitators should ensure that, by the end of the group or session, these have been sufficiently covered
and reinforced, as they are critical to maintenance of change. Examples of techniques, or tasks, important
to starting and closing the groups or sessions are presented in Table 6.
3. Group dynamic and development processes
These include emerging and changeable (thus ‘dynamic’) group processes and properties used to describe
how groups work. They include 3.1 group goals (i.e. a purpose or task for the group), 3.2 identification
with/as a group (i.e. a perception of constituting a group and being a group member), 3.3 group cohesion
and attraction (i.e. a bond with the group, and wanting to belong to the group which fulfils one’s needs
or goals), 3.4 group climate (i.e. socioemotional context), 3.5 group engagement (i.e. active participation
in group activities), 3.6 communication patterns (i.e. patterns of how participants communicate with
each other and with the facilitators, and how cofacilitators interact), 3.7 group norms (i.e. norms about
acceptable group behaviour), 3.8 group roles (i.e. a structure of members’ functions and responsibilities)
and, finally, 3.9 group development over time, that is, moving through forming, storming (insecurities,
tensions), norming (establishing patters and relations), performing (working towards group goals) and
(for most groups) adjourning stages. These group properties and processes are closely linked together,
and affect overall group experience and group-related outcomes. For example, identifying with the group
is closely related to identifying a common group goal and creating a sense of group cohesion, and, at
the same time, group cohesion may be measured through a sense of identification with the group and
perceptions of common group goals. Such group dynamics are present in any type of a group and they
emerge regardless of the facilitator’s actions. However, facilitators can actively promote positive group
dynamics, such as by identifying and agreeing on rules for working together, and helping resolve any
negative dynamics, such as conflicts or tensions. Promoting positive group dynamics and minimising
negative ones helps create a group environment that is conducive to, and underpins, the operation of
change processes critical to the planned outcomes of the intervention.
TABLE 6 Techniques for starting and closing groups/sessions
Techniques for starting the group/session Techniques for closing the group/session
Introduce people, icebreaker Review the session/programme
Manage expectations Review individual progress and provide feedback
Identify/specify and agree group goals Plan for long-term and relapse prevention
Prompt and facilitate group/social identification Prompt practice skills and habit formation
Identify/specify and agree group rules Prompt social support and social connections outside the group
Negotiate and manage group roles/responsibilities Signpost to expert advice/facilities
Establish a positive group climate Explain tailing-off of group contact/follow-up group sessions
Explain the programme
Recap previous session
Outline the session
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4. Interpersonal change processes
These include a range of processes that operate through interaction with other people in a group and that
may prompt people to change. They might be influenced by group dynamics, for example establishment of a
common goal or purpose, a sense of identification and cohesion, and norms and climate that are conducive
to psychological change (e.g. confidential, trusting and supportive). Many behaviour change groups are
psychoeducational, interactive groups, in which the prevalent interpersonal change processes include
4.1 sharing experiences and 4.2 social learning that occurs by exchanging information, advice and ideas,
and modelling or vicarious learning. These processes are often facilitated through group discussions and
group activities that encourage, and provide opportunities for, participants to learn from each other. Group
interaction can be also a source of 4.3 social influence processes, whereby participants influence each other’s
beliefs or behaviours, for example by referring to own past experiences and expertise, health-promoting or
resistant talk (e.g. in motivational interviewing terms, change or resistance or sustain talk120), using persuasion,
or providing encouragement or pressure. Participants may also influence each other and their intrapersonal
change through 4.4 agreeing or disagreeing with, or challenging, each other. Many health-related groups
are also described as ‘support groups’ as they offer opportunities for 4.5 social support in the group, which
can involve peer informational, emotional or practical support (e.g. encouragement, buddying up). Groups
also provide opportunities for making social connections and enjoying the social aspects of the group, thus
reducing negative effects of isolation or lack of a support network outside the group. Participants might also
benefit from providing support to others and reciprocity in the groups. Groups can provide opportunities for
4.6 social validation of participants’ experiences. This might help people realise that they are not alone with
a problem or challenge, thus validating or normalising individual experiences, and helping to increase one’s
self-efficacy and self-esteem.
Change processes may be reinforced through 4.7 social identification with others who are perceived as
belonging to similar social groups or categories. This may involve both recognition of pre-established
shared identities that members import from outside the group and the development of a new group
identity among members. This is especially important if the group member identities promote or impede
health-related social norms and behaviours. Identifying with health-promoting identities can enhance
behaviour change and health, whereas health-impeding identities may need to be explored and redefined
in the group. So, for example, becoming an ex-user of a particular service or substance may involve
redefining the social self in ways that can bolster maintained behaviour change. Being with and interacting
with people in a group can also create opportunities for 4.8 social comparisons, which involve upwards or
downwards comparisons with ‘similar’ others, and identifying or becoming role models. Group members
might also feel 4.9 accountability to the group for achieving individual or group goals, which might
motivate them to take action. Similarly, 4.10 competition might be a source of motivation to perform, with
either others in a group or other groups. Conversely, participants may 4.11 co-operate in the group to
achieve group or individual goals, for example by working together, and supporting and encouraging each
other. Change processes can also be amplified and maintained by collaborative 4.12 group problem-solving,
and by providing 4.13 group-level feedback on the group performance (thus reinforcing common group
goals and co-operation). Finally, being in a group might prompt 4.14 social facilitation, whereby people’s
performance on simple or well-trained tasks improves by being in the presence of others. This can,
unfortunately, also undermine individual performance of poorly established skills.
Interpersonal change processes, like group dynamics, are inter-related and can affect each other and/or
co-occur. Some of these processes may have negative effects on psychological or behaviour change.
For example, identifying with social groups that are stigmatised or that do not have health-promoting
social norms might impede health or engagement with health-related behaviours. Social comparisons
or intragroup competition might negatively affect underperformers and may decrease their motivation,
self-efficacy and self-esteem. Thus, it is crucial for group facilitators to help facilitate these interpersonal
change processes in ways that increase their potential for positive effects and minimise the negative
effects.
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5. Intrapersonal change processes and targets
These can be generated and supported outside groups. This category includes processes (such as
developing understanding) as well as psychological targets (such as normative beliefs) that can be
influenced and changed by different, often multiple, change processes. When generated in the groups,
intrapersonal processes are very likely to be shaped by interpersonal change processes operating in groups
and by group dynamics (e.g. group cohesion and climate). Group sessions require considerable time and
effort so participants need to 5.1 commit to attend the group, which can be linked with motivation for
making changes and working towards group goals. Participants might also 5.2 develop and express
understanding, or lack of understanding, which can be addressed by social learning processes. Interacting
in a group with a health-related purpose might affect the way that people 5.3 self-present themselves
(e.g. as health-oriented) and their health-related 5.4 normative beliefs. In the group, participants are also
likely to express their health-related 5.5 attitudes, 5.6 attributions, 5.8 intervention outcome expectations,
5.9 motivation or 5.10 self-efficacy and sense (or lack) of personal control; they may acknowledge
changes in these targets. These, in turn, can be affected by the group and other people’s expressions.
Expressing beliefs in the group that are different from participants’ usual behaviour patterns might lead to
5.7 cognitive dissonance, which (in order to reduce inconsistency) could prompt attitude change that,
in turn, may change motivation and indeed behaviour.
Many behaviour change groups involve participants 5.11 setting goals, 5.12 reviewing goals or progress,
5.14 identifying individual barriers and problem-solving and receiving 5.16 individual-level feedback.
These techniques can be facilitated in groups collaboratively by engaging group participants, discussing
their goals, progress or barriers, and thus facilitating interpersonal change processes, such as sharing
experiences, social learning or accountability. Groups also provide a context for 5.13 developing and
practising new skills and behaviours that can prompt modelling. Group interaction and sharing can help
with 5.17 developing self-insight or a better self-understanding, and might affect an 5.18 identity shift
(e.g. becoming a ‘new’, healthy person). Groups can also be good platforms for discussing and sharing
ideas for 5.15 self-monitoring, 5.20 associative learning (e.g. using rewards or incentives), 5.19 using self-
talk and discussing 5.21 forming habits (and changing old habits) or 5.22 managing stress and emotions.
This is not an exhaustive list; many more intrapersonal processes involved in behaviour change have been
identified. Here, we highlighted intrapersonal change processes that are commonly targeted in GB-BCIs,
and that are particularly sensitive to group delivery.
6. Facilitator and participant characteristics and contextual factors
These might influence all the processes in groups, that is, group dynamics and inter- and intrapersonal
change processes. 6.1 Facilitator characteristics include their demographic, professional or personal
characteristics that facilitators bring to the group. For example, their ability to build rapport with participants
and engage with the group, or their own experiences (e.g. of weight loss or other behaviours relevant to
the group) and beliefs, may affect the group interaction and change processes. Some characteristics may
be controlled at the design stage, whereas others are more difficult to control but could be explored
(e.g. interpersonal skills, experiences or beliefs). Similarly, 6.2 participant characteristics, such as their
social identities, individual personalities, cognitive or emotional characteristics, experiences and existing
health conditions, might affect how the group operates and whether or not, and how, people change.
In addition, contextual, social factors that are external to the group might affect people’s lives and their
individual behaviour change as part of the group. These might include social support and negative
influences of others in participants’ social networks, social events or circumstances, or social norms that
affect people’s health-related behaviours. All of these factors have an impact on participants outside
the group who may be brought into, and discussed in, the group, thus providing opportunities for
interpersonal change processes (e.g. sharing experiences, social learning or validation).
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Discussion
We identified a wide range of concepts, processes and techniques from a number of sources, including
reviews of relevant literature, qualitative analyses of data and expert consultations. These were integrated
in a framework that highlights how these various components might affect the outcomes of group-based
interventions, in particular individual behaviour change. The framework consists of six overarching
categories, and the relationships between key categories illustrate the proposed mechanisms of action
in group-based health interventions. These six overarching categories comprise 62 more specific group
features and processes that help explain how groups work and effect change. These provide a basis for
designing, delivering and evaluating group-based interventions.
Group-based behaviour change interventions vary greatly in their design, implementation or targeted
change mechanisms. Thus, the relevance and importance of different concepts, processes and techniques
included in the MAGI framework will vary across interventions. The framework offers a set of concepts
and processes, all of which are, potentially, more or less important for facilitating individual change during
and beyond group participation. Practical limitations might make it difficult, or impossible, to control all of
these elements in intervention design or implementation, and time and resource limitations may prevent
investigation of all these processes in process evaluations. Thus, the framework provides a resource, or a
‘catalogue’, for designers, facilitators or evaluators of GB-BCIs to choose from. They can select which
processes or concepts are critical in a given intervention and specifically focus on and target them when
designing, delivering and evaluating GB-BCIs.
The presented framework is somewhat complex, but at the same time may not be complex enough to fully
represent the complexity of within-group processes and relationships between them. The described links
between concepts, processes and techniques are hypotheses based on the reviewed literature, expert
consultations and our earlier research. There is a variable amount and quality of evidence supporting
each process and hypothesised link, which we were unable to appraise in detail, and some processes still
need to be empirically tested. In the same way as the periodic table has changed considerably since its
initial development, the categorisation system that the MAGI framework represents will probably evolve as
empirical evidence accumulates on how changes in group interventions occur. The framework can guide
work to generate this.
In the framework, we distinguished between different categories to highlight the key domains of GB-BCIs,
and distinguished between different concepts, processes, targets and techniques to aid clarity and
understanding. However, these are not mutually exclusive categories; in fact, the processes categorised and
described separately may co-occur and influence each other. For example, the process of sharing experiences
might be closely linked with social learning (i.e. participants learning from each other’s experiences) and social
validation (i.e. which may be evoked by sharing experience). Moreover, each of the interpersonal change
processes happens between as well as within individuals (i.e. an individual learns, receives support, feels
accountable, etc.), so they could also be facilitated in one-to-one consultations. However, these processes are
likely to be reinforced by the interpersonal, social context of a group. Learning may be reinforced if it involves
learning from each other, social support might be reinforced if it involves mutual peer support (thus providing
benefits of providing and receiving support) and accountability might be reinforced if it involves striving to ‘not
let the group down’, especially if the group has a common goal. Similarly, intrapersonal change processes also
occur within the interpersonal, group context and, thus, can be affected by it; for example, goal-setting might
be reinforced by sharing and discussing one’s goals with the group or impeded by not having the time or
opportunity in a group to sufficiently focus and reflect on individual goals and needs. Within ‘intrapersonal
change processes’, we included some examples of only individual-level change processes and targets that
are particularly common to GB-BCIs or that may be particularly sensitive to group context and delivery.
Intrapersonal change processes, targets and techniques have been extensively described in psychological
literature and other classifications of these exist.3,4,72,81
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The inter- and intrapersonal change processes could be also facilitated in one-to-one interactions (e.g. in
pairs of participants, or between a participant and a counsellor) but are likely to be affected by the group
(i.e. are group sensitive). We also identified group dynamic and development processes, which are
unique to the group setting (i.e. are group specific). These processes underpin change processes, and
may especially affect engagement with the intervention, session attendance and drop-out rates. It is
these that designers, facilitators and evaluators of GB-BCIs need to focus more on when working with
group-based interventions.
Strengths and limitations
Founded on the previous research40 the MAGI framework is, to our knowledge, the most comprehensive
synthesis of concepts and processes used to understand how GB-BCIs may influence behavioural and
possibly other psychological change. We drew on a wide range of sources and multiple methods to
identify relevant concepts and processes, including reviews of diverse literature, qualitative data analyses,
and consultations with group participants, facilitators, researchers and practitioners. By combining and
triangulating results from these diverse methods, we achieved a more comprehensive approach to
synthesis of theories than previous studies.1,121,122 This has allowed us to incorporate different perspectives
on how group-based interventions work, including those of group participants and facilitators, and provide
evidence of these processes from recordings and observations of group sessions, rather than including only
theoretical accounts. We also kept audit records of decisions involved in the framework development and
its refinements.
In developing the framework, we took a broad approach to identifying and mapping as many group features
and processes as we could from the diverse sources used. We drew on extensive social psychological
literature on groups as this underpins more recent, specialist developments, for example in organisational
psychology or education. Because research on groups is so extensive, developed over many decades and
across different disciplines, it was not feasible to review all existing, potentially relevant literature. Thus, we
did not specifically review research on, for example, work/business/sports teams as they differ from personal
change groups in their types of goals (although the basic group features and group dynamics, included
in the framework, are probably similar between all types of small groups). Similarly, we did not specifically
review and incorporate individual-level change theories (as other such taxonomies exist3,4,72,81) or other
existing frameworks or tools for analysing interaction in health contexts (e.g. Roter Interactional Analysis
System,116 specific to coding doctor–patient interaction, or motivational interviewing coding systems,123,124
for one-to-one behaviour change counselling), but we did include examples of these when they were
pertinent to group settings under intrapersonal change processes in the framework and in the summary of
measures in Appendix 5. Our broad approach meant that systematic review methodology involving in-depth
analysis and appraisal of the evidence was not feasible within the scope of this project. Separate systematic
reviews could be conducted around each of the many concepts and processes included in the framework.
Future research could map out and evaluate the evidence in support of the framework concepts and
processes, identifying where more evidence or empirical research is needed.
We aimed to develop a framework that would be comprehensive and potentially generalisable across different
settings, targets and populations but focused on the concepts most relevant to health behaviour change
interventions because we aimed to bridge a gap between the extensive existing literature on group functioning
and the current (sometimes poorly conceptualised) use of groups in health-related interventions. Although we
incorporated a large number of concepts, we might have missed some important characteristics, processes and
techniques. For example, we developed the framework by focusing on weight loss interventions, and, thus, we
might have missed elements that are present in other types of group-based health interventions. For example,
additional external influences might affect group participants and processes in stigmatised groups, or groups
addressing addiction to tobacco or alcohol. Finally, we focused on face-to-face groups for adults and have not
explored how these processes apply to, or what other processes might be relevant in, other types of groups
(e.g. online) or populations (e.g. children or families). Thus, the framework is unlikely to be an exhaustive list of
all relevant processes and techniques, but provides the most up-to-date and comprehensive synthesis and
model of GB-BCIs that researchers can build on and adapt to different types of group interventions.
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It is also important to note limitations in mapping our sources with the framework categories, in particular
when reviewing taxonomies of change techniques, measures of group processes, or qualitative studies.
Different studies sometimes define and operationalise concepts or processes differently, despite using the
same terminology. For example, although we define group cohesion in the MAGI framework similarly to
how it is defined in a measure of group environment,54 the measure operationalises group cohesion as
an overarching process, comprising elements (and questionnaire items) related to group task and social
elements of the group, which in the framework would map onto ‘group goals’ and social connections
within ‘social support’ processes. Moreover, coding qualitative studies involved our interpretation of the
authors’ own interpretations of their data; this ‘double’ interpretation might constitute a source of bias or
inconsistency. Measures and qualitative studies refer to specific types of therapy groups and weight loss
interventions; thus, the applicability and transferability of their results might be limited. Finally, when
coding the initial 10 transcripts, one researcher (AJB) attempted to undertake as inductive an approach as
possible by coding directly from transcripts without using a prespecified coding schema. However, the
coding was probably influenced by AB’s previous research on groups, concurrent reviews of literature and
involvement in development of the draft framework.
Implications for designing, delivering and evaluating group-based behaviour
change interventions
The framework was developed to provide a comprehensive resource for researchers and practitioners
working with group-based interventions focused on diet and physical activity and potentially other
health behaviour change interventions. It can be used at all stages of intervention design, implementation
and evaluation.
Design
The framework provides a list of elements that can be considered when designing GB-BCIs. Decisions
about group design affect the intervention implementation and change processes. Thus, groups should be
considered not a ‘delivery method’ per se but a crucible of interpersonal change processes that generate
and direct intrapersonal change processes critical to planned outcomes. Interpersonal change processes
crucial to change will not necessarily ensue because people meet in a group; these processes need to be
facilitated by use of group management or facilitation techniques. Intervention designers need to consider
how positive group dynamics can be facilitated in their intervention, and which interpersonal change
processes the intervention will target and how. For example, an intervention might specifically target social
identification processes by facilitating emergence of a shared social identity in the group via particular
group design and facilitation methods,125 or it might target changes in health-related normative beliefs
through changing group norms, facilitated by specific group activities, such as group discussions and
role plays,126 or both. By providing an overview of key change processes operating in groups, the MAGI
framework extends existing guidance on designing health behaviour change interventions and we
recommend that it is used in conjunction with them when planning GB-BCIs.26,36,127,128
Delivery
The framework highlights the role of facilitators, their characteristics and skills in using facilitation techniques
and how these might affect the operation and maintenance of change processes critical to intervention
outcomes. The importance of facilitators’ training129 and of facilitators’ competencies in delivering behaviour
change and group-based interventions51,130 and their prior experience of delivering group programmes has
been acknowledged previously.50,131,132 Facilitators of group-based interventions need to be trained and
prepared to deliver the intervention content, facilitate the groups and promote change processes. Identifying,
training and sharing effective facilitation techniques to support group dynamics (in particular to manage any
negative group dynamics) and the intended change processes would be helpful. The framework is a resource
for group facilitators to improve their understanding of group processes and how facilitation techniques
can instigate and reinforce these. It could be used when training facilitators, discussing or reflecting on any
issues arising in the groups, as a starting point or for exploring and learning about specific concepts and
processes in more detail. It could also be used to provide structured feedback to facilitators and enhance
their awareness of using, or under-using, various techniques. Finally, the framework highlights for facilitators
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the importance of, and their role in, ensuring that there is sufficient time and opportunities to instigate
positive group dynamics (e.g. learning and using participants’ names) and interpersonal change processes
(e.g. facilitating learning from each other, rather than just providing information). The importance of
creating a group context conducive to group performance and change processes is highlighted in the
framework, as are techniques and tasks for facilitators when starting and closing the groups or sessions.
Evaluation
The framework can be used to inform process evaluation of GB-BCIs, for example by guiding group
session observations, analyses of session recordings (see Chapters 3 and 4), participant and facilitator
interviews or the use and design of questionnaires evaluating participant and/or facilitator perceptions
and experiences. Investigating the potential role and impact of specific design elements and group
processes, either predesigned or unintended, can help explain how intervention outcomes were affected.
For example, investigating characteristics of the venue and setting (e.g. organisational culture and its
impact on facilitators and participants),133 group dynamics (e.g. group conflicts)134 or communication
patterns (e.g. facilitator–participant talk ratios)135 might help explain variations in intervention outcomes.
Conclusions
The MAGI framework offers a synthesis of concepts and processes important to our understanding of how
group-based diet and physical activity, and potentially other health behaviour change interventions, work.
It captures how group intervention design, facilitation techniques, group dynamics and development,
interpersonal and intrapersonal change processes, and facilitator and participant characteristics and
contextual influences might affect each other and affect the outcomes of group-based interventions.
It also highlights processes that may facilitate or impede the effectiveness of interventions, and, thus,
should be considered when designing, delivering and evaluating group-based health interventions.
The framework provides a basis for future research to explore and generate evidence for precise links
between these processes, and how they might optimise intervention effectiveness.
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Chapter 3 Change processes and facilitation
techniques in group-based behaviour change
interventions: a qualitative analysis based on
the Mechanisms of Action in Group-based
Interventions framework
Introduction
There are many possible pathways to psychological and behavioural change in GB-BCIs, as outlined in the
MAGI framework (see Chapter 2). Identifying which of these processes occur in interventions, and how
they are instigated and facilitated, is critical to investigating links between interventions and outcomes, and
developing an evidence base on what works and how in GB-BCIs. The MAGI framework includes group
characteristics, processes, targets and techniques relevant to understanding how GB-BCIs work. However,
it does not provide illustrations or examples of how these processes are instigated or supported by group
facilitators, in actual group-based interventions. It is also unclear how the framework could be used in
practice to identify and analyse these processes and techniques.
The MRC guidance on process evaluation28,29 emphasises the importance of exploring the role of change
mechanisms (how change is intended to be produced), implementation (how change mechanisms
are facilitated) and context (how contextual factors affect change mechanisms, implementation and
outcomes). A range of methods may be useful to do this in GB-BCIs. They can include quantitative
methods, such as measuring ‘dose’ of the delivered intervention (e.g. time in groups), the presence and
quality of delivery of intervention components and techniques58 or using questionnaires to measure
perceptions of group processes [e.g. group dynamics134 (assessed using the Group Climate Questionnaire
Short Form153)]. Qualitative methods can also be used, such as observing group sessions, interviewing
group participants and facilitators48,49,97,100 or using ethnographic approaches.133 Some studies have used
qualitative methods in a focused way to test pre-existing theory on processes of change in behaviour
change interventions. e.g,136 However, it is unclear how the MAGI framework and its components could
inform qualitative analyses of group-based interventions.
Research aims
In this second stage of the study, it was intended to use the MAGI framework to identify examples of
change processes and their facilitation in recordings of real-world GB-BCI sessions, with a view to providing
initial validation of the framework. The second stage of the study addressed the following objectives:
1. Develop and test a coding schema that could be used in future studies of GB-BCIs for applying the
MAGI framework in qualitative analyses of group sessions.
2. Identify examples of the MAGI framework categories in transcripts of group sessions to illustrate and
provide evidence for the processes included in the framework.
3. Identify examples of facilitation techniques, used in our selected GB-BCIs, to initiate and manage the
processes included in the MAGI framework.
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Methods
Data sources and sampling
We used audio-recordings of group sessions from the three studies of GB-BCIs targeting diet, physical activity
and weight loss (LWTC, SkiM, WtW) described in Table 1. We originally attempted to sample group session
recordings to ensure sample diversity (i.e. across the three interventions, facilitators and in early, mid- and
late stages of the groups). However, we found that most of the recordings from the WtW study were of
insufficient quality to produce good-quality transcripts. Thus, we used only four of the best-quality recordings
from this study, which were sampled in stage 1. In the stage 2 analysis, we used the 10 recordings selected
in stage 1 (see Chapter 2) and an additional 28 recordings (38 transcripts in total). In stage 2, we selected
more recordings of first sessions to allow identification of elements related to group set-up and formation.
Tables 7 and 8, and Appendix 1, include details of the sampled recordings.
All 38 audio-recordings were transcribed verbatim by professional transcribing services. One researcher
(AJB) checked them for accuracy against the recordings as part of the data familiarisation process.
The transcripts included notes on non-verbal behaviours (e.g. laughter, moving chairs/tables) and group
activities (e.g. subgroup discussions). However, it was not possible to indicate when specific group
participants spoke, so the speakers were labelled only as ‘male’, ‘female’ or ‘facilitator’.
Developing a coding schema
The first 10 transcripts from stage 1 were coded without using a pre-existing coding schema (see Appendix 6),
which served as the basis for the MAGI framework. In stage 2, we used the MAGI framework (see Report
Supplementary Material 1) to develop more specific coding instructions. To do that, the framework definitions
were shortened and instructions on how to identify these categories in transcripts of group sessions were
formulated.
TABLE 7 Sampled recordings across the three interventions and sessions
Session number
Intervention (n)
Total (n)LWTC/ComPoD SkiM WtW
1 7 3 1 11
2 2 2 – 4
3 2 2 1 5
4 5 (final) 2 1 8
5 N/A 2 – 2
6 N/A 2 – 2
7 N/A 1 1 2
8 N/A 1 – 1
9 N/A 1 – (final) 1
10 N/A 1 N/A 1
14 N/A 1 (final) N/A 1
Stage 1 4 2 4 10
Stage 2 12 16 0 28
Total 16 18 4 38
NA, not applicable.
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After this initial ‘draft’ coding schema was developed, a researcher (AJB) used it to code six transcripts
sampled in stage 2. During this process, additional subcategories were identified from the transcripts and,
when helpful for more precise coding, were added to the coding schema. Examples of techniques
recurrently used by facilitators in the groups were also identified.
The draft version of the coding schema was then used by a researcher (JRS) to code two transcripts and by
other study team members (FG, SMT and CA) and one researcher external to this study (LP, involved in
the SkiM study) to independently code one transcript each (i.e. six transcripts were independently coded).
During the independent coding, the coders recorded any issues related to coding, definitions of categories
or coding instructions. The double-coded transcripts were then compared with AB’s initial coding.
Differences in coding and any recorded issues were discussed and clarified among study team members.
In addition, other study team members (CG, MT and RM) provided comments on the draft coding schema.
All comments and suggestions were used to revise the coding schema (e.g. by clarifying the categories
and coding instructions, removing overlaps between categories) until an agreement was reached. These
revisions were also used, when applicable, to revise the framework categories and definitions. After the
revisions, the study team members further checked, and agreed on, the revised version of the coding schema.
Applying the coding schema and identifying examples
The revised coding schema was then applied by a researcher (AJB) to code the remaining group session
transcripts sampled in stage 2 (and to recode the already analysed transcripts) to identify examples of the
MAGI framework processes and facilitation techniques. After identifying several examples for some of
the framework categories, the later transcripts were coded more selectively by focusing on identifying
examples of less prevalent categories and on identifying only particularly interesting or different examples
of processes or facilitation techniques for which there already were many examples.
In the coding of transcripts, we also identified some recurrent techniques used by facilitators in the sessions
to facilitate group interaction and change processes. We reviewed the examples of the coded group dynamic
processes, interpersonal and intrapersonal change processes, and identified any patterns, or techniques,
linked to how the facilitators initiated or managed (e.g. responded to) them. On this basis, we developed a
list of facilitation techniques used to facilitate group processes.
TABLE 8 Sampled recordings across different group facilitators
Facilitators (n= 11) (gender, background, site) Number of sessions (N= 38) Intervention
1 (female, exercise, site 1) 12 4 LWTC and 8 SkiM
2 (female, diet, site 2) 10 SkiM
3 (female, diet, site 1) 6 LWTC
4 (female, diet, site 1) 2 LWTC
5 (female, unknown, site 3) 2 LWTC
6 (female, unknown, site 3) 2 LWTC
7 (male, exercise, site 4)a 2 WtW
8 (female, diet, site 4)a 1 WtW
9 (male, behaviour change, site 4)a 1 WtW
10 (female, health promotion, site 5)a 2 WtW
11 (female, behaviour change, site 5)a 2 WtW
a Co-facilitators.
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Results
Coding schema for the Mechanisms of Action in Group-based Interventions framework
In Report Supplementary Material 2, we provide the full, detailed coding schema that we developed based
on the MAGI framework for coding transcripts of group sessions in GB-BCIs. It includes the framework
categories, brief definitions and instructions for coding. The framework and the coding instructions include
different types of categories, which require different approaches to coding. Here, we highlight these,
by reporting on the main differences between the framework and the coding schema.
First, in the coding schema we distinguished lower-level ‘subcategories’ to allow for more precise
identification and categorisation. For example, category 1.6 intervention content includes multiple
subcategories in the coding schema, such as 1.6.5 group activities, some of which, in turn, are subdivided
into more specific sub-subcategories, in the case of group activities indicating different types of activities
(e.g. 1.6.5.1 whole-group activities, 1.6.5.2. subgroup activities and 1.6.5.3. individual activities). Category
3.4 group climate includes 3.4.1 laughter/humour and 3.4.2 informal talk (which might be indicative of a
positive group climate) and category 4.1 sharing experiences includes 4.1.1. self-disclosures of personal or
emotional issues and 4.2.2. self-disclosure of transgressive behaviour (see Report Supplementary Material 2).
Second, the framework includes categories, such as design features or group dynamics, that might not be
explicit in the recorded group interactions or identifiable in the transcripts. For example, the framework’s
1 group intervention design elements involve predesigned features of group interventions, such as 1.5.5
training of facilitators or 1.8.1 time structure of intervention, which are likely to have an impact on group
processes, but may not be identifiable in the data. Other categories, such as 3.9 group development or
4.14 social facilitation processes, are likely to occur but may not be easily recognised in the session
recordings or transcripts (as they are unlikely to be verbalised in sessions).
Consequently, the coding instructions evolved to allow for the coding of three different types of content:
(1) explicit processes or uses of techniques, (2) implicit processes and (3) the content of talk (e.g. talking
about group dynamics or intrapersonal change processes/targets, but not implementing them). First,
there are processes that can be identified in verbal interaction, and thus coded explicitly, or semantically
(answering the question of ‘what is being done in this moment in the session?’). This type of code includes,
for example, sharing experiences, social learning processes (e.g. exchanging information, ideas, advice),
providing social validation (e.g. expressing empathy), providing feedback, goal-setting and goal-reviewing.
Second, processes may occur that are implicit or based on a coder’s perceptions and, thus, may not be
identifiable in verbal interaction. Thus, these processes need to be coded interpretatively or latently
(based on the coder asking ‘what processes do I think might be happening in this moment in the session?’).
This type of category includes, for example, group climate (which is based on people’s perceptions, and may
be different for different people in the same group), social influence, social identification processes, social
comparisons and many intrapersonal change processes (e.g. cognitive dissonance). Third, all concepts,
processes and techniques included in the MAGI framework may be talked about in the groups, and in these
cases the codes can be applied to the content of the talk. For example, participants and facilitators might
discuss intervention design elements (e.g. comment on the venue), group dynamics (e.g. reflect on what
the group climate is like), interpersonal change processes (e.g. talk about group competition), intrapersonal
change processes (e.g. discuss the importance of, or reasons for, motivation), or participant contextual
influences (e.g. discuss the role of social support outside the group). Therefore, the coding instructions
include prompts to identify whether each category is likely to be applied in coding explicitly, interpretatively
or to the content of talk.
Examples of Mechanisms of Action in Group-based Interventions framework
processes and facilitation techniques
In this section, we provide examples of the framework processes and facilitation techniques identified
in coding transcripts of the group sessions. For brevity, we do not report on all framework categories;
instead, we describe categories with particularly high or low prevalence or those that are most pertinent to
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the group setting. A document containing further illustrative excerpts (‘quotes’) from the coded session
transcripts for the three GB-BCIs (LWTC, SkiM and WtW) within subcategories for which examples were
identified is available on request from the authors. These provide illustrations of, and evidence for, the
processes and techniques included in the MAGI framework. The excerpts and examples are reported under
numbered headings corresponding with the MAGI framework. At the end of the sections describing group
dynamics and intrapersonal and interpersonal change processes, we provide tables with summaries of the
examples of facilitation techniques identified for these processes, as well as indicating their prevalence.
We describe the techniques as ‘frequent’ if multiple (e.g. more than seven) instances were identified in the
analysed transcripts, ‘occasional’ if there were several examples (e.g. three to seven) within a transcript or
across a few transcripts, ‘rare’ if we identified very few examples (e.g. fewer than three) across the data
set, and ‘none’ if we identified no clear examples in the data set. These are broad indicators of prevalence,
rather than specific measures.
1 Group intervention design elements
1.2 Purpose or benefits of using group format
A few times a positive perception of, and expectation from, the group was created or reinforced by
discussing the purpose or benefits of the group. In the first sessions of the WtW and SkiM interventions,
facilitators discussed the benefits of being in a group and by doing so created an expectation of helpful
group processes (e.g. group support). In a few other groups, participants reflected on the benefits of groups
in general or in relation to their own group. Facilitators can use such instances to understand how
participants want, or expect, to benefit from the group (e.g. how the group views accountability or
competition) and what the important processes for them are, thus allowing the facilitators to focus on
facilitating and reinforcing these processes. We identified no instances of discussing or addressing any
negative expectations of groups. Although these might not be openly expressed until trust is established, we
identified an example when, at the end of the first session, a participant expressed relief that she enjoyed the
group session and admitted that she had been anxious about coming. Facilitators could manage such anxiety
or insecurity by pre-emptively acknowledging it at the beginning of the first session. Another related strategy
could involve discussing participants’ previous experiences of groups, and explaining any differences or
similarities between other types of groups and the intervention (e.g. we identified participants reporting and
comparing the current programme with commercial weight loss groups).
1.3.1 Group size
This was discussed in the context of the dwindling number of attending participants in some groups. Fewer
participants attending the sessions may create a negative perception of the group, making it appear as less
attractive or helpful and, therefore, negatively influencing perceptions of group cohesion, attractiveness and
individual commitment to attend. In the identified examples, facilitators addressed this by reporting reasons
for absence (e.g. illness) and by reinforcing perceived benefits of a smaller group (e.g. more time to discuss
individual experiences). Combining groups when they get too small is another common strategy (used in
SkiM groups) to try to maintain positive group dynamics (and efficient use of resources). Cohesion of the
new, combined group needs to be promoted by the use of specific techniques, such as those used for
starting a group.
1.6.5 Group activities
The vast majority of time in the analysed groups was spent on whole-group discussions, with fewer subgroup
discussions and brainstorming activities. This reflects the small size of the groups and high prevalence of
engaging social learning processes (see 4.2 Social learning), for which group discussions and brainstorming
are particularly suitable. Whole-group discussions were the main way that facilitators engaged interpersonal
change processes by exchanging information, advice and ideas, and by eliciting sharing experiences, ideas
and social validation. However, the majority of these discussions and exchanges were conducted between
the facilitator(s) and individual participants, and participants engaged directly with each other less frequently
(e.g. asking questions of, or responding directly to, each other). To facilitate between-participant interaction
and encourage participation, the facilitators used generic techniques (see 2.2 Generic facilitation techniques
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below). Using subgroup discussions or brainstorming (although rarely possible to transcribe because of
overlapping voices) also allowed more individuals to engage directly with each other (e.g. including those
who were quieter in whole-group discussions). This provided opportunities for exchanges of ideas between
participants, group problem-solving and making social connections. Individual activities were also used to
prompt participants to set and write individual goals and individually reflect on their behaviours or emotions,
which were then sometimes discussed in the groups. Such individual activities are particularly suited for
tasks that require reflection, and in some cases they were set as ‘take-away’ tasks to do individually at home.
Finally, we identified ‘practical’ activities that involved participants actively doing something in the sessions,
rather than only talking, for example reading food labels and sorting out foods in order of sugar content or
measuring out the amounts of sugar, sorting out food products into different food groups, diet quizzes (e.g.
assessing fat or fibre intake and calculating scores) or having a ‘taster’ of activities (e.g. relaxation or exercises
that can be done while sitting). These practical activities provided a way to energise and engage participants,
which helped to create a positive, ‘fun’ group climate and opportunities for co-operation, vicarious learning,
modelling, social comparisons and practice of skills and behaviours.
2 Facilitation techniques
2.1 Starting the group or session (Table 9)
In all first sessions, the facilitators introduced themselves, giving their name and, in most cases,
professional background. In most first sessions (although this was not identified in all transcripts),
participants were asked to introduce themselves by name and, more rarely, share additional information
about themselves (e.g. why they are in the group). Remembering the names of multiple participants can be
difficult (which was commented on in some groups), so in rare examples facilitators repeated the name
introductions in the second session. In another example, a facilitator acknowledged this difficulty and asked
participants not to get offended if someone does not remember their name.
In most first sessions, facilitators also asked participants to discuss their expectations of the programme
(hopes and fears, or reasons for why they were there). This tended to lead participants to report their
programme outcome expectations (e.g. to lose weight, get healthier, fitter), which facilitators drew on
in explaining the intervention goals, content and structure. We identified no examples of identifying or
specifying a group goal (i.e. a common goal for the whole group); rather, the intended intervention
TABLE 9 Summary of techniques to start the group/session
Examples of 2.1 techniques to start the group/session Prevalence in the coded transcripts
2.1.1. Introducing people, icebreaking Frequent
2.1.2. Managing expectations Occasional
2.1.3. Identifying/specifying and agreeing group goals None explicitly for the group, but frequent as goals
for individuals
2.1.4. Prompting and facilitating group/social identification Rare
2.1.5. Identifying/specifying and agreeing group rules Occasional
2.1.6. Negotiating and managing group roles, responsibilities Occasional (mainly facilitator role)
2.1.7. Establishing a positive group climate See ‘Group climate’ in Table 12
2.1.8. Explaining the intervention Frequent
2.1.9. Recapping any previous session Frequent
2.1.10. Outlining the current session Frequent
Note
The numbering used in the table corresponds with the numbering in the MAGI framework (see Report Supplementary
Material 1), coding schema (see Report Supplementary Material 2) and example excerpts from transcripts available from
the authors.
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outcomes (e.g. weight loss, changing diet and physical activity) served as individual goals for participants
that they had in common. In a very few instances, facilitators prompted identification with a group. To do
that, they drew on the similarities between participants’ condition and common goals, such as all group
participants having pre-diabetes and aiming to prevent type 2 diabetes. When groups included a mix of
people with and without diabetes, or overweight and normal-weight participants, the focus was on the
commonality of goals as the basis for the group (i.e. making healthier lifestyle changes). Moreover, at the
beginning of a number of first sessions, facilitators discussed and asked participants to agree on group rules.
The identified techniques included ‘telling’ participants about pre-set group rules (e.g. confidentiality) or
asking participants to come up with their own rules. We also identified examples of facilitators introducing
formal group roles, such as being a facilitator or ‘visiting’ expert, and defining responsibilities, such as
facilitators delivering the content and organisational aspects (e.g. paperwork), and participants engaging
and interacting. We identified no specific techniques for establishing a positive group climate at the
beginning of the sessions or intervention, other than engaging in informal chatting or offering drinks
(see 3.4 Group climate). Finally, session initiation often involved a more or less structured explanation or
outline of the interventions, current sessions and (from session 2) review of the content of previous sessions.
2.2 Generic facilitation techniques (Table 10)
In addition to techniques that facilitators used to facilitate group dynamics and change processes, some
‘generic’ techniques were identified that could be used to facilitate general group interaction and multiple
processes. Facilitators encouraged group participation by asking the group open and closed questions, but
also by commenting or reflecting on active participation, or lack of it, and by encouraging specific participants
or groups of participants to contribute. They managed time in the sessions and group activities by stating a
TABLE 10 Summary of generic facilitation techniques
Examples of 2.2 generic facilitation techniques Prevalence in the coded transcripts
2.2.1. Encouraging participation, for example: Frequent
Asking open and closed questions Frequent
Commenting/reflecting on participation Occasional
Encouraging specific participants to participate Occasional
2.2.2. Managing time/activities, for example: Frequent
Stating the time constraints/need to move on Occasional
Refocusing/referring back to topic/activity Occasional
2.2.3. Checking understanding Frequent
2.2.4. Requesting elaboration Frequent
2.2.5. Providing clarification Frequent
2.2.6. Directing a question back to the group Rare
2.2.7. Providing illustrations Occasional
2.2.8. Summarising Frequent
2.2.9. Paraphrasing Frequent
2.2.10. Referring to what participants said before Occasional
2.2.11. Reframing Frequent
2.2.12. Reinforcing Frequent
Note
The numbering used in the table corresponds with the numbering in the MAGI framework (see Report Supplementary
Material 1), coding schema (see Report Supplementary Material 2) and example excerpts from transcripts available from
the authors.
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need to move on to the next activity or discussion, commenting on limited time remaining to cover the
necessary content, and by refocusing on the activity or topic (e.g. using phrases such as ‘all right’, ‘so now
we’re going to’). Facilitators used strategies, such as checking understanding, requesting elaboration and
providing clarifications, as part of different processes, in particular social learning processes, sharing experiences
and problem-solving. Rarely, facilitators directed participants’ questions (for information or ideas) back to the
group, allowing other participants to answer them, rather than providing answers. This promoted participants’
interaction and engagement, learning from each other and peer support.
Facilitators used different ways to enhance understanding and memory of the content of discussions
by providing illustrations, summaries and paraphrases. ‘Providing illustrations’ involved comparisons or
metaphors with everyday examples that participants could relate to, such as comparing the number of
calories in high-calorie food with equivalent amounts of healthier, low-calorie food, or with the time
walking required to burn off the high-calorie food. ‘Summarising’ involved offering summaries of group
discussions (e.g. of shared common experiences or recommendations/advice discussed) and programme
content (e.g. key messages). ‘Paraphrasing’ involved partially or inexactly summarising what was said in the
group, in order to draw out particular points or aspects of that (e.g. to highlight ‘learning points’, techniques
or programme messages). Closely related techniques were referring to what participants said before,
reframing and reinforcing. ‘Referring to something that participants said previously’, either earlier in the
current or in the previous session (e.g. provided examples or shared experiences) not only showed facilitators’
attention and active listening, but also was a way to relate the information, advice or problem-solving to
participants’ own experiences and individual situations. In some cases, it highlighted positive behaviours and
role models. ‘Reframing’ was often used together with summarising, paraphrasing or referring to what
participants said. It involved reinterpreting or drawing on small, positive aspects of what participants said
(e.g. when reviewing goals/progress). For example, when participants reported perceived ‘failures’ of not
(fully) meeting goals for healthy behaviour change, the facilitators focused on the smallest positive aspect of
their report (e.g. ‘at least’ they did not put weight on, or they did whatever they could). The technique was
intended to provide encouragement and reassurance and to help sustain motivation and commitment, but in
some cases (e.g. when participants did not meet their goals), a challenge, exploring barriers and problem-
solving might have been more constructive. Finally, ‘reinforcement’ was a strategy that involved repeating or
summarising with the aim of emphasising the key messages or approaches promoted in the intervention.
2.6 Closing the group or session (Table 11)
The majority of session closings involved the facilitator explicitly stating that they had come to the end
of the session. In most cases, this also occurred immediately before or after goal-setting. In several sessions,
the facilitators reviewed the session or the programme (in the final session) by asking the group what the key
messages were or what they would take away. In some cases, the facilitator provided a summary of the key
content covered. At the end of the groups, we identified very few instances of reinforcing long-term planning,
relapse prevention, prompting practice and habit formation, engaging social support and making connections
outside the group. These techniques were discussed within the interventions, rather than specifically at the
end. On the contrary, there were many examples of (sometimes extensive) discussions about access to
additional resources and facilities as part of the intervention (e.g. vouchers for or free activity classes) and
outside the intervention (e.g. signposting to, or sharing information about, activities and facilities available
locally). At the end of the sessions and programme, facilitators also explained what happens next (e.g. when
the next session is, or when any follow-up review sessions are).
3 Group dynamics (Table 12)
3.1 and 3.2 Group goals and identifying with/as a group
As reported above, we did not identify any examples of setting common goals for the groups; instead,
we found individual outcome goals set for the intervention that the participants had in common
(e.g. losing weight, preventing diabetes, becoming healthier). These goals were linked closely with the
reasons why people were invited to the group and, together, these provided a basis for identifying as a
group (i.e. being a group for people at risk of diabetes and wanting to prevent it). Facilitators instigated
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and reinforced these group goals and a sense of identification with the group by referring to the
programme goals. In instances when participants had different goals (e.g. maintaining weight, managing
rather than preventing diabetes), the facilitators referred to the common goal of making healthy lifestyle
changes. Furthermore, sometimes facilitators and participants referred to the groups as ‘we’ and (more
rarely) referred to, and suggested differences from, other groups (e.g. in the programme or other types
commercial weight loss groups). This might be indicative of identification with a group (i.e. through ‘us’
vs. ‘them’ distinctions) and a perception of common goals and shared understanding (e.g. commitment to
improving health rather than only losing weight).
TABLE 12 Summary of techniques to facilitate group dynamics
Examples of 2.3 techniques (or sets of techniques) to facilitate
group dynamics Prevalence in the coded transcripts
2.3.1. Identifying/referring to common, programme or individual
goals
Frequent (but common as individual/programme,
not groups goals)
2.3.2. Referring to the group as ‘we’ Occasional
2.3.3. Referring to/distinguishing from other groups Rare
2.3.4. Presenting the group as attractive Rare
2.3.5. Reflecting on the positive aspects of the group Occasional
2.3.6. Using names Occasional
2.3.7. Using humour Frequent
2.3.8. Providing opportunities for/engaging in informal talk Occasional
2.3.9. Encouraging/managing group interaction See Table 10
2.3.10. Discussing/reflecting on group engagement or intended
interaction style
Occasional
2.3.11. Referring to/reinforcing group rules Rare
2.3.12. Addressing/managing disruptive, negative behaviour Rare
2.3.13. Prompting selection of informal group roles Rare
Note
The numbering used in the table corresponds with the numbering in the MAGI framework (see Report Supplementary
Material 1), coding schema (see Report Supplementary Material 2) and example excerpts from transcripts available from
the authors.
TABLE 11 Summary of techniques to end the session/group
Examples of 2.6 techniques (or sets of techniques)
to end the group/session Prevalence in the coded transcripts
2.6.1. Review the session/intervention Occasional
2.6.2. Review individual/group progress and provide feedback Frequent (only individual progress review and
feedback)
2.6.3. Plan for long-term and relapse prevention Rare (in the final sessions)
2.6.4. Prompt practice of skills and habit formation Rare (in the final sessions)
2.6.5. Prompt social support/social connections outside group Rare (in the final sessions)
2.6.6. Signpost to expert advice/facilities Frequent
2.6.7. Explain tailing off of group contact/follow-up sessions Frequent
Note
The numbering used in the table corresponds with the numbering in the MAGI framework (see Report Supplementary
Material 1), coding schema (see Report Supplementary Material 2) and example excerpts from transcripts available from
the authors.
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3.3 Group cohesion and attraction
These are difficult to code as they relate to participants’ perceptions (which were rarely explicitly vocalised)
rather than aspects of a group that can be observed in transcripts. However, we identified some examples
that may facilitate or reflect group cohesion and attraction. Facilitators sometimes talked about the research
base for the interventions or referred to the successes of previous participants, which presented the group
as attractive and may have promoted participants’ attraction to, and willingness to be part of, the group.
Facilitators (and participants) also reflected on the group and its positive aspects (e.g. helpfulness, being a
‘lovely’, supportive group) and used each other’s names, which may indicate a level of cohesion or bond
within the group.
3.4 Group climate
Similarly to group cohesion, it was difficult to identify examples of group climate in transcripts; it would
be more feasible to assess participants’ perceptions of group climate via questionnaires or qualitative
interviewing. We identified no explicit references to the group climate (but some of the examples reported
in 3.3 Group cohesion and attraction as indicative of cohesion might also relate to group climate). We
identified instances of laughter/humour and informal interaction as possible indicators of group climate.
Instances of group laughter occurred in certain situations. This included when participants made jokes,
admitted to ‘unhealthy’ or ‘transgressive’ behaviours, created shared understandings (especially related
to barriers to healthy behaviours, e.g. food cravings) and when referring to group-specific knowledge
(e.g. previously shared experiences, in-group jokes). Facilitators joined in laughing with the group and
sometimes also used humour. Informal interaction involved participants talking about personal or general
topics, unrelated to the intervention. This often occurred before the session or during breaks and, in
some groups, throughout the sessions (i.e. off-topic talk). Facilitators enabled or promoted such informal
interaction by organising session breaks, offering drinks and engaging in informal talk with participants.
Group climate can also encompass creating a safe, trusting and confidential setting, which is linked with
the established group norms (see 3.7 and 3.8 Group norms and roles).
3.5 and 3.6 Group engagement and communication patterns
These could not be coded as separate examples as they refer to patterns of interaction in groups.
Throughout the sessions, facilitators used generic facilitation techniques to encourage and manage group
interaction (see Table 10). In a few examples, facilitators explicitly described the sessions as ‘interactive’,
which indicated the expected engagement and intended communication patterns in the group. In a few
rare instances, participants reflected on the communication style in the group, for example praising the
fact that they were not provided just with instructions for behaviour, but rather were given opportunities
for sharing and discussing ideas. In many groups, there seemed to be some participants who were more
vocal and willing to share than others in the group, and in a few groups individual participants seemed
to dominate the discussions, drawing the facilitators’ time and attention to personal issues or experiences
(e.g. health problems or specific individual barriers). This, however, was difficult to capture and code in
the transcripts of single sessions because (1) the transcripts did not indicate when the same participants
spoke (this can be identified in audio-recordings only to a limited extent) and (2) these kinds of patterns
may emerge over time (this could be more easily identified when looking for patterns between sessions).
Communication patterns may also be explored by coding and comparing proportions of interaction.
We conducted exploratory coding of 10 transcripts, which suggested that, in the analysed groups, the
facilitators had more ‘turns’ speaking than participants, and between 50% and 78% of transcripts covered
facilitators’ talk. Moreover, despite there generally being fewer men than women in the mixed-gender
groups, men had, on average, slightly higher number of ‘turns’ and proportion of talk than women. We
did not further pursue using this approach owing to time constraints; for details and exploratory findings,
see Appendix 8.
3.7 and 3.8 Group norms and roles
It was hard to identify explicit examples of group norms because of their implicit nature and gradual
formation. Instead, we identified examples of interaction that may indicate or influence group norms. In
some groups, facilitators and participants agreed group rules in the first session (see 2.1 Starting the group
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or session), for example starting the sessions promptly or switching off mobile phones. However, we
identified no further references to these and no examples of facilitators managing situations when group
rules were breached (e.g. when repeatedly ringing mobile phones or late-arriving participants disrupted the
sessions). Similarly to group norms, group roles emerge over time and, thus, may be difficult to capture in
transcripts. In some groups, we identified examples of informal ‘functional’ roles emerging, such as a
‘writer’ or ‘reporter’ in subgroup activities. In very few transcripts, we also identified instances that would
suggest ‘dysfunctional’ roles. This involved participant behaviour that was disruptive to the group and its
goals, such as joking repeatedly and/or inappropriately, undermining the facilitator or other participants,
or repeatedly countering facilitators’ health-related talk with resistance or disagreement. We identified
no examples of facilitators directly managing, or responding to, such behaviours, except for facilitators
addressing expressed resistance (see 2.4.3. facilitating social influences in Table 13). The facilitators in our
consultations reported that they found managing such participants particularly challenging (highlighting
the need for more training in this) and that in at least one case they addressed the ‘difficult’ participants
outside the sessions. It was also not possible to assess from the transcripts whether or not, or to what
extent, breaching group rules or disruptive behaviour promoted negative group norms (e.g. they might be
disapproved of via non-verbal means).
4 Interpersonal change processes (Table 13)
4.1 Sharing experiences
Participants sharing their experiences and opinions constituted large proportions of every group session.
This involved different types of disclosure including sharing experiences of, and opinions about, everyday
health-related practices and behaviours, experiencing and dealing with factors affecting health and health-
related behaviours, and interactions with other people (both positive and negative). Sharing experiences
had different functions and, thus, helped facilitate different change processes. This generic process seemed
to underpin multiple change processes in groups. For example, participants shared experiences to provide
(1) context for asking a related question or requesting clarification, (2) illustrations and examples that
helped relate information, advice or ideas to personal situations and (3) ideas or advice to others. All of
these processes can also be seen as facilitating social learning processes. Moreover, discussing experiences
provided an opportunity to create shared understandings and realise commonality of experiences, thus
facilitating social validation and potentially contributing to group cohesion. Participants shared experiences
of engaging in health-related behaviours and achieving (or not achieving) goals, and self-disclosed
‘transgressive’ behaviours that were at odds with the health recommendations or participants’ goals
(e.g. eating unhealthy foods, overeating or overdrinking). This provided opportunities for facilitating
social support (e.g. praise, reassurance), social comparisons, accountability and individual feedback. Many
of the sharing experiences were initiated by participants or occurred as part of ongoing group discussions.
Facilitators elicited sharing explicitly by inviting participants to share or tell the group about their experiences,
or implicitly by providing information or advice that was responded to by participants sharing personal
experiences. Conversely, facilitators sometimes used participants’ shared experiences to provide related
information or advice. More rarely, the facilitators shared their own experiences. This also offered opportunities
for providing information, advice or personal validation of participants’ experiences. Sometimes participants
self-disclosed personal, potentially sensitive or emotional issues, such as current or past mental health and
severe health issues (e.g. depression, anxiety, cancer, eating disorders). We found such disclosures in several
groups, but very few instances of the facilitator explicitly acknowledging such disclosure (‘thank you for
[sharing] that’).
4.2 Social learning
Social learning was facilitated by a number of techniques that involved both facilitators and participants.
Providing and exchanging information was one of the most prevalent techniques used in the groups.
Facilitators, following the intervention manuals, provided information, explained relevant issues and
answered participants’ questions; some in a more interactive manner than others. The degree of
interactivity and amount of participant-initiated exchange of information differed between interventions,
facilitators, groups and sessions (see Appendix 8). Exchanges of information were also prevalent as part
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TABLE 13 Summary of techniques to facilitate interpersonal change processes
Examples of 2.4. techniques (or sets of techniques) for facilitating interpersonal change
processes
Prevalence in the
coded transcripts
2.4.1. Facilitating sharing experiences Frequent
Prompting sharing of experiences Frequent
Using participants’ experience to provide information/advice Frequent
Referring information or advice to participants’ experiences Frequent
Sharing facilitators’ own experiences Rare
Acknowledging sharing experiences or self-disclosures Rare
2.4.2. Facilitating social learning Frequent
Providing information, explaining (didactic) Frequent
Exchanging information interactively (e.g. asking questions to elicit information, then summarising
or correcting)
Frequent
Providing advice/recommendations Frequent
Exchanging advice/recommendations interactively Frequent
Facilitating brainstorming of ideas Frequent
Demonstrating behaviours Occasional
Asking participants to demonstrate behaviours Rare
Prompting modelling Occasional
Providing instructions how to perform behaviours Occasional
2.4.3. Facilitating social influences Frequent
Appealing to credible sources or evidence Occasional
Using persuasive arguments Occasional
Eliciting positive influences, change talk (e.g. eliciting reports of positive experiences/emotions,
reports of practice of behaviours/skills)
Frequent
Addressing negative influences, resistance (e.g. using humour, challenging, ‘rolling with
resistance’)
Occasional
2.4.4. Facilitating agreements, disagreements, challenges Frequent
Eliciting agreements Occasional
Prompting self-reflection in response to disagreements (e.g. using open questions, ‘rolling with
resistance’, i.e. exploring reasons, motivations, reinforcing autonomy)
Occasional
Challenging/’correcting’ misconceptions (e.g. providing information or referring to credible
sources of information)
Occasional
Providing positive counter-statements of ‘reframing’ Frequent
Using humour (e.g. exaggerating, referring to common knowledge/examples from media or
celebrities, raising confidence)
Occasional
2.4.5. Facilitating social support in groups Frequent
Discussing, encouraging group/peer support Occasional
Describing support as part of the role of facilitators/group Occasional
Reinforcing participants’ talk about group support Occasional
Explicitly offering support Occasional
Providing praise Frequent
Providing reassurance Frequent
Providing encouragement Occasional
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of recapping current or previous sessions. Together with providing information and explanations, the
facilitators used generic techniques, such as checking understanding and illustrating. Another way to
facilitate social learning was by facilitators and participants providing advice, for example by referring to
official guidelines and recommendations (e.g. dietary guidelines) or making suggestions (e.g. what one
should or should not do). Providing advice and referring to guidelines were especially prevalent among
‘expert’ facilitators (e.g. dietitians) and when discussing healthy diet. Facilitators initiated discussions in
which participants came up with and shared ideas (e.g. listing ideas about benefits of physical activity,
ways to be active or relax) as whole-group or subgroup activities. It also involved participants offering
TABLE 13 Summary of techniques to facilitate interpersonal change processes (continued )
Examples of 2.4. techniques (or sets of techniques) for facilitating interpersonal change
processes
Prevalence in the
coded transcripts
Discussing, encouraging buddying up Rare
Providing opportunities for making social connections (e.g. informal talking about things in
common)
Occasional
2.4.6. Facilitating social validation Occasional
Providing personal validation Occasional
Normalising Occasional
Expressing empathy, understanding Occasional
2.4.7. Facilitating social identification Rare
Referring to common participants’ social categories/identities Rare
2.4.8. Providing opportunities for social comparisons Occasional
Prompting participants to share information about comparable behaviours Occasional
Prompting participants to share self-assessments Occasional
Referring to participants as role models or good examples Rare
2.4.9. Facilitating accountability Occasional
Discussing accountability Rare
Asking to share goals with the group Occasional
Prompting a public promise/commitment to goals Rare
Taking objective measures of progress Occasional
2.4.10. Facilitating competition Rare
Providing opportunities for participants to compare objective measures of progress Occasional
Discussing, explaining competition Rare
Discouraging competition Rare
2.4.11. Facilitating co-operation Occasional
Prompting/providing opportunities for group work Occasional
2.4.12. Facilitating group problem-solving Occasional
Facilitating discussions of general barriers Occasional
Facilitating sharing ideas for problem-solving Occasional
2.4.13. Providing group-level feedback (i.e. including information on performance) None
Providing group-level praise on performance Rare
Note
The numbering used in the table corresponds with the numbering in the MAGI framework (see Report Supplementary Material 1),
coding schema (see Report Supplementary Material 2) and example excerpts from transcripts available from the authors.
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ideas to other participants, often as part of discussions on problem-solving. Demonstrating and modelling
behaviours were not very common in the analysed groups. We identified few examples of facilitators
demonstrating specific behaviours and one instance of a participant demonstrating how to measure blood
pressure. There were also very few instances of participants modelling the intended behaviours (e.g.
modelling exercises, reading labels), perhaps not surprisingly considering the nature of the targeted
behaviours (e.g. diet, physical activity). Finally, facilitators (mainly) and participants (rarely) provided verbal
instructions on how to perform behaviours, such as how to start running or use relaxation techniques.
4.3 Social influence processes
Social influence processes can be facilitated through group interaction and other interpersonal change
processes (e.g. sharing experiences, social learning) as well as discussing intrapersonal change in groups –
all of which can influence participants’ beliefs and behaviours. More specifically, facilitators instigated
social influence processes by appealing to credible sources or evidence (e.g. research evidence, national
guidelines) and by using persuasive arguments. Participants, in turn, could also have positive or negative
social influence on each other. Participants could have a positive social influence through expressing
‘change talk’, positive expectations for (or experiences of) health-related change and health-promoting
beliefs, or a negative social influence by expressing resistance, expressing negativity or undermining health-
promoting beliefs and ideas. The identified examples of negative influences in some cases could be linked
with dysfunctional behaviours or roles. Although such negative influences were not commonly addressed
or responded to by the facilitators, we identified some examples of facilitators countering such talk, for
example by using humour/riposte or challenge.
4.4 Agreeing, disagreeing and challenging
Throughout group discussions, participants expressed agreement or (more rarely) disagreement with the
facilitators or (even more rarely) with other participants. Disagreements seemed to serve as challenges to
others’ beliefs (e.g. challenging their perceptions of barriers, low confidence or no motivation to engage in
health behaviours). Facilitators elicited agreements from participants in relation to the provided information
or explanations (e.g. ‘do we all agree that . . .’). They also sometimes challenged participants’ views, for
example (1) by asking open questions to prompt self-reflection (e.g. asking why participants might not
be able to do something, or ‘rolling with resistance’), (2) by challenging or ‘correcting’ misconceptions
(e.g. by providing information or referring to credible sources of information), (3) by providing positive
counter statements or ‘reframing’ (see 2.2 generic facilitation techniques in Table 10) or (4) by using
humour. In consultations, however, the facilitators reported that they mostly avoided directly challenging,
or disagreeing with, the participants to minimise the risks of losing participants, conflict and having a
negative impact on group dynamics.
4.5 Social support in groups
This was mainly promoted by facilitators through (1) explicitly discussing it, (2) reinforcing participants’
talk about it (e.g. reflecting on how supportive the group is, encouraging peer support), (3) offering
support to the group or individual participants and (4) describing ‘providing support’ as part of their role.
Moreover, they provided emotional support through techniques, such as providing praise, reassurance and
encouragement, and by using social validation techniques (see 4.6 Social validation processes). Participants
emotionally supported each other by providing praise, encouragement and social validation, and offered
practical support by volunteering practical ideas and information (e.g. about available exercise classes).
We identified very few examples of participants initiating discussions about, and facilitators encouraging,
buddying up (i.e. to do activities together). It was unclear whether or not these were taken outside the
group (although the facilitators confirmed in our consultations that this was the case in some instances).
Participants also made new social connections with each other by informally chatting about issues that they
had in common but that were unrelated to the group (e.g. where they lived or common acquaintances).
Facilitators provided opportunities for this by allowing time for, or instigating, informal interaction (e.g.
before the session began). We identified no comments about potential benefits of providing support
or reciprocity.
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4.6 Social validation processes
These processes were enabled by either facilitators or participants in three main ways: (1) offering personal
validation, (2) normalising (3) and expressing empathy or understanding. Personal validation usually
involved participants saying that they also had a similar experience, which was sometimes followed by
sharing their experiences or feelings. Normalising involved mainly facilitators responding to participants’
disclosures by saying that it was ‘normal’ to experience that or that the shared experience was common
(e.g. ‘we all do that’). In the identified examples, such normalisations were positively intended and served
as reassurances, creating a perception of universality of experiences, in particular barriers and difficulties.
However, it is also possible that expressing such normalisations could be perceived as underplaying one’s
difficulties. Finally, both participants and facilitators expressed understanding and empathy in response
to participants’ disclosures, without personal validations or normalisations (e.g. ‘I can understand that’).
4.7 Social identification
Participants expressed perceptions of similarities between themselves and other members of the group,
or social connections that suggested identification with common social categories, or shared identities.
For example, they talked about being retired or belonging to the same general practices. In a few
instances, facilitators made some of these social identities salient during sessions by referring to
participants in terms of common social categories (e.g. ‘foodies’).
4.8 Social comparisons
Social comparisons within groups are most likely to be implicit, so they could not be easily coded.
However, we identified some interactions that provided opportunities for making social comparisons.
For example, facilitators asked participants to share comparable information about their experiences
or practices (e.g. what they had for breakfast, how much physical activity they did) and about their
self-assessments (e.g. sharing self-assessments of confidence or scores on diet quizzes). Participants also
shared information about their performance or outcomes (e.g. increases in the number of steps, weight
loss) that could be used as a basis for social comparisons. Such disclosures were usually volunteered by
participants rather than requested by facilitators. Moreover, in a few sessions facilitators highlighted some
participants as good examples (or role models) of engaging in health behaviours, but role modelling was
also more likely to be an implicit process.
4.9 and 4.10 Accountability and competition
There were a few identified examples of participants and facilitators discussing the need for, or potential
positive or negative effects of, accountability and competition. Some participants reported that they
valued feeling accountable to others or the competitive element of groups. Accountability was indirectly
facilitated by sharing individual goals in the group (or publicly stating goals and intentions) and then
referring to them in goal or progress reviews in the following sessions (see 5.11, 5.12 and 5.16 Setting goals,
reviewing progress and individual-level feedback). Facilitators provided opportunities for accountability and
competition by taking objective measures of progress or enabling self-monitoring of these in the sessions
(e.g. weighing or having scales for participants to use) or by eliciting participants’ reports of comparable
progress or goal achievement (e.g. number of steps). However, in most cases accountability and competition
did not seem to be specifically facilitated by group facilitators, and we identified no examples of intergroup
competition.
4.12 Group problem-solving
In some sessions, facilitators encouraged discussions that were focused on identifying barriers to health
behaviours and generating potential solutions as a group. Interestingly, not all instances of identifying
barriers were followed by problem-solving. Moreover, engaging a group in discussing barriers and
problem-solving was less common than participants reporting individual barriers, and facilitators prompting
individual participants to problem-solve. We also identified some examples of facilitators promoting 4.11
co-operation through organising group activities in which participants worked together. We identified no
examples of facilitators providing 4.13 group-level feedback (i.e. that included measurable detail regarding
progress), which most likely reflected a lack of group-level goals in these interventions. However, we
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identified few examples of facilitators providing praise to the whole group. Finally, we coded no examples
of 4.14 social facilitation as is it is an implicit process, which might have occurred through practical
activities and modelling.
5 Selected intrapersonal change processes and targets (Table 14)
5.1 Commitment to attend group sessions
This commitment was expressed by participants in some groups and was also evident when participants
could not attend certain sessions and tried to arrange to attend the session with another group (which the
facilitators allowed and offered). In some groups, the facilitators acknowledged presence or absence of
specific participants in the sessions. However, some groups experienced low attendance or dropout, which
was discussed at the beginning of sessions. Facilitators reinforced present members’ commitment to attend
the sessions by stating reasons for other participants’ absences (e.g. illness), providing praise or positive
reinforcement to the present participants, and by offering benefits of tailoring to, and focus on,
present participants.
5.2 Developing understanding
A majority of the time in groups was spent on group discussions and learning; facilitators regularly
checked participants’ understanding throughout the sessions and, in particular, when recapping the
previous sessions. This was conducted through question and answer sequences, and, when participants’
disclosed misunderstanding, or lack of understanding, the facilitators provided corrections or additional
explanations.
5.8–5.10 Intervention outcomes expectations, motivation and self-efficacy
These outcomes were commonly discussed in the group sessions. Participants expressed generally
positive expectations of the outcomes that they hoped to achieve in the programme. Many claimed to
be motivated to change and achieve these outcomes, reported various reasons for this motivation (most
were health related) and expressed perceptions of a high importance of making relevant lifestyle changes.
Such expressions promoted positive social influences in the group. However, some participants expressed
difficulties with maintaining motivation to engage in healthy, or avoid unhealthy, behaviours outside, or
after the end of, the groups, and some expressed low confidence for making relevant changes. In some
instances, facilitators addressed these by reinforcing group support, providing reassurance (e.g. that later
in the programme their confidence or motivation might increase) or by challenging participants to think
what might help them become more motivated or confident.
5.11, 5.12 and 5.16 Setting goals, reviewing progress and individual-level feedback
In most sessions, participants were asked to set goals for making changes to their diet and/or physical
activity. In some sessions, goals were not set because there was not enough time in the session and, in
these cases, facilitators asked participants to set goals at home. However, facilitators’ approaches to
delivering this technique differed. In some, but not all, first sessions, the facilitators discussed or explained
the benefits of goal-setting, and what SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound;
in SkiM participants were asked to set goals that were also Enjoyable) goals or action plans are. All
goal-setting was facilitated via individual activities (i.e. participants were asked to set and write down
individual goals). In some sessions, the facilitators circulated around the room offering individual advice,
asked participants to discuss their goals in pairs or sometimes asked participants to share their goals with
the whole group. Sharing goals with the group provided opportunities to engage interpersonal processes
(i.e. learning from each other, sharing ideas or suggestions, accountability) and for the facilitators to help
(re)formulate the goals as SMART goals. However, this was not always the case, and in many instances
participants set non-specific goals, or expressed general intentions rather than goals, which were not
challenged by the facilitators. Facilitators also began most sessions with a review of progress or goals but,
again, the delivery of this technique varied from instigating generic sharing of experiences (e.g. ‘how did
you do last week?’) to asking whether or not, and how, participants met their goals (and referring to these
goals specifically).
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TABLE 14 Summary of techniques to facilitate intrapersonal change processes
Examples of 2.5. techniques (or sets of techniques) to facilitate intrapersonal change
processes
Prevalence in the
coded transcripts
2.5.1. Facilitating commitment to attend sessions Occasional
Acknowledging presence/absence of participants Occasional
Providing opportunities to attend sessions with another group Occasional
Reporting reasons for participants’ absences, low attendance Rare
Providing praise to present participants Occasional
Emphasising benefits of attending Rare
2.5.2. Facilitating understanding Frequent
Reviewing previously covered content Occasional
Checking understanding Frequent
Correcting misunderstanding or lack of understanding Occasional
2.5.8–10. Discussing intervention outcomes expectations, motivation and self-efficacy Frequent
2.5.11. Facilitating setting goals Frequent
Explaining goal-setting Occasional
Asking to set individual goals, write action plans Frequent
Asking to share, discuss goals with others Occasional
Prompting setting specific (SMART) goals Occasional
Prompting setting small or smaller, achievable goals Frequent
Prompting setting (more) challenging goals Rare
Prompting setting long-term, sustainable goals Frequent
2.5.12. Facilitating progress review Frequent
Asking for review of specific goals Occasional
Asking for general review of progress Frequent
Taking objective measures Occasional
2.5.14. Facilitating individual barrier identification and problem-solving Frequent
Prompt reporting of individual barriers Frequent
Prompt individual problem-solving of individual barriers Occasional
Prompt group problem-solving of individual barriers Rare
2.5.16. Providing individual-level feedback Occasional
SMART, specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound.
Note
The numbering used in the table corresponds with the numbering in the MAGI framework (see Report Supplementary
Material 1), coding schema (see Report Supplementary Material 2) and example excerpts from transcripts available from
the authors.
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In some cases, the facilitators remembered or referred to the goals that participants set and shared in
the previous session, thus engaging accountability and showing active listening. In many goal reviews,
participants responded to facilitators by reporting barriers to healthy behaviours or external circumstances
that prevented them from meeting their goals. Facilitators tended to respond by reframing, providing
reassurance, normalising or expressing empathy/understanding. They also referred to setting small (or
smaller), realistic goals (i.e. opposite to challenging them). More rarely facilitators responded by instigating
problem-solving or providing challenge to participants. In the final session of the LWTC programme, the
facilitators took objective measures of progress (e.g. weight, body fat). Reviews of specific goals and taking
objective measures provided opportunities to provide specific individual-level feedback (including also
praise, reassurance or challenge) and for accountability.
5.14 Individual barriers and problem-solving
Although, in some instances, general barriers to behaviours were discussed and groups generated ideas
for problem-solving, in the majority of cases participants reported individual barriers and facilitators
prompted individual-level problem-solving (rather than asking the group to collaboratively identify potential
solutions). Moreover, in many instances of participants reporting barriers to their behaviours, these were
reported during progress reviews as reasons for not meeting their goals, and facilitators rarely followed
such reports with prompts for problem-solving or with challenge.
Acknowledging change
Although participants did not usually report change in their motivation, attitudes, identity or self-efficacy,
they talked about making changes and progress, and expressed better self-understanding. Some praised
themselves for this positive change, whereas others praised the facilitators. We see this as constituting a
positive feedback loop in the group, facilitating positive social influences and role modelling. Facilitators
provided praise to participants reporting positive outcomes, and provided reassurance and reframing to
participants who reported feeling more negative about their progress.
6 Participant characteristics and contextual influences
Participants shared and discussed, in the groups, influences from outside the group on their behaviours
and health. These included health-related conditions that were often reported as limiting ability to engage
in health-related behaviours (e.g. physical activity). In a sense, these were particular barriers to behaviours,
but such that they could not be problem-solved in the groups. Participants also discussed contextual
social influences on their health and behaviours. For example, they discussed the importance of supportive
social networks, reported receiving social support, or lack of support, from their partners or friends. In some
instances where supportive connections were lacking, participants expressed wanting to extend the support
received in the programme (from the group or participants) outside it. In such situations, the facilitators
could promote making social connections or buddying up with group members beyond the sessions.
Participants also discussed negative influences of other people outside the group on their health-related
behaviours and motivation, for example sabotaging or undermining attempts at changing behaviours,
demotivating them or promoting unhealthy behaviours. They also discussed the negative influences of social
situations or events and social norms on health behaviours, for example social norms related to unhealthy
eating during celebrations or festivals. In a few of these situations, the groups provided opportunities for
developing shared understanding and social validation, and identifying strategies to deal with these
influences (e.g. group brainstorming or problem-solving).
Discussion
In this stage of the MAGI study, we developed a coding schema to enable identification of the MAGI
framework categories in transcripts of group sessions. This includes specific instructions on identifying
and coding framework categories, and additional lower-level subcategories for precise coding of group
interactions and processes. We coded 38 transcripts (10 sampled in stage 1 and 28 in stage 2) of group
sessions from three GB-BCIs (LWTC, SkiM and WtW) and identified examples of the framework categories
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from these interventions. These examples provide evidence for the occurrence of the framework processes
in ‘real-world’ groups and illustrate the framework categories. We also identified examples of techniques
used by group facilitators to instigate and facilitate group dynamics and change processes.
The majority of the processes included in the framework were well evidenced, with multiple examples
identified across transcripts (showing good levels of data saturation). Our findings show that facilitators
use a wide array of techniques (or sets of techniques) to facilitate and manage groups. The most prevalent
processes in the analysed interventions involved social learning processes and sharing of experiences, and
facilitation techniques linked to these (e.g. providing or interactively exchanging information, prompting
participants to relate information to shared experiences). We also identified good evidence of social influences
(positive and negative, from facilitators and participants) and social support (mainly emotional) in the groups.
We identified fewer examples related to other interpersonal change processes (i.e. social identification, social
comparisons, accountability, competition, co-operation) and to some group dynamics (i.e. identifying with/as
a group, group cohesion, climate, norms). These processes with fewer coded examples probably reflect their
implicit nature (i.e. that they might not be verbalised even if they occur). Thus, other methods might need
to be used to identify them in groups (e.g. participants’ self-report). They may also reflect less focus in the
analysed interventions on these processes (and a primary focus on exchanging and explaining health-related
information and recommendations). Finally, many intrapersonal change processes and techniques were often
delivered in ways that did not fully engage the group; for example, goal-setting, problem-solving and
feedback were predominantly delivered individually or between participants and facilitators, rather than
through group interaction (e.g. discussing goals could engage social learning and accountability to the group).
These identified examples of processes and techniques, of course, might be different in other types of
interventions or groups, depending on the intended/targeted processes and changes or participant
characteristics. For example, support or self-management groups might focus more on sharing experiences,
social validation and peer support (rather than provision of information), whereas some weight loss groups
might engage more social comparisons, accountability and competition (e.g. through public weighing).
Currently, we still lack evidence for which of these processes may optimise effectiveness in behaviour
change groups, but identifying which of them occur and with what prevalence in GB-BCIs (as shown in
this stage of the MAGI study) may be a useful first step to developing such evidence.
Strengths and limitations
The coding schema was developed by using multiple, complementary approaches, including existing theory,
expert opinion and content coding of empirical data. It was applied to a relatively large data set (including
38 transcripts, and hundreds of pages of transcripts) and data saturation was achieved for many of the
framework categories. Some categories were not populated because they describe processes that are
implicit rather than explicit. Thus, they could not be identified in this type of data. A number of transcripts
were independently double-coded, which contributed to the refinement of the coding schema (and the
MAGI framework). Inter-rater agreement would be difficult to calculate because codes could be applied to
different lengths of excerpts (e.g. words, turns or whole sequences) and included ‘interpretative’ approaches
(i.e. not only semantic-level content coding more suitable for assessments of inter-rater agreements). Such
assessments are also not typical in this type of qualitative analysis. Moreover, the coding involves > 160
subcategories, some of which might be applied to the same excerpts and may require specialist knowledge
and understanding of the coded processes. Thus, we suggest that the framework and the coding schema
are used as ‘catalogues’ from which researchers can select categories of interest to focus on in the coding.
In this study, we used data from only three, quite similar, interventions and a relatively small number of
facilitators (i.e. 11). Thus, the generalisability of the coding schema is limited. Future research could use
similar methods to apply the coding schema to other types of interventions, groups or different types of
data (e.g. observations, videos of group sessions). Furthermore, the examples identified and provided,
including additional excerpts available from the authors, are limited by the quality of the available
recordings and transcripts (e.g. many of the WtW recordings were of insufficient quality to be included in
the sampling) and the type of data. For example, it was not possible to transcribe overlapping conversations
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or to identify different speakers from audio-recordings. Finally, the use of audio-recordings meant that
non-verbal behaviours could not be considered and that examples of some framework processes could not
be identified, as they may not be expressed verbally (e.g. social facilitation). Thus, different types of data
and methods are needed to fully validate these elements of the framework. Suitable methods might include
video-recordings, coding of intervention manuals or the use of participant questionnaires to capture
changes in specific hypothesised processes (see Chapter 4). Finally, participants might perceive and interpret
the situations or interaction differently to an external coder. For example, a coder might identify examples
of dysfunctional/disruptive group role or behaviour, whereas participants might not perceive that as a
negative influence on the group.
Implications
The examples identified provide practical illustrations of the framework processes and techniques and may
enhance understanding of their definitions and the associations between them. The developed coding
schema can be used to code transcripts of group sessions as part of process evaluations of group-based
interventions. Such coding may also be used to generate feedback for group facilitators. The examples
extracted could be useful to illustrate good or poor practice when training future facilitators (or updating
training for existing facilitators). As the coding schema encompasses a large number of categories and
subcategories, the precision and reliability of coding could be improved by focusing on aspects of the
framework that are crucial to particular investigations. So depending on the research questions pursued,
only subsets of the defined categories might be used. Researchers could also, in the future, adapt the
coding schema for use with specific types of groups and interventions, and develop additional framework
categories and subcategories. Furthermore, the checklist could also be used to analyse group sessions
directly from audio- or video-recordings or session observations.
These findings show that some potentially useful interpersonal processes were used infrequently, at least in
the specific interventions studied. This kind of finding could be used to train and provide feedback to the
facilitators to increase their awareness of the wider range of group dynamic and interpersonal processes
that can be specifically targeted and facilitated in the groups, and the range of available facilitation
techniques for doing so.
Conclusions
In stage 2 of the MAGI study, a coding schema was developed and used to code a range of group sessions
from three GB-BCIs. The coding identified examples of most of the framework processes and techniques
‘in action’. This provides evidence for the existence of the processes and techniques proposed in the MAGI
framework, and confirms its content validity in the context of our GB-BCIs focused on diet, physical activity
and weight loss. The methods developed here may be useful for process evaluation of group-based
interventions, as well as for informing the training of facilitators to improve their competencies in delivering
GB-BCIs. Future research should apply the framework and the coding schema to other types of groups and
interventions to provide more generalisable evidence of change processes in groups, and develop methods
for linking these analyses of processes with intervention outcomes.
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Chapter 4 Assessing and analysing relationships
between mechanisms of action and outcomes in
group interventions (stage 3)
Introduction
In the previous chapters, we first described the development of a comprehensive framework of mechanisms
of action in group-based interventions (the MAGI framework) and presented definitions and details of the
framework components (stage 1). Next, we used the framework as the basis for developing qualitative
methods to identify and analyse change processes in GB-BCIs, and to provide examples of framework
components and facilitation techniques (stage 2). Evidence of many components was found, thus providing
a preliminary validation of the framework. We were also able to estimate the frequency with which many
processes occurred and with which facilitation techniques were used. Two further developments of this
work are envisaged: first, exploring the applicability of the framework to other types of GB-BCIs and,
second, investigating which facilitation techniques and processes in the framework are most important for
maximising group engagement/attendance and outcomes for participants.
As highlighted previously, MRC process evaluation guidance28,29 emphasises the importance of exploring
implementation, mechanisms of change, and context. These can be represented in a logic model that
describes how interventions and their important components are related to each other and work to
influence outcomes. The logic model articulates the ‘theory of change’ of the intervention and, in GB-BCIs,
group processes identified in the MAGI framework should be included if they are thought to affect
outcomes. As recommended in the guidance, a range and mix of methods, drawing on both qualitative
and quantitative data, could be used in process evaluations of GB-BCIs to explore these aspects and
advance understanding about what makes these interventions effective (or not).
The MAGI framework identifies a large number of, potentially interacting, processes and influences in
GB-BCIs, which may vary depending on contextual characteristics. Therefore, sophisticated methods,
integrating data from qualitative and quantitative sources, are important when investigating how group
dynamics and processes operate and influence outcomes. As shown in Chapters 2 and 3, qualitative
methods could involve observing or analysing audio- or video-recordings of group sessions. Facilitators’
or participants’ perceptions of group dynamics and change processes in groups can be also investigated
through interviews and focus groups,47–49,100,125 and ethnographic methods.133 Quantitative methods might
be used in assessing the content or ‘dose’ of the delivered intervention,58 quantifying occurrences of
particular types of interactions or processes, characterising different groups to provide information on
contextual factors, or using questionnaires to measure participants’ perceptions of group processes
(e.g. social identification, group cohesion46,54). Mixed-methods approaches to process evaluation of
GB-BCIs are recommended, but it is unclear when researchers should employ particular methods, how
they should mix or integrate these methods and how group-level data can be collected and presented
meaningfully. These are the issues that this third and final stage of the MAGI study explored.
In the context of our three GB-BCIs, and in the light of the framework presented in Chapter 2 and data
presented in Chapter 3, the hypothesis guiding this stage of the study was that the successful initiation
and facilitation of key group processes leads to increased participant engagement, changes in intrapersonal
change targets (e.g. motivation, self-efficacy and planning for change) and, thus, behaviour change
(e.g. improved diet, physical activity) that can generate improved health outcomes (e.g. weight loss) and,
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potentially, other unplanned benefits (e.g. social connectedness). Hence, groups developing positive
group dynamics and demonstrating a wide range of interpersonal change processes are postulated to be
more effective in engaging participants and facilitating outcomes than groups where there is evidence of
negative group dynamics (e.g. with dysfunctional or disruptive behaviours) and limited interpersonal change
processes (e.g. focusing on provision rather than exchange of information). Indeed, some group-related
factors have previously been found to be associated with improved intervention outcomes, including the use
of specific change techniques,6,8,31,137 change talk,138,139 social support140,141 and social identification.142 For
example, participants’ perceptions of group dynamics have been associated with weight loss outcomes,134
and group norms have been associated with group members’ body perceptions and dieting intentions.126
Moreover, session attendance (indicating engagement with the group and intervention) has been associated
with weight loss outcomes in group interventions.143,144
Our initial plan for stage 3 of the study was, therefore, to combine further qualitative data on processes
and techniques based on the MAGI framework with quantitative data on attendance and outcomes
in a sample of the groups studied, to explore why some groups were more successful than others.
By characterising and comparing more and less effective groups, we hoped to provide initial evidence of,
and explanations for, links between what happens in group sessions, on the one hand, and attendance,
behaviour change and health outcomes (e.g. weight loss), on the other. It would also generate further
hypotheses that might be explored in wider secondary data sets available from the three studies used in
our research, or in future research.
Meaningful linkage of group-level qualitative data on the operation of many complex, interacting processes
with quantitative data on individual-level attendance and outcomes may be impossible if appropriate data
are not collected. Moreover, variation in individual outcomes within groups may be as great as variation
across different groups, making it difficult to attribute outcome differences to qualitative differences in
group operation. For these reasons, we did not anticipate being able to undertake meaningful quantitative
analyses that could predict outcome differences. Furthermore, as the study progressed, we became aware
of further limitations in the data available to us for secondary analyses (see Availability of qualitative data
and revised sampling). Therefore, the aims of this final stage were reviewed and refined.
Aims
Our refined aim for this stage of the study was to apply mixed methods, based on the MAGI framework,
to illustrate how we can explore why some groups may be more or less successful than others in GB-BCIs.
We planned to provide guidance and a resource for researchers to facilitate future research on GB-BCIs
using the MAGI framework to formulate hypotheses, and to collect, analyse and integrate mixed-methods
data to address specific research questions.
Methods
Planned methods
Our original plan, as outlined in our protocol [www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/programmes/eme/1420203/#/
(accessed 18 December 2018)], was for a researcher who was not involved in the prior qualitative coding
and analysis (see Chapter 3) to examine quantitative data from groups for which recordings from all
sessions were held and to sample groups characterised by good or poor engagement (i.e. attendance)
and group-level outcomes (e.g. weight loss). We planned to select six groups, most likely from the LWTC
programme, for which most data were available: three with good engagement/outcomes and three with
poor engagement/outcomes. We planned to use the framework to code transcripts from all sessions
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linked to these (e.g. six groups of four sessions each, making 24 sessions in total for LWTC groups).
We then intended to undertake framework analysis145 to construct ‘group narratives’ for these groups,
providing a higher-level analysis across sessions (to capture features that emerge only when considering
groups over time, such as group development processes146) and across groups (to highlight differences
between groups), including key group processes and facilitator techniques. We also planned to code
participants’ verbalised responses to their group experiences, for example in the form of ‘change talk’
[as outlined in analysis of motivational interviewing interventions (e.g. using the Motivational Interviewing
Skill Code124)], and to indicate changes in motivation as a precursor to changes in behaviour and
outcomes. Using these narratives and higher-level descriptions, we planned to develop a sophisticated
characterisation of groups within and across each session. This would allow us to examine whether or not
differences between groups in terms of framework components provided plausible explanations for
differences in engagement and outcomes (i.e. between the successful and not so successful groups),
thereby identifying specific processes and techniques as potential predictors or moderators of
intervention outcomes.
Availability of qualitative data and revised sampling
Full, adequate-quality recordings for all sessions were available for only seven groups from the LWTC
programme at the Exeter site examined in the ComPoD trial. Other groups had less than the full four
sessions recorded, or incomplete or poor-quality recordings. Furthermore, the SkiM intervention sessions
were ongoing at the time of analysis, and WtW intervention recordings were generally of very poor
quality. Thus, we could not apply the intended sampling strategy and, instead, randomly selected six
groups from these seven and sent all associated session recordings for transcription. We suspected that
among these there would not be sufficient variability to enable comparison of groups that were more or
less successful, undermining the intention to explore links between differences in group processes and
facilitation techniques to differences in attendance and outcomes. Nonetheless, we believed that the
analyses of transcripts of all sessions across six groups would provide a good illustration of how the MAGI
framework could be applied to future data sets to do this.
Availability and linkage of quantitative data
As it was an ongoing programme, the recordings of LWTC group sessions extended to groups delivered
outside the timeframe of the ComPoD trial intervention period and groups could include trial and non-trial
participants, including people with newly diagnosed diabetes. For the purposes of this study, the trial data
set that had high rates of follow-up at 6 months (91%) and low levels of missing data for participants
with pre-diabetes was supplemented with data (see details in Quantitative analyses of data from the Living
Well Taking Control programme) for all LWTC participants (i.e. including those entering the programme
outside the trial, and with diabetes) that had been collected and entered by the programme providers at
the Exeter site. These data were initially collected for a parallel before-and-after service evaluation, which
provided a report on participants entering the programme up until April 2015, with < 60% of these providing
follow-up data by October 2015.60 Data continued to be collected alongside programme delivery beyond this
and the data set provided to us contained details of participants entering the programme (but not necessarily
due follow-up) until February 2016, so we were aware that levels of missing data may be high.
On attempting to link individual-level quantitative data on baseline characteristics, session attendance,
perceptions of group sessions and outcomes (e.g. weight loss) for participants in the six groups selected
for qualitative analyses, we became aware of limitations with the quantitative data. As shown in Table 15,
no attendance or follow-up data were available for two out of the six selected groups, and one further
group had follow-up data on only 3 out of 10 participants. This left three groups for which some follow-up
data were available for at least half of the six to eight participants in each of the groups (shaded rows in
Table 15). The data available from trial and provider data sets are shown in the final two columns.
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Final sample
For illustration purposes, quantitative data on characteristics and outcomes for the three groups highlighted
above were summarised at group level (see In-depth summary of quantitative data for three Living Well
Taking Control programme groups). The first two groups, which had two different facilitators, were then
selected to illustrate higher-level qualitative analyses (see Qualitative analyses of group processes in two Living
Well Taking Control programme groups), and links were made between the quantitative and qualitative data
for these groups. Summaries of the quantitative and qualitative data were generated independently by two
separate researchers (JRS and AJB) without access to the other data set. In addition, this limited sample was
supplemented with presentation of further available group-level quantitative data from the entire LWTC data
set (see Quantitative analyses of data from the Living Well Taking Control programme).
TABLE 15 Details of quantitative data available for groups with complete recordings of all sessions selected
for transcription
Group
identifier
Session
number Facilitator
Minutes
transcribed
Number of group participants
(including those taking part
in the linked trial) with
baseline data available
Number of group participants
with follow-up data availablea
Group 1 1 A 53 8 (3 in trial) 6 (3 in trial)
2 A 127
3 A 114
4 A 75
Group 2 1 B 50 7 (3 in trial) 4 (3 in trial)
2 B 122
3 B 115
4 B 56
Group 3 1 B 49 10 (1 in trial) 3 (0 in trial)
2 B 119
3 B 106
4 B 36
Group 4 1 B 47 6 (5 in trial) 5 (5 in trial)
2 B 121
3 B 88
4 B 49
Group 5 1 B 58 6 (1 in trial controla) 0
2 B 109
3 B 104
4 B 49
Group 6 1 C 67 7 (4 in trial controlsa) 0
2 C 127
3 C 95
4 C 65
a In the ComPoD trial, follow-up of control participants was completed after 6 months on a waiting list for the
programme, after which time they could access the programme but were not followed up again for the trial.
Note
Shaded rows highlight the groups for which follow-up data were available for at least half of the group participants.
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Quantitative data and analysis
We produced descriptive summaries on group-level characteristics, attendance and outcomes from all
available LWTC data, to demonstrate methods for presenting and summarising such data, to explore
variability between groups and group-level factors that might be considered in relation to group processes
and outcomes, and to identify hypotheses that could be investigated with reference to qualitative data.
Groups were included in analyses if data for the variable of interest were available for at least half of the
participants in the group (when this exceeded three). Variables selected for analyses were those for which
there were low levels of missing data. These included group size, group composition in terms of key
sociodemographic (e.g. gender, age, ethnicity) and socioeconomic characteristics (e.g. education level,
employment status), BMI (at baseline), weight loss (at 6-month follow-up), self-reported health status
assessed as a percentage score using the EuroQol-5 Dimensions thermometer147 (at baseline and follow-up),
and participants’ ratings of the perceived importance of, and their confidence in, achieving recommended
levels of physical activity and a healthy diet (at baseline and follow-up). These provided an indication of
participants’ levels of motivation and were assessed using four single-item rating scales scored from 1
(not at all important/confident) to 10 (extremely important/confident).148 We had originally planned to
summarise self-reported behavioural outcomes (physical activity149 and dietary behaviour150) but found that
the questionnaires assessing these had not been consistently completed.
We also conducted descriptive analyses of available data on participant perceptions of key group processes
collected at the end of the group sessions (at approximately 1-month follow-up) available for a subsample
of LWTC participants. The questionnaire (see Appendix 9) included 12 items to which participants
responded on Likert scales scoring from one to seven and labelled from ‘very strongly disagree’ to ‘very
strongly agree’. Mean scores were calculated across three four-item scales assessing (1) ‘group support’
(i.e. participants’ perceptions of support within the group, such as ‘I can count on other members in the
group meetings when things go wrong’), (2) ‘group identification’ (i.e. their sense of identification with the
group, such as ‘I feel strong ties with other members in my group’) and (3) ‘other social identities’ brought
to the group reflecting connections with external groups (e.g. ‘I have friends who are members of lots of
different groups’). Higher scores indicated greater perceived group support, group identification and
connectedness/identities stemming from external groups.
As indicated above, quantitative data on participant characteristics, engagement (indicated by session
attendance), and key outcomes (e.g. weight loss) were also summarised and tabulated for the three
groups matched to qualitative data, and observations about similarities and differences were made.
Qualitative coding and analysis
All analyses of transcripts were undertaken without insight into the available quantitative data for each
group. Although limited to only two groups (with four sessions each), these qualitative analyses proceeded
as originally planned and involved three steps:
1. data familiarisation
2. detailed coding and analysis of session transcripts using the coding schema (see Chapter 3)
3. summarising sessions and groups, which involved the development of ‘group narratives’ based around
the key framework processes and facilitation techniques, and comparison of these summaries between
groups (this encompassed investigating the occurrence of ‘change talk’ and ‘resistance talk’).
Integration of qualitative and quantitative data
We illustrated three main approaches to integrating quantitative and qualitative data127 using our data sets:
1. ‘triangulation’, which involved comparing findings from different data sources/methods with each other
to check for agreement or divergence
2. ‘following a thread’, in which hypotheses generated from one data set are explored in another
3. a ‘matrix approach’ in which data from the same group from different sources were aligned, compared
and integrated in a table to identify patterns.
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Results
Overview
First, we present descriptive data characterising groups and participants across all groups for which
data were available in the LWTC programme data set including group size, group composition and
participants’ levels of motivation. All of these elements are captured in the MAGI framework (primarily
under ‘group intervention design’ and ‘participant characteristics’). This provides a context for the later,
in-depth quantitative and qualitative analyses of selected groups for which all session recordings and
adequate follow-up data were available. It also illustrates variability across and within groups and potential
hypotheses that might be explored. Second, we illustrate the steps undertaken in the qualitative analyses
and summarise findings from these analyses in relation to the two groups studied in depth. This illustrates
how such analyses might be used in future research. Finally, we provide examples using our data of
mixed-methods approaches to integrating data.
Quantitative analyses of data from the Living Well Taking Control programme
Baseline characteristics of Living Well Taking Control programme groups
There were records for 565 LWTC participants, with at least some further baseline and/or follow-up data
available for 538 participants (95%). Of these, 445 (83%) participants had an identifier indicating to
which group they belonged and a further 35 (7%) participants without an identifier had follow-up data
suggesting that they did participate in a group but that this information had not been recorded.
There were records for 75 groups in total, but only 67 (including 431 participants) had some data available
for at least three participants. These were considered in further analyses. Twenty (30%) of these groups
comprised participants with newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes; the rest were for participants with pre-
diabetes. Figure 5 shows the number of groups of different sizes based on available records (we are
uncertain whether or not any participants were missing records, for example if they did not consent to
having measures recorded). Across the 67 groups, records were available for an average of six, and up to
12, participants, with over one-third of groups including six or seven participants (not including partners or
supporters present, for whom no data were held).
Table 16 summarises available baseline data on key group and participant characteristics. Overall, 42%
of participants in the groups were men. There was one all-male group, 25 (37%) groups comprised a
majority of men, two included equal numbers of men and women, half comprised a majority of women,
and there were five all-female groups. The average age of participants across all groups was 64 years,
but this ranged from an average of 47 years to 74 years for individual groups, with participants across
the entire sample ranging from 28 years to 91 years. Twenty-eight groups (42%) included at least one
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FIGURE 5 Number of groups of different sizes (as indicated by available records, which may be different from the
actual group sizes) in the LWTC programme.
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TABLE 16 Baseline characteristics of groups (maximum, n= 67) and participants (maximum, n= 431) in the LWTC programme
Summary data
Characteristic
Group
size (n)
Gender
(% male)
Age
(years)
BMI
(kg/m2)
Self-rated
health (%)
Importance of
physical activity
(1–10)a
Confidence in
physical activity
(1–10)a
Importance of
healthy diet
(1–10)a
Confidence in
healthy diet
(1–10)a
Number of groups (%) for which data
were available
67 (100) 67 (100) 67 (100) 67 (100) 62 (93) 56 (84) 54 (81) 58 (87) 57 (85)
Number of participants (%) for whom
data were available
431 (100) 431 (100) 415 (96) 397 (92) 363 (84) 344 (80) 343 (80) 349 (81) 348 (81)
Mean (SD) across groups 6.4 (2.2) 42 (24) 63.9 (5.6) 31.3 (2.5) 72 (9.6) 7.0 (1.0) 6.5 (1.3) 8.6 (0.6) 7.6 (0.8)
Range in means across groups 3–12 0–100 47–74 26–37 47–88 5.6–9.3 2.7–9.1 7.3–9.9 5.6–10.0
Range across entire sample N/A 28–91 19–56 7–100 0–10 0–10 2–10 1–10
N/A, not applicable; SD, standard deviation.
a Higher scores indicate greater importance/confidence.
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participant who was aged < 50 years. The average age difference between the oldest and youngest
participants in the same group was 25 years, suggesting high within-group variability. However, in some
groups, participants were of a similar age (e.g. in seven groups, the age difference was < 10 years) and in
other groups the age difference was very large (e.g. in another seven groups, the age difference was
> 40 years).
Owing to the geographical location for intervention delivery (Exeter, UK), the sample were overall
predominantly from a white British background. However, 12 groups had at least one non-white British
participant and, in one group, four out of the eight participants were from other ethnic backgrounds.
The LWTC data set analysed for the purposes of the before-and-after evaluation of the programme60
included information on participants at the Birmingham site, where nearly half of participants were from
an ethnic minority background. However, in the data set from the Birmingham provider, participants did
not have a group identifier, making it impossible to conduct any further group-level analyses of these
data, including examination of the influence of ethnic background on group mechanisms as a means of
explaining some observed differences in engagement and weight loss between those from white British
and other backgrounds.61
All but seven groups (90%) included at least one participant who was retired, with an average of three
retired participants per group. Fifty-five groups (82%) included at least one participant who was working,
but the number of participants working was low in many groups. However, there were two groups
(probably held in the evening) in which all participants were working. Larger numbers of participants and
groups had missing data on education levels, so these data were not analysed in detail; but among the
groups for which data were available, two-thirds included at least one participant who was degree
educated, and there was wide variation in education levels within most groups.
In three-quarters of groups (50/67 groups), the average BMI of participants was at the lower end of the obese
range, but in 17 groups it was in the overweight range. In 24 groups (36%), at least one participant was
severely obese (i.e. a BMI of > 40 kg/m2) and in 29 (43%) groups at least one member was in the healthy
weight range (ComPoD trial entry criterion of being overweight as represented by a BMI of > 25 kg/m2 did
not apply to the diabetes groups and was not so stringently applied for entry to the LWTC programme
outside the trial).
Participants’ perceptions of their health and ratings of life satisfaction also varied considerably within and
across groups. For example, among the 61 groups with adequate data, the average self-rated health status
across groups was 72%. However, this ranged from an average of 45% to 87% for individual groups and
was highly variable within groups, with only six groups having ratings for all members that were < 20%
apart and differences in other groups ranging from 0% to 87% (mean 44%) between the highest- and
lowest-scoring group members.
Participants’ perceptions of the importance of, and their confidence in achieving, adequate physical activity
and a healthy diet varied greatly across the entire sample and to a lesser extent across the groups, with
most variability across groups in perceptions of the importance of physical activity. This suggests that some
groups (e.g. those in which average scores were above 9 out of 10 for these items) were highly motivated,
and others (e.g. with average scores of six or below for one or more items) less so. There was also
evidence from 12 groups of mismatches between one or more individual participants’ ratings and that
of the wider group, particularly in relation to confidence in achieving physical activity and a healthy diet.
As described below, qualitative analyses demonstrated that participants’ motivations, reflected in their
perceptions of importance and confidence, were explicitly revisited in the sessions, allowing triangulation
of these data and insight into potential links with group processes.
These baseline data indicate variability in the size and sociodemographic, socioeconomic and health-related
characteristics across the groups (i.e. between-group variability), and in the make-up of individual groups
(i.e. within-group variability). Some of this variability might be explained by ‘group intervention design’
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features in the framework related to 1.4 participant selection and group composition and 1.3.2 process of
becoming a group member under 1.3 group characteristics. These varying characteristics could be further
explored in relation to their influence on group dynamics (e.g. group engagement, cohesion), interpersonal
change processes (e.g. social support) and intervention outcomes (e.g. weight loss). They could also be
examined in relation to other design (e.g. venue) and contextual features (e.g. facilitator characteristics)
not recorded in this data set. It is worth noting that, although facilitator details were not recorded here,
the facilitator represents another level of clustering within the data set. If such data were available,
potential links between participant and facilitator characteristics, and the impact that these may have on
interaction and group processes, would be worth exploring.52
In future research, groups with different features (e.g. small or large group size; high or low average BMI,
and scores of importance and confidence among participants; differing numbers of members with certain
characteristics) or with different levels of heterogeneity within groups (e.g. comparing more homogeneous
with heterogeneous groups in terms of sociodemographic, socioeconomic or clinical characteristics)
could be sampled and then analysed using qualitative methods, to explore potential differences in group
processes (as described in Qualitative analyses of group processes in two Living Well Taking Control
programme groups). Relationships between group-level characteristics and self-reported perceptions of
group processes could also be explored via multivariate analyses. ‘Outlier’ members (e.g. the only younger
person, a severely obese participant) and the impact this status has on these participants’ perceptions of
the group and on wider group processes might also be explored.
Engagement and perceptions of group processes in the Living Well Taking
Control programme
Table 17 summarises descriptive data on participants’ engagement (assessed via session attendance) and
self-reported perceptions of group processes (i.e. group support, group identification, other social identities)
in the LWTC groups. Attendance data were relatively complete (sufficient data available for 87% of groups
with baseline data) and attendance at group sessions was, in general, very high (75% of participants across
the whole sample attended all sessions), with little variability apparent across groups. However, there were
16 groups (28%) that included one or more participants who dropped out after the first or second session.
Although we are aware from the ComPoD trial that some of these may be for reasons external to the group
(e.g. ill health), it would be interesting to explore further data on the characteristics of these dropouts in
comparison with other group members, and to explore whether or not qualitative analyses could illuminate
how dropouts affected, and were affected by, group processes.
TABLE 17 Participants’ attendance at and perceptions of groups in the LWTC programme
Summary data
Attendance Perception of groups (1–7)
Number of
sessions
attended (1–4)
Attended
all
sessions Group support
Group
identification
Connections/social
identities outside
the group
Number (%) of groups for
which data were available
58 (87) 58 (87) 48 (72) 48 (72) 48 (72)
Number (%) of participants
for whom data were
available
360 (84) 360 (84) 260 (60) 266 (62) 253 (59)
Mean (SD) across groups 3.8 (0.3) 82 (18) 4.9 (0.5) 5.3 (0.5) 4.1 (0.7)
Range in means across
groups
3–4 25–100 3.7–6.2 4.0–6.2 2.3–5.8
Range across entire sample 0–4 1–7 1–7 1–7
SD, standard deviation.
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Of the 306 participants (54%) across the whole LWTC data set who had completed the questionnaire on
group perceptions, 253 (83%) had a group identifier for a group included in this analysis, and adequate
data on this measure were available for 72% of the original 67 groups. Perceptions of ‘group support’ and
‘group identification’ both averaged close to 5 out of 7 on the scale, indicating that the participants
generally perceived the group as supportive and experienced a sense of psychological connection to the
group. There was also evidence that, overall, participants were moderately well connected outside the
LWTC group setting, with scores for ‘other social identities’ averaging 4 out of 7. Inevitably, there was
some variability in these group-level variables, and 10 groups included an individual whose scores on the
group support and/or identification scales were low (less than 3), sometimes in contrast to the rest of the
group. Thus, unsurprisingly, not every participant experienced their group in the same way.
These measures could be linked directly to outcome data in order to test, for example, hypotheses relating
perceived group support and social identification to weight loss.134 Haslam et al.45 present testable hypotheses
concerning links between such group processes and health, and Appendix 5 provides a summary of existing
measures for assessing different aspects of groups from the reviews identified during our literature searches
(see Chapter 2). In the current sample, 150 participants had a group identifier, data on perceptions of the
group and complete baseline and follow-up weight, permitting calculation of weight loss. These data made
such an analysis possible, but this was beyond the scope of the current study. Information from these
measures could also be linked to qualitative data using the methods described further in Qualitative analyses
of group processes in two Living Well Taking Control programme groups.
Motivation and outcomes at follow-up in Living Well Taking Control programme groups
Relatively complete 6-month follow-up data (i.e. for at least half the group and a minimum of three
participants) on selected outcomes were available for 37 groups (55%) (a minimum of 225, or 52% of,
participants). As shown in Table 18, there were generally small increases from baseline in participants’
perceptions of the importance of, and their confidence in, achieving healthy lifestyles. However, there
remained considerable variability in these indicators of motivation between groups and participants, with
divergent scores within at least six groups, particularly in relation to confidence in achieving adequate
physical activity. Health status measures were also slightly improved from baseline (as per ComPoD trial
results61) but remained highly variable across groups, with differences between the highest- and lowest-
scoring participants within groups ranging from 7% to 88% (mean 37%). There was also little indication that
groups became less heterogeneous in terms of measures of motivation or health status as time progressed.
TABLE 18 Motivations and outcomes at follow-up for LWTC participants and groups
Summary data
Importance
of activity
(1–10)a
Confidence
in activity
(1–10)a
Importance
of diet
(1–10)a
Confidence
in diet
(1–10)a
Self-rated
health
Weight
loss (kg)
Number (%) of groups for
which data were available
37 (55) 37 (55) 37 (55) 37 (55) 37 (55) 37 (55)
Number (%) of participants for
whom data were available
227 (53) 230 (53) 230 (53) 230 (53) 227 (53) 225 (52)
Mean (SD) across groups 8.0 (1.0) 6.9 (1.2) 8.8 (0.7) 7.7 (0.8) 76 (9) –2.2 (2.03)
Range in means across groups 5.4–9.7 4.3–9.0 7–10 5.2–9.0 55–89 –7.6–1.7
Range across entire sample 0–10 0–10 3–10 2–10 10–100 –16.3–19.2
SD, standard deviation.
a Higher scores indicate greater importance/confidence.
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The average weight loss in the current sample (2.2 kg) is slightly greater than in the ComPoD trial61 and
LWTC evaluation60 (in which it was around 1.8 kg). This is not surprising given high loss to follow-up in
this data set and suggests that this sample is not fully representative of the entire population of LWTC
participants. There is considerable variability across groups in terms of average weight loss, ranging
from weight loss of 7.6 kg per participant in the most successful and weight gain of 1.7 kg in the least
successful. It should be noted that a few identified outliers, whose weight loss/gain could be attributed to
other factors (e.g. diagnosis of another condition), are likely to account for some of this observed variation
owing to the small numbers within groups, which is a factor that would need to be considered in further
analyses of group-level outcomes.
There were eight ‘successful’ groups whose participants on average lost > 4 kg, and, in six of these, all
participants lost at least some weight. In contrast, there were 10 ‘less successful’ groups whose participants
on average lost < 1 kg or, in four of these, gained weight. In 8 out of these 10 groups there were still
examples of one or two participants who lost > 2 kg, meaning that they were not necessarily ‘less successful’
groups for these people. This suggests that our original plan to sample more or less successful groups on
the basis of weight loss outcomes, and then to characterise and compare these groups through in-depth
qualitative analyses, would have been feasible. However, how more and less successful groups are defined
would need careful consideration.
In-depth summary of quantitative data for three Living Well Taking Control
programme groups
Tables 19 and 20 present in-depth summaries of key quantitative variables for three of the six groups
sampled for in-depth analysis as described in Methods, building on the data presented above and
including further details. Two of these with different facilitators are subsequently considered in the
qualitative analyses below.
The groups highlighted here were chosen on the basis of data availability rather than purposefully to
represent the sample, or on the basis of presence/absence of certain characteristics. As shown in Table 19,
they appear to be fairly typical groups in terms of participants’ age, employment status, education level
and BMI, and somewhat atypical in having generally high levels of motivation. They also illustrate the
wider between-group diversity in terms of gender mix and ethnic background. Two of the three groups
might be classified as ‘successful’ groups on the basis of the average weight loss achieved. However,
from exploring the data at this level, the outcomes in one of the groups are known to be influenced by
an outlier who lost a large amount of weight due to an unrelated condition. None could be classified as
‘less successful’ groups.
It is difficult to make any meaningful observations about the participants’ perceptions of the groups
(i.e. group support and identification); however, the third group appear to have, on average, slightly lower
scores for ‘other social identities’ and somewhat more positive perceptions of ‘group support’ and ‘group
identification’, despite there being possible evidence of a participant who dropped out of this group
(attendance data for one participant are missing for the later sessions).
The last column of Table 20 highlights additional qualitative data available from open questions (‘What did
you like the most?’ and ‘What did you like the most’) on a programme satisfaction questionnaire (not
analysed further in the context of this study), demonstrating that participants frequently provided (mostly
positive) comments about their experiences in the group. These could provide useful insight on differing
views, for example by providing explanations for differences in perceptions of the group. A single open
question such as this, or more specifically focused on the group experience, has potential to provide an
insight into perceptions of the group for a large number of participants.
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TABLE 19 Illustrative summary of group-level baseline characteristics for three LWTC groups
Group
Characteristics
Weight status Other groups Other measures Activity/dietSociodemographic Socioeconomic Clinical
1a FAC: A Eight participants:
six female, two male
Five out of eight
had an existing
condition
Average BMI of
33 kg/m2 (range
27–39 kg/m2)
Three out of eight
attending other
groups
Average 57% health
rating (range 22–92%)
Average ratings
(out of 10) for PA:
7 importance (range
1–10), 7 confidence
(range 1–10)
Average age 67
(range 42–80) years;
two younger, six olderb
Two employed,
six retired
Two high blood
pressure
Two overweight,
five obese
Average 8/10 life
satisfaction rating
(range 5–10)
Average rating
(out of 10) for diet:
9 importance (range
7–10), 8 confidence
(range 5–10)
All white British Three school to 16 years,
one school to 18 years, one
professional training, two
degree or above (one missing)
Three out of seven
had HbA1c levels in
pre-diabetes range
One smoker
2a FAC: B Seven participants:
four female, three male
One employed, three retired,
one carer, one student
Six or seven
existing condition
Average BMI of
34 kg/m2 (range
29–40 kg/m2)
One out of four
attending other
groups
Average 70% health
rating (range 49–97%)
Average ratings
(out of 10) for PA:
9 importance (range
7–10), 7 confidence
(range 5–8)
Average age 61
(range 48–77) years;
two younger, two
middle-aged, two olderb
(one missing)
One school to 16 years, two
professional training, three
degree (1 missing)
Three high blood
pressure
Three out of seven
HbA1c levels
in pre-diabetes
range
Three overweight,
three obese, one
severely obese
Average 6/10 life
satisfaction rating
(range 4–9)
Average rating
(out of 10) for diet:
9 importance (range
7–10), 8 confidence
(range 5–10)One Asian participant One smoker
3 FAC: A Six participants:
two female, four male
One employed, four retired,
one unemployed
Two out of six had
an existing chronic
condition
Average BMI of
33 kg/m2 (range
28–38 kg/m2)
Two out of six
attending other
groups
Average 85% health
rating (range
70–100%)
Average ratings
(out of 10) for PA:
9 importance (range
8–10), 9 confidence
(range 7–10)
Average age 65
(range 54–73) years;
one younger, two
middle-aged, three olderb
One school to 16 years, two
professional training, three
degree
Two high blood
pressure
Two overweight,
four obese
Average 8/10 life
satisfaction rating
(range 5–10)
Average rating
(out of 10) for diet:
9 importance (range
7–10), 9 confidence
(range 7–10)One white/Asian
participant
No HbA1c levels in
pre-diabetes range
One smoker
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Group
Characteristics
Weight status Other groups Other measures Activity/dietSociodemographic Socioeconomic Clinical
Similarities Group sizes of six to
eight participants
Majority retired/not working One smoker in all
groups
Average BMI in
obese range
(33–34 kg/m2)
Minority attending
other groups
(mostly exercise)
On average saw
healthy PA and diet
as important, and
were confident in
achieving
Average age 61–67 years;
one or two younger in
all groups
Mixed levels of education
(school to at least degree)
Two or three high
blood pressure in
all groups
All or majority white
British
Differences One majority female,
one majority male,
one mixed
Two groups in which at least
half of participants were
educated to degree level
In two, majority
have existing
condition; in one,
majority healthy
Some variation in
health status and life
satisfaction across
groups
Some variation
across groups
Two majority older,
one mixed-aged
Two have
participants with
HbA1c levels in
pre-diabetes range
One group with
participant with low
PA importance and
confidence scores
Two groups with one
or two participants
with maximum
scores
FAC, facilitator; PA, physical activity.
a These two groups are considered in qualitative analyses (see Qualitative analyses of group processes in two Living Well Taking Control programme groups) as they have two
different facilitators.
b Younger: ≤ 54 years; middle-aged: 55–64 years; older: ≥ 65 years.
Note
Shaded rows provide a summary/comparison of the details on the separate groups described in the unshaded rows.
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TABLE 20 Illustrative summary of group-level attendance and outcomes for three LWTC groups
Group Attendance Weight loss
Other weight loss
outcomes Other measures Activity/diet Perceptions of group
1a five out of
eight with
follow-up
No clear dropout
Average 3.9 sessions
attended (range 3–4)
Average 5.9 kg (range
16.3 kg to 0.5 kg loss)
although one with large
weight loss may be due
to cancer diagnosis;b
when excluded, the
average is 3.3 kg
Average 2.2 kg/m2
reduction in BMI
(1.3 kg/m2 excluding
outlier, range –5.7 to
0.2 kg/m2 reduction),
taking group average
down to overweight/
obese cut-off point
Average 64% health
rating (range 49–96%),
reflecting some
improvement from
baselinec
Average ratings (out of
10) for PA: 5 importance
(range 0–10), 5
confidence (range 0–10),
reflecting some reduction
from baseline
Average ratings of 4.3
(range 2.8–5.8), 5.1
(range 4–5.8), 5.2 (4–6.3)
(out of 7) on measures of
group support, group
identification and other
social identities
Six out of eight
attended all
Average 7.7 cm
reduction in waist
(5.9 cm excluding outlier,
range 2.0–15.5 cm)
Average 7/10 life
satisfaction rating
(range 5–9), reflecting
small reduction from
baseline
Average rating (out of 10)
for diet: 9 importance
(range 8–10), 7
confidence (range 5–9),
reflecting little change
from baseline
All reported benefits, one
mentioning group aspects
(being in group)
Two participants missed
one session each
(sessions 3 and 4)
2a four out of
seven with
follow-up
No clear dropout
Average 3.4 sessions
attended (range 2–4
sessions)
Average 3.9 kg (range
8.4 kg loss to 1.2 kg
gain)
Average 1.5 kg/m2
reduction in BMI (range
3.2 reduction to 0.4
increase), taking group
average down to bottom
end of obese range
Average 74% health
rating (range 48–91%),
reflecting little change
from baseline
Average ratings
(out of 10) for PA:
insufficient data to
explore (< 3 participants)
Average ratings of 4.6
(range 3.5–5.5), 4.9
(range 4.5–6), 5.3 (3.5–7)
(out of 7) on measures of
group support, group
identification and other
social identities
Five out of seven
attended all
Average 5.3 cm
reduction in waist
(range 0.5–9 cm)
Average 7/10 life
satisfaction rating
(range 5–8), reflecting
small improvement
from baseline
Average rating (out of 10)
for diet: 8 importance
(range 7–10), 7
confidence (range 6–8),
reflecting little change
from baseline
All reported benefits,
three mentioning group
aspects (discussion,
sharing)Two participants
missed two sessions
each (one participant
missed sessions 2 and 3,
one participant missed
sessions 2 and 4)
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Group Attendance Weight loss
Other weight loss
outcomes Other measures Activity/diet Perceptions of group
3 five out of six
with follow-up
One no data = dropout? Average 2.0 kg
(range 5.1 kg loss
to no change)
Average 1.0 kg/m2
reduction in BMI
(range 1.7 to 0.1 kg/m2
reduction), with group
average still in obese
range
Average 60% health
rating (range 48–91%),
reflecting some
reduction from baseline
Average rating (out of 10)
for PA: 9 importance
(range 8–10),
8 confidence (range 8–9),
possibly reflecting small
reduction in confidence
(although n = 3)
Average ratings of
5.4 (range 4.5–6), 5.7
(range 5–6), 4.9 (2.8–6)
(out of 7) on measures of
group support, group
identification and other
social identities
Three out of five
participants attended all
Average 3.6 sessions
attended (range 3–4
sessions)
Average 2.0 cm reduction
in waist (range 2.3 cm
increase to 4.3 cm
reduction)
Average 7/10 life
satisfaction rating (range
3–10), reflecting small
reduction from baseline
Average rating (out of 10)
for diet: 9 importance
(all 9), 8 confidence (range
7–9), possibly reflecting
small reduction in
confidence (although
n = 3)
All reported benefits,
three mentioning group
aspects (being in group,
discussion)
Two participants missed
one session each
(sessions 3 and 4)
Similarities High attendance overall Large variation in weight
loss within groups
Most people in all groups
saw improvements in BMI
and waist
None improved from
baseline, although all
started high
All reported benefits
Differences One dropout in one
group (reported 100%
health, satisfaction and
importance/confidence
at baseline)?
Some variation in weight
loss between groups
Some groups show
possible reduction in
perceptions of health/life
satisfaction (although
may be due to more
healthy missing data?)
Some groups show
possible reductions,
especially in confidence
(although may be due to
missing data from more
confident participants?)
Two or three groups
more emphasis on group
aspects by some
FAC, facilitator; PA, physical activity.
a These two groups are considered in qualitative analyses (see Qualitative analyses of group processes in two Living Well Taking Control programme groups) as they have two
different facilitators.
b This participant died from cancer shortly after the end of the study.
c Much of this due to large change in participant diagnosed with cancer.
Note
Shaded rows provide a summary/comparison of the details on the separate groups described in the unshaded rows.
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In summary, this part of the results illustrated methods for summarising quantitative data on characteristics
and outcomes for groups and group participants. We analysed data for a large sample descriptively,
demonstrating between- and within-group variability, and provided examples of how these and similar
data could be used for developing and exploring hypotheses about potential links between group features,
group processes and outcomes. A more detailed descriptive summary of quantitative data was provided for
three groups, selected on the basis of availability of quantitative data that could be linked to qualitative
analyses of all session recordings.
Qualitative analyses of group processes in two Living Well Taking Control
programme groups
This section describes how we developed and applied qualitative methods for analysing transcripts of
group sessions (using the MAGI framework) addressing the question of ‘how can qualitative methods be
used to explore potential links between group processes and intervention outcomes?’. For illustration
purposes, and owing to the time-consuming nature of these analyses, we selected two out of the three
groups for which data were summarised above, which had two different facilitators. We describe the steps
that can be helpful in such qualitative analyses. Later, in Integration of qualitative and quantitative data,
we consider mixed-methods approaches for integrating the qualitative and quantitative data.
Data familiarisation
A first step involved data familiarisation through reading session transcripts and listening to recordings.
This allowed the transcripts to be checked and corrected, adding any details that might be helpful in
analysing group processes, such as the amount of time spent on group activities, overlapping talk or
indications of non-verbal behaviours. It also helped to gain an overall impression of the group dynamics
and interaction, and to interpret and understand some non-verbal interaction (e.g. laughter, moving
chairs for specific activities). Notes were made on these initial observations about each group session.
Detailed coding and analysis of sessions using the Mechanisms of Action in
Group-based Interventions framework
In the second step, we analysed each transcript using the MAGI framework coding schema (see Chapter 3
and Report Supplementary Material 2). This involved two simultaneous tasks: coding transcripts and
writing summaries of each session.
First, we coded the transcripts deductively in Microsoft Word (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA)
documents (i.e. by inserting comments, e.g. Figure 6) using the coding schema (see Chapter 3). In this
coding, all framework categories can be used, or there can be a focus on specific categories of interest
(e.g. included in a prior logic model for the intervention, or selected on the basis of other data, such as that
presented above). The coding of transcripts can also be undertaken using qualitative data analysis software
(i.e. NVivo version 11, e.g. Figure 7). Using NVivo can help facilitate easy access to transcript excerpts within
each coded category and can automatically display data on prevalence (e.g. which categories were used in
coding and how many times). Coding within text documents can help to retain a more holistic view of the
sessions; it is easier to follow the progression of longer sequences of group discussions (involving multiple
processes and techniques) rather than by fragmenting them using separate codes. Thus, it can help focus on
co-occurrence between framework categories that may be interrelated (e.g. between exchanging information
and sharing experiences).
Second, to help characterise sessions, we wrote detailed summaries of each session (Box 1 shows an
example). This involved listing distinguishable session activities (i.e. sequences of interaction focused on
the same topic, or discernible group/subgroup activities) and adding brief descriptions of the framework
processes and facilitation techniques.
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FIGURE 6 Example of a group session transcript coded in Microsoft Word document.
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FIGURE 7 Example of a group session transcript coded in NVivo.
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This step resulted in in-depth coding, initial analyses and summaries of the session transcripts, providing
details of the content of the sessions (e.g. group activities), indications of group dynamics and interpersonal
and intrapersonal change processes occurring in the sessions. This enables an in-depth understanding of
how the groups worked and how within-group processes developed. However, it does not allow for easy
comparisons between groups.
Summary of sessions and groups
To facilitate comparisons between groups, and help develop and explore potential hypotheses, a third step
aimed to further summarise and condense the analysis of group activities, processes and techniques. This
involved summarising the presence or absence of a set of group processes and techniques in a table based
on the MAGI framework (Table 21 shows an excerpt, and the full table can be found in Appendix 10).
Based on the coding and detailed summaries developed in step 2 (as described in Detailed coding and
analysis of sessions using the Mechanisms of Action in Group-based Interventions framework), we began
to narrow our focus on processes and techniques that were of particular interest. For illustration, we
summarised coding of group dynamics (to explore potential differences between groups in group dynamics
and development), interpersonal change processes (to explore which of these were more or less prevalent
between groups and sessions), and selected other elements that were predesigned and/or comparable
between sessions (e.g. group activities, facilitation techniques, motivation and self-efficacy, goal-setting
and goal-reviewing). Future researchers might select fewer or more categories for comparison. For
example, if the analysis is exploratory, more or all categories used in coding in step 2 could be included.
BOX 1 Example of a detailed session summary
l P–P interaction: P shares experience of buying low-fat ice-cream, another P asks where to get it, so P shares
information/advice. FAC draws on P experience to reinforce key message on small portions.
l FAC provides information in interactive way – by asking questions and then confirming information (e.g. about
calcium, fat in cheese). Ps ask questions; FAC draws answers out; FAC directs P’s question back to the group.
Few instances of P–P interaction.
l Whole-group practical activity – sugar game (ordering foods in order of sugar content, based on reading
labels), including practice of skills in the session (reading labels) and providing illustrations (visual
equivalents of the amount of sugar in foods). Quite a bit of P–P interaction and collaboration (working
together, agreeing on the order of foods). Ps express surprise about the amount of sugar in food and
develop understanding; Ps develop shared understanding/shared experiences.
l FAC offers extra sessions as part of the intervention to explore more diet-related topics.
l FAC prompts individual goal-setting. F shows resistance (says she’s already healthy and does not set a goal) –
M challenges F (‘But we are all here because we aren’t as healthy as we could be’).
l FAC asks for self-assessments of importance of diet – Ps report high importance (8–10), one F does not
know (it depends on mood if she cares about it or not, suggesting resistant talk). FAC asks about
confidence – Ps report lower confidence than importance (7, 5). M expresses self-understanding of where
his main problem is (evening snacking). F expresses negativity.
l FAC prompts review of the current session. M talks about reading labels but perhaps a bit sarcastically
(it will hold people in a queue).
l F shares a goal (intention), another shares a goal and together (FAC, M) make suggestions to make
it realistic.
l FAC outlines next session.
F, female participant; FAC, facilitator; M, male participant; P, participant.
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TABLE 21 Example of a table summarising coding of MAGI framework elements
MAGI framework elements
Group session
1 2
S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4
3. Group dynamics, development
3.6. Communication patterns
P–P interaction/exchanges ≈4 ≈30 ≈14 ≈20 ≈2 ≈15 ≈23 ≈15
4. Interpersonal change processes
4.1. Sharing experiences F F F F F F F F
Self-disclosure of personal issues O
Self-disclosure of transgressive behaviour O R R R R
4.2. Social learning
Providing, exchanging information F F F F F F F F
Providing, sharing advice O O O R F F O
Brainstorming, sharing ideas O F F F F F
Group problem-solving, barriers R O R R R R
Demonstrating, modelling O
Providing instructions how to perform behaviour O
4.3. Social influence
FAC appeals to credible source R R R R
FAC uses persuasive arguments O R R
Negative social influences in group ≈8 ≈17 ≈8 ≈3 ≈4 ≈5 ≈3 0
FAC addresses resistance F F F O F F R
Positive social influences in group ≈4 ≈2 ≈9 ≈2 ≈4 ≈3 ≈5 ≈10
4.5. Social support in the group
Peer support R R R R R
Buddy up
Social connections R R O O R R R
FAC encourages peer support R R
FAC offers support R R R
FAC provides praise O O O O O O O O
FAC provides reassurance O R R O O O
FAC provides encouragement O R R R R O
5. Intrapersonal change processes/targets
5.9. Motivation (importance)
Expression of motivation R F R R R R R R
Expression of no motivation R R F
High importance of changes F O
Low importance of changes O
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On the other hand, there may be a focus on fewer categories if there are already preliminary hypotheses
(e.g. based on a logic model or quantitative data analysis). In the table, we also indicated the prevalence
of processes and techniques, as a count or in terms of being rare (once or twice in the session), occasional
(a few times in the session) or frequent (many times throughout the session). Constructing Table 21
allowed us to explore the occurrence (presence/absence) and prevalence of different processes between
sessions and groups.
We also created tables with short, descriptive summaries of each of the sessions and overall summaries of
each of the groups according to the main framework categories (i.e. group dynamics, interpersonal and
intrapersonal change processes, facilitation techniques). Table 22 provides an example summary of, and
comparison between, two groups. This table complements Table 21 and helps to compare the groups,
focusing on key similarities and differences. For example, analysing our two groups, we made the
following observations.
Group dynamics and development
Both groups provided evidence of positive group dynamics including high levels of participant participation,
direct between-participant interaction or exchanges, humour or laughter, and informal interaction.
However, in group 1 there was more informal and, at times, off-topic chatting than in group 2. Group 2
seemed more focused on the session topics, but also, unlike group 1, they had breaks in the sessions,
which allowed for ‘scheduled’ informal chatting and social interaction. The number of between-participant
interactions, including peer support (e.g. participants praising, encouraging or making suggestions to each
other), increased after session 1 in both groups. This could indicate that participants in both groups felt
more comfortable with, and concerned for, each other over time, suggesting positive group development.
In both groups, the majority of group activities involved whole-group discussions and there were very few
subgroup or practical activities. In both groups, there were a couple of participants who were more vocal
than others, but there was no indication of dominating or disruptive participants. Overall, there seemed to
be no major differences between these groups in their dynamics or development.
TABLE 21 Example of a table summarising coding of MAGI framework elements (continued )
MAGI framework elements
Group session
1 2
S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4
5.10. Self-efficacy (confidence)
Change in self-efficacy F F O O F O R
High self-efficacy F O R
Low self-efficacy
5.13. Developing/practising skills and behaviours
Ps report practice/behaviour O O O O O O O F
Ps practise skills/behaviours in session R R
FAC, facilitator; P, participant; S, session.
Notes
Prevalence: F, frequent (many times throughout the session); O, occasional (few times in the session); R, rare (once or twice
in the session.
Numbers refer to the number of coded examples.
Empty cells indicate that the concept/process was not identified in the transcript.
For the full table see Table 36 in Appendix 10.
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TABLE 22 Summary of the key processes in the analysed groups
Group
Group dynamics and
development
Interpersonal change
processes
Intrapersonal change
processes FAC techniques
1 l Overall positive
group dynamics
l Introductions involve
names and a bit more
information about
each P
l Group goals not
specifically set; FAC
outlined programme
goals
l Majority whole-group
discussions, one
subgroup discussion,
three practical
activities
l After S1, there seems
to be more humour
and P–P interaction
l Some social (off-topic)
talk (more in later
sessions)
l Few instances of P–P
interaction, especially
in S2
l Most sessions
involve social learning
(exchange
information, advice)
and sharing
experiences
l Some brainstorming
and group
problem-solving
l FAC demonstrates
exercise and provides
instructions, Ps model
l Resistance and
negativity expressed
(most in S2, least in
S4), fewer positive
statements
l Several instances of
P–P support and
social connections
(more with time)
l Little P–P challenge
l Some P–P personal
validation, empathy
and shared
understanding
l High self-assessments
of importance of
health and diet
(lower of PA)
l Low self-assessments
of self-efficacy, some
increase (after PA
practise in session)
l Some Ps show
resistance, no
motivation or
intention to change
l Practice of behaviours
reported
l Negative perceptions
of measures
l Goal-setting done
individually (no time
in S4); most goals
unspecific; some
are shared
l Almost no goal/
progress review
l Individual barriers
expressed
l Tries to establish
positive group
context, attentive to
group comfort
l Recaps S3 and S4 but
only briefly
l No proper outlines of
sessions, just brief
mentioning (S1–3)
l Explicitly
encourages
participation
l Explicitly manages
time, re-focuses
l Couple of times
directs a question
back to the group
l Uses good illustrations
and reframing
l Uses names at times
l Shares own
experiences
l Interactive social
learning
l Offers support
2 l Overall positive
group dynamics
l Introductions involve
names only, are
repeated in S2
l Group goals not
specifically set; FAC
outlined programme
goals
l Majority whole-group
discussions, few
subgroup discussions,
two practical activities
l After S1, there seems
to be more P–P
interaction and
peer support
l Some instances of
social, informal
interaction and
humour (but less than
in group 1)
l Ps seem very engaged,
ask FAC lots of
questions, some P–P
interaction (after S1)
l Most sessions involve
social learning
(exchange information,
advice) and sharing
experiences
l Ps ask lots of
questions of FAC and
few of each other;
make suggestions to
each other
l Several sequences of
brainstorming, little
group problem-solving
l Little resistance and
negativity, Ps share
positive experiences,
report engagement
with health behaviours
l Few instances of P–P
support (in S3 and S4)
and social connections
(fewer than in group 1)
l Ps share comparable
information
l Little P–P shared
understanding
l High self-assessments
of importance,
motivation to change
l Initial low self-efficacy
about maintaining
change long term;
some increase in
self-efficacy over time
l Ps report changes,
show interest in
classes, share
ideas – motivated
l Negative perceptions
of measures
l Goal-setting done
individually (no time
in S4), some specific
goals, most unspecific,
some shared
l Some general review
of progress
l Individual barriers
expressed, some
problem-solved
l Recaps S3 and S4 but
only briefly
l No proper outlines of
sessions, just brief
mentioning (S1–3)
l Little explicit
encouragement of
participation (perhaps
because group
already interactive)
l Little explicit time
management
(perhaps because of
less off-topic talk)
l Rarely reframes,
more reinforcement
l Does not use names
l Provides opportunities
for informal talk
(breaks)
l Shares own
experiences
l Interactive social
learning
l Offers support and
empathy
FAC, facilitator; P, participant; PA, physical activity; S, session.
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Analyses of techniques that facilitators used to start the groups/sessions and facilitate group dynamics
could be used as the basis for feedback to facilitators. For example, some techniques, such as managing
expectations or agreeing group rules, were not used in either group, whereas others, such as identifying,
agreeing and referring to common group goals, might have been underutilised because facilitators referred
only to the overall aims or key messages of the programme, rather than common goals.
Interpersonal change processes
In both groups, the majority of sessions involved interactive exchanges of information, advice and ideas
(i.e. social learning processes) and participants sharing experiences or reporting on their (typical or changed)
behaviours. Facilitators provided information and explanations (e.g. about pre-diabetes, measures taken,
healthy diet), provided advice and recommendations (e.g. about portion sizes, amounts of physical activity)
and answered participants’ questions related to health behaviours and measures. This was particularly
true in session 1 (focused on explaining measures, e.g. visceral fat), in which there were fewer participant
contributions than in other sessions. In the following sessions, the facilitators delivered information more
interactively (e.g. by asking questions, then providing explanations) and facilitated brainstorming activities, in
which participants shared ideas (e.g. for different ways to be active or relax). This focus on group discussions
and exchanging information and ideas reflected the type of intervention and the delivery manual. However,
other interpersonal change processes also occurred (although they were less specifically or actively facilitated
by the facilitators). For example, in both groups, the participants offered each other more support over time
(e.g. praise/compliments, encouragement, practical suggestions) and were involved in more talk indicative
of making social connections. Throughout both groups, participants shared similar experiences, provided
personal validations and expressed a sense of shared understanding (social validation). However, the groups
differed slightly in the expressed negativity or positivity towards health-related behaviours and behaviour
change. In group 1, the participants seemed to express more ‘resistance talk’ (e.g. expressing negative
attitudes towards or undermining healthy behaviours, expressing no intention to change) than in group 2.
In contrast, participants in group 2 seemed to express more ‘change talk’ (e.g. expressing positive attitudes
towards healthy behaviours, and motivation to change and engage in healthy behaviours). This sense of
expressed negativity or positivity might have facilitated different prevalent social influences in these two
groups. Of interest, in both groups the facilitators addressed most, or all, of the identified negative,
‘resistance’ talk.
Intrapersonal change processes
In analysing intrapersonal change processes evident in group interaction, we focused selectively on those
that were most comparable between the two groups. The two groups different slightly in participants’
verbal expressions of motivation and confidence to engage in and change health behaviours. In group 1,
some participants expressed motivation to improve health and change, but some expressed no motivation
or intention to change and most of them expressed low confidence in being able to change. In group 2,
some participants expressed motivation to improve health and change, no one expressed lack of such
motivation and only a few expressed low self-efficacy. In group 1, participants shared more reports of
unhealthy (or ‘transgressive’) behaviours than in group 2, but in both groups participants reported practice
of health-related behaviours or skills. In both groups, facilitators briefly explained how to set goals but ran
out of time to prompt goal-setting in the final session. In both groups, most goals that participants
shared seemed to be non-specific, general intentions (rather than specific goals/action plans). Finally,
in group 1 there was no goal or progress review, and in group 2 there was mainly general review of
progress (based around reporting behaviours rather than referring to goals that people set).
These analyses provide an example of how group processes can be analysed at a micro-level, describing
what happened in each group and in each session, and summarising the information about occurrence and
prevalence of the MAGI framework processes and techniques. This work allowed us to compare between
sessions (thus exploring change in groups over time) and between groups (thus exploring variability between
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groups). Here, for illustration, we focused on only two groups, but this process could be repeated for more
groups and potentially allow grouping on the basis of certain criteria (e.g. with positive vs. negative group
dynamics or social influences) to link micro-level analysis to macro-level observations, such as those based on
quantitative analyses. In the next section, we describe how the results of this type of qualitative analysis can
be combined with quantitative data.
Integration of qualitative and quantitative data
This section outlines three data integration strategies (based on previous research151) that can be used to
bring together qualitative and quantitative data. It illustrates their application to data sets used in the
MAGI study, and might also be applied to other data sets to understand processes within and between
groups, and explore how these are related to intervention outcomes.
Triangulation
Qualitative analysis of session transcripts can be triangulated with the results from other types of data,
for example comparing the results from analyses of participants’ questionnaires and qualitative data
from coding of transcripts of group sessions. We used data that enabled us to triangulate findings from
participant questionnaires on group dynamics and self-assessments of importance and confidence in
making health-related changes.
Triangulating qualitative and quantitative data on group dynamics
Through qualitative analysis of session transcripts, we found that there were generally positive group
dynamics. In particular, we identified signs of positive group climate (indicated by the amount of humour
and informal interaction) and group engagement (indicated by the amount of between-participant
interaction and active participation in the sessions, such as by asking questions and providing ideas).
We also found that there were no instances of disruptive group roles or behaviours, or negative group
dynamics (e.g. conflict). However, our qualitative analysis of group dynamic processes was limited by the
fact that many of these processes might not be verbalised. For example, we identified no specific mention
of, or discussions about, the group climate or group cohesion (or reflections on the groups). We also
found that facilitators used no specific techniques to make group goals or group identification salient.
Therefore, assessing group dynamics might be better explored by asking participants directly about their
perceptions of the groups and group dynamics via questionnaires or interviews.47
Our quantitative data showed that, in both of these groups, participants reported similar positive
perceptions of the groups and groups dynamics (i.e. on average group 1 scored 4.3 and 4.6, respectively,
on measures of group support and identification with the group, whereas group 2 scored 5.1 and 4.9,
respectively; see Table 20). These triangulated findings from quantitative and qualitative analyses of group
dynamics support and complement each other. This kind of triangulation of data on group dynamics might
be particularly important in some cases to assess the impact of negative group dynamics, such as disruptive
group behaviour or negative interactions (e.g. conflict). Such negative group dynamics, reflected in
participants’ perceptions of groups (assessed through questionnaires), may inhibit progression through the
programme and intervention outcomes.134
Triangulating qualitative and quantitative data on self-assessments of importance
and confidence
In session transcripts, we identified sequences of group interaction that focused on self-assessments of the
importance of health-related behaviours or behaviour change, and confidence in engaging in, or changing,
these behaviours. Participants were asked similar questions in the baseline and follow-up questionnaires, as
reported above (see Tables 19–20). In Table 23, we duplicate these quantitative data to make comparisons
with the qualitative data.
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In group 1, session 1, a majority of participants verbally reported the high importance (10 out of 10) of
changing lifestyle but low confidence in doing so (2 or 3 out of 10). One female participant reported
that she did not intend to change because she was already ‘very careful’ and had made some changes.
Of interest, her negative response might have prompted another participant to lower, or ‘qualify’,
his score in relation to confidence:
Facilitator: So, if we stick a number on it. We go 0 being ‘not important at all’ and 10 being ‘yeah,
it’s really important’ . . . change my lifestyle, try and prevent developing diabetes. What would we do?
Female 1: 10.
Male 1: It’s got to be 10.
Few: [General agreement.]
Facilitator: What do we reckon [name]? Is yours high or . . .?
Female 2: No. I don’t think I would be changing very much to be honest because I’m very careful what
I do anyway.
TABLE 23 Comparison of triangulation of qualitative and quantitative data
Group
Baseline activity/diet
(quantitative measures)a
Verbal expressions during
group sessions on healthy
lifestyle/activity/diet
(qualitative ‘talk’b)
Follow-up activity/diet
(quantitative measures)a
1 Overall healthy lifestyle: most
reported high importance (10)
but low confidence (2–3),
one reported zero importance
Diet: 9 importance (range 7–10),
8 confidence (range 5–10)
Diet: high importance (10),
lower confidence (5, 7)
Diet: 9 importance (range 8–10),
7 confidence (range 5–9), reflecting
little change from baseline
Activity: 7 importance (range 1–10),
7 confidence (range 1–10)
Activity: low importance and
confidence, but increased at the
end of the session
Activity: 5 importance (range 0–10),
5 confidence (range 0–10), reflecting
small reduction
2 Overall healthy lifestyle: high
importance (10) and confidence,
but lower confidence for
maintenance of change
Diet: 9 importance (range 7–10),
8 confidence (range 5–10)
Diet: high importance and
confidence (both 7–9), one
reported feeling more confident
about diet than activity
Diet: 8 importance (range 8–10),
7 confidence (range 7–8), reflecting
little change from baseline
Activity: 9 importance (range 7–10),
7 confidence (range 5–8)
Activity: unclear but both
importance and confidence seem
lower (than diet)
Activity: insufficient data to explore
(fewer than three participants)
a Quantitative scores are reported as mean scores out of 10, and ranges.
b In the sessions, participants were also asked to verbally give an indication of their perceived importance and confidence
out of 10, with numbers here reflecting those explicitly expressed by participants in the group.
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Facilitator: OK, OK.
Male 1: When I said 10, I didn’t think I was going to be able to achieve it, I was . . .
Facilitator: Ah, that’ll be the next question. Don’t worry.
Male 1: It’s very hard, I know.
Male 2: I’m hoping to make a few changes but 10 is merely an idea that I really don’t want diabetes.
So, whatever it takes.
In session 2 (which focused on diet), most participants reported high importance (9 or 10) of having a
healthy diet but low confidence (5 or 7 out of 10, when stated by participants). Again, one female
participant seemed to be unsure of whether or not she found a healthy diet important (‘It depends on
what mood you’re in whether you care or not’). In session 3 (which focused on physical activity), the first
participant expressed low importance of activity because of barriers. Other participants generally agreed
that health and age had a negative impact on their scores, but they saw physical activity as ‘important’.
Interestingly, when asked again about this at the end of the session, after the practice of exercises,
the participants reported higher importance and confidence:
Facilitator: So if I re-ask the question. So, everything we have done, how important is physical activity
for you?
Female: I’m going to say 9.
Few: [Agreement.]
Female: Because that was easier than I thought.
Facilitator: OK. Importance. This is importance, not . . . confidence? Has it changed from
the beginning?
Few: [Agreement.]
Facilitator: You were really good. At first I did not think you were into it, but actually you did
really well.
In group 2, session 1, all participants reported perception of high importance (10) of making lifestyle
changes. They were also confident that they could make changes in the short term, but less confident
that they could maintain them in the long term. In session 2, participants also reported high importance
(7–9) of a healthy diet and high confidence that they could achieve this (7–9). One female participant
commented that she felt more confident achieving a healthy diet than adequate physical activity. Indeed,
in session 3, participants generally seemed less convinced about the importance of, and their confidence
in, being physically active.
Both qualitative and quantitative data showed that participants perceived healthy behaviours as important
(more so for diet than for physical activity) but that they were less confident in their ability to perform
them (especially for physical activity). Qualitative data showed that this was reported to be due to
perceived barriers and difficulties with longer-term maintenance of behaviour change. The comparisons
between groups, from both qualitative and quantitative data, showed that group 2 expressed slightly
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higher perceptions of importance and confidence than group 1. The example from group 1 showed how
participants sharing their perceptions in the group may influence each other. Thus, the qualitative data
confirmed the quantitative data about importance and confidence levels, and also expanded on them by
providing detail about why participants experienced low confidence, and how this changed over time.
Following a thread
Findings from initial analyses of one data set (quantitative or qualitative) could be used in an approach
known as ‘following a thread’151 where ‘researchers select a question or theme from one component and
follow it across the other components’,151 which could be an alternative (qualitative or quantitative) data set.
In our study and previous research, quantitative data suggest that motivation to engage in healthy
behaviours leads to behaviour change and improved health outcomes.154 On this basis, we followed a
thread around motivation by analysing participants’ ‘change talk’ in the sessions as being indicative of their
intentions and motivation, and explored how this changed across sessions and the impact it had on the
sessions. Our qualitative analysis of transcripts suggested some differences between sessions and groups in
terms of participants’ negativity or positivity towards the discussed health behaviours or behaviour change.
This was proven in participants’ negative or positive talk or, as conceptualised in motivational interviewing,
in ‘resistance talk’ or ‘change talk’.120 Positive (change) or negative (resistance) talk relates to health
behaviours that were expressed in groups, which can facilitate social influences on others in the group,
and can affect the overall sense of positivity or negativity in the group.
In the MAGI framework we defined social influence in the groups as a process of ‘influencing, or ability
to influence, others’ norms, beliefs or behaviours’ (see Report Supplementary Material 1). Such social
influences can be positive (e.g. promoting healthy behaviours) or negative (e.g. promoting unhealthy
behaviours or discouraging others from healthy behaviours). Here, we focused only on participants’
interactions and expressions that could potentially be a source of positive or negative influences on others
in the groups. As positive social influences, we considered examples of ‘change talk’, which included
positive expressions about healthy behaviours (e.g. positive attitudes), negative expressions about unhealthy
behaviours, or expressions of intentions and motivation to make health-improving changes. As negative
social influences we considered examples of ‘resistance talk’, including negative expressions about healthy
behaviours (e.g. negative attitudes), positive expressions about unhealthy behaviours, expressions of lack of
intention or motivation to change or engage in healthy behaviours, or expressions of intention or willingness
to engage in unhealthy behaviours. Below we present examples of the positive and negative influences
identified in the two groups.
In group 1, session 1, there were several instances of negative social influences and resistance talk, such as
expressing no intention to change, focusing on the expected difficulties, or expressing negative attitudes
towards healthy behaviours. For example:
Male: Well I’ve looked at all this before and it’s come down to a simple formula: if you like, it’s bad
for you. Everything I like is bad for me. [Laughs.]
All: [Laugh.]
Male: I’m not going to be a leaf eater and eat lettuces all day long. I just could not face that.
Facilitator: No, no. It’s definitely not about eating salads.
There were also instances of positive change talk, although fewer than for negative talk (e.g. ‘. . . that
sounds interesting . . . maybe I should try . . . I’m very interested in exercise’). Resistance talk remained
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prevalent in the following session on diet. For example, participants continued to make negative references
to healthy foods and to the promoted health behaviours (e.g. reading labels) and one participant explicitly
expressed no intention to change (e.g. ‘I’ve got the knowledge though and I just don’t care’). There were
only a few instances of positive expressions related to diet. Although this group continued to express
some negative talk, over time (in particular, in session 3, which focused on physical activity) participants
expressed more positive talk related to exercise. For example:
Facilitator: So you were saying, when you came in, you were looking forward to this session. Why?
Female: Well because . . . to learn more about exercise.
Facilitator: Why do you want to learn?
Female: Well because I do. I want to lose weight and exercise is sort of . . . what . . . 75% of . . .
not quite so much as that, isn’t it?
Some participants also expressed intentions or goals for physical activity and were more confident in being
able to do it, especially after practising exercises in the session. In the final session, there were examples
of both positive and negative change talk: a couple of participants reported not ‘seeing’ any difference
despite being more active (but these examples also suggested that they engaged in physical activity),
whereas others reported positive experiences of practising the exercises learned in the previous session
(‘I’ve been loving the exercise’).
Participants in group 2 initially seemed generally more motivated and positive about making changes than
those in group 1. They expressed no overt negative, resistant talk towards healthy behaviours or making
changes. Although they expressed negative emotions (‘stressed’, ‘anxious’) about the measures discussed
in the session (e.g. BMI, fat levels), they also saw them as a positive source of motivation to change,
for example:
Facilitator: . . . so you’re all quite shocked, but are you feeling quite motivated to make some
lifestyle changes?
Female: Yes.
All/few: [General agreement.]
Facilitator: Ooh that’s good.
Male: Very.
. . .
Female: I think it’s just going to be hard, but it’s achievable.
This group also voiced very few negative statements about healthy foods or disliking them in session 2
(we identified four instances of negative talk in group 2 compared with 15 instances in group 1) and
expressed intentions to make dietary changes.
In session 3 in this group, we identified only two instances of ‘resistance’ talk referring to diet (e.g.
‘But I love my high-fat foods’), and no negative (and a few positive) statements regarding physical activity.
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These included reporting positive experiences of, and attitudes towards, exercise classes, and intentions to
try some activities (e.g. ‘I was thinking of joining the bowls club’), for example:
Male: I’d say sod ‘em. [Laughs.] Go ahead, be brave [inaudible]. I don’t care what I look like, just go
and do it. Well what I did find is – you know, I’ll be honest, I’ve never joined a gym in my life and I
always thought I never would, never be a gym bunny, and I just thought there’d be loads of posers in
there, loads of people running about thinking this is not for me, no way. Well it’s great actually, they
are in there, everyone – all sorts of shapes and sizes, all they want to do and everybody just wants to
help you get fit, get well. I think it’s great and I think it – if you get yourself stuck in there, you can
kind of get rid of the self-consciousness and to think I will not look as good as everybody else and all
that sort of stuff.
All: [General agreement.]
In the final session for group 2, there were some instances of positive social influences and no identified
instances of negative influences. For example, participants reported confidence and positive experiences of
making dietary changes and expressed intentions to make further changes (e.g. ‘That’s a really good idea.
Oh I’m going to do that’). They also reported engaging in physical activity and intentions to continue.
There was also an example of one older participant explicitly encouraging and motivating (positively
influencing) another, younger, participant to make lifestyle changes; this example captured a sense of
positive influences and peer support that was characteristic of group 2:
Male: Oh there’s a thought going through my mind.
Female: What do you think?
Male: What you do today will affect you later on in life.
Female: If they stop stocking that at Marks and Sparks [Marks and Spencer plc, London, UK] I’m going
to have a bad, bad life. [Laughs].
All: [Laugh.]
Male: No, no, no think of it this way, if you – if we do what we’re supposed to do be doing today,
when we get to my age, I am 63, and you’re 20 what?
Female: Six.
Male: 26, well you’ve got 40 years to go and those 40 years if you develop the pattern of good living
today, when you get to my age you will not have so many problems. Physically.
Female: Yeah that’s what I need to do. Yeah that’s what I’m really hoping to do. ’Cause I do worry,
you know, ’cause one day I can’t sort myself out and you know.
Overall, qualitative analysis showed that both groups included expressions of positive, change talk as well
as negative, resistance, talk. In both groups, the amount of negativity and resistance decreased with time.
In the later stages of the intervention, there were also more positive influence in the groups resulting from
some participants reporting changes and positive experiences of new healthy behaviours. These kinds of
positive or negative expressions can be a source of influence for group participants on each other and may
contribute to establishing group norms promoting or hindering health behaviour change. The impact of
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these influences on individual participants may, of course, depend also on other factors, such as the
strength of the source of influence, social identification or group cohesion.
In summary, through the detailed qualitative analysis of transcripts, we were able to identify how the
groups developed over time (e.g. increasing amount of between-participant interaction, social interaction
and peer support) and how similar or different the groups were (e.g. in the expressions of positive/change
and negative/resistance talk). The two groups analysed here for illustration showed different levels of
positive and negative talk. Both engaged a number of inter- and intrapersonal change processes, and
both were characterised by generally positive group dynamics (and lack of negative group dynamics).
Both groups included a majority of participants who were motivated to change and, with time, the
participants expressed more positive, and less negative, talk towards health behaviours and behaviour
change. Although we were unable to formally explore links with outcomes, there were some differences
between the groups as shown in both qualitative and quantitative analyses. Table 18 showed that the
differences in average weight loss between these two groups were small (3.3 kg in group 1, after
excluding the outlier result that was caused by illness, compared with 3.9 kg in group 2), but both
appeared to be ‘moderately successful’ groups compared with groups in the sample as a whole (where
average weight loss was closer to 2 kg). All but one participant across both groups lost some weight
(ranging from 0.5 kg to 8.5 kg, excluding the known outlier). This kind of qualitative analysis, to explore a
‘thread’ or hypothesis, conducted on a larger number of diverse groups, might be able to map expressed
differences in motivation to differences in outcomes. The ‘following a thread’ approach could be used to
follow up qualitative findings: qualitative findings on positive/negative talk could lead to a new hypothesis
about the relationship between positive/negative talk and outcomes, which could then be tested by
comparing outcomes between groups identified as displaying varying degrees of positive/negative talk.
Matrix and other case-based approaches
In our final example, we illustrate how considering groups as ‘cases’ and using a matrix or similar approach
can help bring together and allow simultaneous analyses of both qualitative and quantitative data to
describe groups and group processes. Table 24 illustrates an example of a matrix table in which quantitative
data on key group characteristics and weight loss and qualitative data on group processes for differing cases
(i.e. groups) are brought together. Although this is for illustration only and no conclusions can be drawn
from the limited data, this approach could be used to identify patterns in the data with a larger number of
differing cases. Tables can be constructed in different ways to bring together different types of qualitative
and quantitative data. With larger samples, prespecified, or post hoc defined, subgroups of cases based on
characteristics such as those described above can be used to split the table (e.g. cases could be arranged
according to good and poor outcomes). Analyses of such tables can be carried out using an inductive
approach based on factors that emerge from the data, or using a deductive approach based on prespecified
hypotheses. Matrix tables provide ways to explore emerging hypotheses and also causes and effect,
potentially taking into account contextual factors (in subgroups). For example, an emerging hypothesis
about positive/negative group dynamics developed from the qualitative data could be that the dynamics
are related to the size and gender composition of the group. This hypothesis could be tested using a table
similar to Table 24 (with a larger number of cases). An alternative mixed-methods approach to comparing
links between outcomes and processes across differing cases (i.e. groups) is Qualitative Comparative
Analysis. This might be useful with a sample that is large enough to make in-depth qualitative analysis too
demanding, but not large enough to provide sufficient data for multivariate statistical analyses (e.g. a
sample size of 10–50).152
In summary, this final section of results illustrated mixed-methods approaches for bringing together
group-level quantitative and qualitative data, using our data. Because the sample size was too small to
allow purposive selection to ensure variation between the groups examined in detail, we were unable to
draw any conclusions, but made observations that could form the basis of future hypotheses. We also
demonstrated that these are potentially useful approaches for future exploration of links between group
characteristics, processes and outcomes.
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TABLE 24 Example matrix table bringing together quantitative and qualitative data on group characteristics, outcomes and processes
Group
Data type
Quantitative Quantitative and qualitative Qualitative
Demographic
characteristics Weight status Weight loss Perceptions of group
Group dynamics and
development
Interpersonal change
processes
3
Five out of
eight with
follow-up
l Eight participants,
six female, two male
l Average age 67 years
(range 42–80 years);
two younger, six oldera
l All white British
l Average BMI of
33 kg/m2 (range
27–39 kg/m2)
l Two overweight,
five obese
Average 5.9 kg loss
(range 16.3 kg to 0.5 kg
loss). One participant’s
large weight loss may be
due to cancer diagnosis;
when excluded, the
average is 3.3 kg
l Average ratings (out of 7)
of 4.3 (range 2.8–5.8), 5.1
(range 4–5.8), 5.2 (range
4–6.3) on measures of
group support, group
identification and other
social identities
l All reported benefits, one
participant mentioning
group aspects (being
in group)
l Overall positive group
dynamics
l Introductions involve names
and a bit more information
about each P
l Group goals not specifically
set; FAC outlined
programme goals
l Majority whole-group
discussions, one subgroup
discussion, three
practical activities
l After S1, there seems to be
more humour and
P–P interaction
l Some social (off-topic) talk
(more in later sessions)
l Few instances of P–P
interaction, especially in S2
l Most sessions involve
social learning (exchange
information, advice)
and sharing experiences
l Some brainstorming and
group problem-solving
l FAC demonstrates exercise
and provides instructions,
Ps model
l Resistance and negativity
expressed (most in S2,
least in S4), fewer
positive statements
l Several instances of P–P
support and social
connections (more with time)
l Little P–P challenge
l Some P–P personal
validation, empathy and
shared understanding
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TABLE 24 Example matrix table bringing together quantitative and qualitative data on group characteristics, outcomes and processes (continued )
Group
Data type
Quantitative Quantitative and qualitative Qualitative
Demographic
characteristics Weight status Weight loss Perceptions of group
Group dynamics and
development
Interpersonal change
processes
5
Four out of
seven with
follow-up
l Seven participants,
four female, three male
l Average age 61 years
(range 48–77 years);
two younger, two
middle-aged, two oldera
(one missing)
l All but one were white
British (one Asian)
l Average BMI of
34 kg/m2 (range
29–40 kg/m2)
l Three overweight,
three obese, one
severely obese
Average 3.9 kg loss
(range 8.4 kg loss to
1.2 kg gain)
l Average ratings (out of 7)
of 4.6 (range 3.5–5.5), 4.9
(range 4.5–6), 5.3 (3.5–7)
on measures of group
support, group
identification and other
social identities
l All reported benefits, three
participants mentioning
group aspects
(discussion, sharing)
l Overall positive group
dynamics
l Introductions involve names
only, are repeated in S2
l Group goals not specifically
set; FAC outlined
programme goals
l Majority whole-group
discussions, few subgroup
discussions, two practical
activities
l After S1, there seems to be
more P–P interaction and
peer support
l Some instances of social,
informal interaction and
humour (but less than in
group 1)
l Ps seem very engaged, ask
FAC lots of questions, some
P–P interaction (after S1)
l Most sessions involve social
learning (exchange
information, advice) and
sharing experiences
l Ps ask lots of questions of
FAC and few of each other;
make suggestions to each
other
l Several sequences of
brainstorming, little group
problem-solving
l Little resistance and
negativity, Ps share positive
experiences, report
engagement with health
behaviours
l Few instances of P–P support
(in S3 and S4) and social
connections (less than in
group 1)
l Ps share comparable info
l Little P–P shared
understanding
FAC, facilitator; P, participant; S, session.
a Younger: ≤ 54 years; middle-aged: 55–64 years; older: ≥ 65 years.
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Discussion
In this final stage of the MAGI study, we developed and illustrated application of quantitative and
qualitative methods and developed mixed-methods approaches, based on the MAGI framework, to explore
differences between groups and potential links between group characteristics, processes and outcomes.
We applied these methods to secondary, quantitative and qualitative data sets from an existing GB-BCI:
the LWTC programme promoting weight loss through changes in diet and physical activity for the
prevention or management of type 2 diabetes. We analysed quantitative data to illustrate between- and
within-group differences in group and participants’ characteristics, perceptions of group processes and
outcomes and made suggestions for how these might be further explored. We also showed how in-depth
analyses of qualitative data (transcripts of group sessions) could identify group dynamics and processes.
The final aim was to provide examples of mixed-methods approaches that could be used in future research
to address questions about which group processes are most predictive of behavioural outcomes. To do
this, we used the example of two groups, combining qualitative with quantitative data to illustrate how
differences and similarities between groups in group dynamics and interpersonal and intrapersonal change
processes can be summarised and explored, in order to make links between these processes, and with
outcomes. By doing this, we demonstrated how the MAGI framework [a model of mechanisms of action
in group-based interventions (see Chapter 2)] and a coding schema that supports its use in data analyses
(see Chapter 3) can be applied in the context of future process evaluations of GB-BCIs.
Across 67 groups in the LWTC programme, there was considerable variability in group features indicative of
MAGI framework components, and outcomes. This suggests that sampling to allow qualitative comparisons
of groups on the basis of differences in these features or outcomes (as was originally planned) is likely to be
feasible if the quantity and quality of data on groups are sufficient. Sampling could be based on differences
in (1) group-level baseline characteristics (e.g. group size, high/low average BMI or scores for motivation)
to explore how this influences subsequent group processes; (2) heterogeneity within groups in terms of
sociodemographic or socioeconomic features, clinical characteristics and intrapersonal processes (such as
motivation, to explore the impact of differences between group members on group processes and potentially
how this affects outcomes for participants who are different from other group members); and (3) outcomes
(e.g. more/less successful groups in terms of weight loss or attendance) to explore how group processes
might explain differences. Using a questionnaire assessing participants’ perceptions of aspects of the group
(e.g. group support, identification), we demonstrated that there is scope for group-level quantitative analyses
to examine links between group characteristics and processes, and processes and outcomes in GB-BCIs. We
also showed that detailed, descriptive summaries of quantitative data relating to group characteristics, group
processes and outcomes for small numbers of selected groups could be useful for consideration alongside
summaries of group-level findings from qualitative analyses and shed light on limitations of purely
quantitative approaches (e.g. that a single ‘outlier’ in a group, which might be missed in larger-scale
quantitative analysis, can have a big influence on a group average).
We found that qualitative analysis based on the MAGI framework can, first, provide context that enhances
interpretation and understanding of the quantitative data, and, second, illuminate how groups work in
practice (i.e. which processes occur and are facilitated to bring about intended changes relative to intended
protocols). Moreover, we demonstrated that mixed-methods approaches have the potential to provide a
more complete assessment of some elements of the MAGI framework; for example, components that may
not be easily observed (e.g. group dynamics) can be measured via self-report, whereas other parts that are
difficult to capture via self-report (e.g. occurrence and prevalence of interpersonal change processes) can be
assessed through qualitative analysis of observations. Our illustrations of triangulation, following a thread,
and matrix approaches to data integration provide examples of ways in which group-level quantitative and
quantitative data can be brought together to explore links between framework components and outcomes.
They further highlight the complexity surrounding how groups work, and suggest ways forward to unravel
some of the mechanisms underpinning change in GB-BCIs.
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Strengths and limitations
A primary strength of this project was the use of large, real-life secondary data sets, collected within a
naturalistic setting (i.e. data were not collected with the purposes of this study in mind) from an ongoing
community-based programme, which was designed and delivered outside a research context. The findings
are, therefore, likely to be reflective of the reality of what happens in such groups, and generalisable
to similar routinely delivered programmes in comparable contexts [e.g. the NHS Diabetes Prevention
Programme (NHS DPP)155]. We employed systematic, detailed, macro- and micro-level approaches to the
analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data. Furthermore, the quantitative and qualitative analyses
were conducted independently by two researchers who did not communicate about the findings until both
types of data analyses and write-up were complete, so as to minimise potential bias. As far as we are
aware, our methods for integrating quantitative and qualitative analyses are relatively novel in the context
of process evaluation of GB-BCIs. Despite recognition of the importance of considering group-level factors
in any analyses of group-based studies,32 there are few existing robust descriptions and analyses of
quantitative group-level data for GB-BCIs in the literature.
There are several limitations to this study. First, as described earlier, the availability and quality of the secondary
data for analysis were poorer than anticipated: with some recordings were of poor quality, there were session
recordings and group identifiers missing in qualitative and quantitative data sets, and there were higher than
anticipated levels of missing quantitative data, particularly at follow-up, because some were collected outside
the confines of the ComPoD trial. Our plans (as described in the protocol), therefore, had to be adapted to the
available data and to ensure feasibility within the study timescale. As we would have been unable to draw
robust conclusions from the available sample of three groups with complete qualitative and quantitative data,
we focused instead on developing methods and hypotheses for future research by examining in detail two
groups, with differing facilitators (to maximise potential differences). The measure used to assess participants’
perceptions of groups (i.e. support, identification) has also not been validated in this context.
An additional limitation was the restriction of observed data to audio-recordings, which could not
provide insight into potentially important group features, such as room layout, conversations in the time
before and after sessions for informal interactions (which were not recorded) and non-verbal behaviours.
Furthermore, in the recordings it was also sometimes difficult to distinguish between participants, and we
were unable to ascertain from either data set whether or not participants had partners/supporters with
them in the groups. In this stage of the research, we used a deductive, confirmatory (rather than inductive,
exploratory) approach to analysis, using the framework-based coding schema, which allowed us to pursue
prespecified themes, but did not allow for identification of new ‘threads’, phenomena or unexpected
findings. However, because the LWTC programme was designed, and already being delivered, outside the
context of our research, there was no logic model to guide the focus of our analyses in terms of what
group features and processes might be most important and are being manipulated in the intervention.
This meant that the in-depth coding, even of only two groups across all sessions, aimed to cover all key
aspects of the framework and proved very time-consuming: a major limitation of this approach. However,
when used in future research, the coding could be used selectively to test specific hypotheses. Finally,
we were not able to incorporate facilitators’ perceptions of group dynamics and change processes into our
analyses, but this would provide a further opportunity for triangulation and validation of our methods.
Implications and recommendations for research
The challenges faced in this stage of the MAGI study, and our work to develop methods for future
research, identify implications and recommendations for designing and evaluating GB-BCIs.
A broad implication is the need for further research to describe and evaluate potential links between group
characteristics, processes (as outlined in the MAGI framework) and intervention outcomes in GB-BCIs;
we were ultimately unable to do this in our study and, in retrospect, this was probably overly ambitious.
Reports of group-based weight loss interventions often lack details related to group design that would
allow potential comparison between GB-BCIs with different features or processes on an aggregate level
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(e.g. in systematic reviews and meta-analyses),23,69 so primary research is important. Key precursors to this
are clear hypotheses, adequate data and adequate methods.
Clear hypotheses related to the various potential links between group characteristics, processes, techniques
and outcomes (aligned with definitions in the MAGI framework) are needed to direct research, as groups
are so complex and their features so numerous that all possible permutations cannot be assessed
simultaneously. Such hypotheses can be prespecified on the basis of previous research or observations,
or may be formulated on the basis of emerging data.
As well as a large theoretical literature (see Chapters 1 and 2), there is growing work on exploring
group-level processes in health interventions that can guide the focus of future research. For example,
there is considerable research linking social identification processes with health, including as part of group
interventions, and measures and methods for investigating these links are available45,46 (see Appendix 5).
Other types of interpersonal change processes and certain types of groups appear less well researched,
which suggests avenues for further exploration. For example, with a few exceptions,126,134,144 there are
limited examples of group-level analyses in weight loss and lifestyle-related GB-BCIs.
Prespecified hypotheses can be incorporated into a logic model28,29 and our earlier findings suggest that for
a GB-BCI this should include hypotheses as to the role of group processes as part of the mechanisms of
action (i.e. to explain how the intervention achieves its effects), and also explore the impact of facilitation
techniques in implementation and other group features, such as contextual factors. Selected framework
components from within one or more of these domains may be included depending on the focus and
theory of change for the intervention. Our summary diagram of the MAGI framework maps closely on
to the MRC framework for process evaluation28,29 and, thus, could be used as a starting point for such
logic models. As well as being used in designing or describing the intervention, logic models can guide
process evaluation and subsequent selection of appropriate methods (quantitative, qualitative), measures
(for components that can be assessed quantitatively, e.g. social identification) and analyses (mediator and
moderator analyses, framework analyses, mixed-methods approaches).
Hypotheses relating to group processes could also be derived from exploratory analyses of qualitative
data (e.g. investigating within-group processes) and/or quantitative data (e.g. indicating between-group
differences or variability in engagement/outcomes for different subgroups in the sample), such as that
presented here. Indeed, our exploratory analyses have resulted in a number of potential research questions
for future exploration.
To ensure that future data sets on GB-BCIs can be used to undertake group-level descriptive, quantitative
and qualitative analyses, we suggest collection of a minimum data set on group factors, including:
l a group identifier for all participants (so that individual-level participant characteristics, and any baseline
measures and outcome data can be linked to groups and analysed at group level)
l a facilitator identifier that can, ideally, be linked to more information about the facilitator (to allow for
facilitator-level analyses, and relationships between facilitator and group participants’ characteristics to
be explored)
l information on the presence of an accompanying person within the group (when relevant)
l attendance data broken down by session.
Any information on continuity of membership, including whether it is a rolling group with new members
regularly joining (e.g. Weight Watchers®, New York, NY, USA), and details of any mergers of groups
would also be helpful, but this may be more difficult to obtain/document in a way that allows linking to
participant-level data.
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When studies or interventions use self-report measures, we also feel it would be useful to include one or
more open questions to prompt feedback about participants’ general experiences in the group (e.g. generic,
such as ‘What did you like most/least about the programme?’, or more specific, such as ‘How was your
experience of the group?’). Ideally guided by a prespecified logic model for the intervention/process
evaluation that considers group features (as previously described), further data on participants’ (and/or
facilitators’) perceptions of the groups could be collected. Appendix 5 summarises existing measures for
many of the more difficult to observe aspects of group dynamics and processes, but a useful extension
to our study would be to map these more directly to components of our framework, and document their
psychometric properties, undertaking further validation or development work where indicated. A systematic
review110 could form the starting point for this.
When collecting qualitative data, researchers should consider whether it would be feasible to collect video
rather than audio-recordings as these might provide additional information about context (e.g. venue
set-up) and non-verbal behaviour that can enhance qualitative analysis and data interpretation (even
without planning a detailed analysis of the non-verbal behaviour, which would be very time-consuming).
Practical issues with collecting qualitative data also include ensuring good-quality data (e.g. minimising
background noises, positioning recorders so that all participants’ voices are recorded) and making sure that
recordings can be linked to group identifiers (i.e. through filenames, or as a statement at the beginning of
the recording). As recordings contain potentially identifiable and sensitive information, consent for research
purposes (including potential use beyond the immediate reasons for collection, such as checking fidelity),
maintaining confidentiality, data storage and data-sharing all need careful consideration.
We were unable to undertake meaningful predictive analyses to explore hypotheses linking group dynamics
and processes to outcomes because of limited data and timescales. Nonetheless, this chapter provides a
resource for researchers on methods for presenting and analysing quantitative and qualitative data on
groups, and mixed-methods approaches for bringing data sets together. We did not undertake statistical
analyses of available quantitative data, for example to explore links between participants’ perceptions of
groups and engagement or outcomes, but this is possible with our data set and there are some examples
of such approaches in the literature.126,134 More sophisticated approaches to presenting, describing and
taking account of within- and between-group variability, including individual participant characteristics
and potential outliers in groups, may be needed to properly examine the impact of group-level factors.
A previous commentary32 argues that any analyses of effects in group-based interventions should account
for group-level clustering and characteristics and the interaction of these with participant characteristics,
due to non-independence of data [i.e. group members are influenced by the facilitator (shared across
multiple groups), each other and the group as a whole]. However, methods for doing so do not appear to
be well developed or apparent in the literature. Lessons can be learned from cluster analysis and multilevel
modelling approaches,156 but analysis models may be complex if they potentially need to account for
clustering by delivery site (for multicentre programmes), local delivery venue and facilitator, as well as group.
This, and considering implications of group-level analyses for sample sizes given demonstrated potential
for large numbers of missing data when multiple variables are considered at group level, is an area for
future development.
A perennial problem in research involves gaining information on participants who drop out from studies, but
information on dropouts, and reasons for dropping out, are particularly important in exploring any potential
effects of group features, group dynamics or other change processes in group-based interventions. For
example, one hypothesis is that negative group dynamics might be linked with lower attendance, higher
drop-out rate and worse outcomes, as shown previously.134 It would be worth further exploration to identify
other factors and processes that may explain why some groups develop such negative group dynamics that
lead to dropouts, and how they could be managed by group facilitators.
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In terms of qualitative methods, if the aim of analysing group data is to develop hypotheses, as per
many of our examples above, then inductive approaches to coding may be appropriate, but these are
time-consuming. Deductive approaches, which could be based on sections of our framework-based coding
schema, may therefore be more appropriate and time efficient whether or not specific hypotheses have
been set.
We have illustrated methods for linking qualitative and quantitative data. For example, if there are
sufficient qualitative and quantitative data on a large and varied enough number of groups, sampling
relatively small numbers of groups with particular characteristics, selected on the basis of quantitative data
(e.g. with different gender mix, good or poor outcomes) or qualitative data (e.g. demonstrating positive
or negative group dynamics), allows comparisons to be made between groups to find explanations for
differences in the other data set. For example, comparing groups with good and poor (or more or less
homogeneous) outcomes (e.g. weight loss) using qualitative data on group processes and facilitation,
may provide explanations for why some groups are more or less successful. However, from our data it
should be noted that how ‘success’ is defined may require careful consideration, as what appears to be a
successful (or unsuccessful) group, on average, may still include individuals whose outcomes do not match
those of the rest of the group. When, for example, baseline measures or characteristics are explicitly
discussed in groups (e.g. motivation, weight), we demonstrated how triangulation can use qualitative data
to provide greater insights into quantitative data (or vice versa). Using an existing hypothesis based on
qualitative or quantitative data, or if exploratory analyses in one data set highlight potentially interesting
or unanticipated findings, then ‘following a thread’ can be used to explore data on the phenomenon
of interest in the other data set, as we illustrated for our hypotheses about change talk and resistance
(see Following a thread). Finally, matrix approaches can help to bring summary quantitative and qualitative
data on individual groups alongside each other to look for patterns or differences between subgroups.
As well as exploring links between group characteristics, processes and outcomes, the methods described
can also be used as part of wider aspects of process evaluations for GB-BCIs. This might include assessing
and improving fidelity and quality of delivery, for example by assessing facilitators’ delivery and use of
facilitation techniques and providing them with feedback. It might also include analyses of delivery to
inform adaptations, for example by identifying which intervention elements and processes were delivered
or occurred through group interaction, and how. The MAGI framework could help structure this type of
analysis and feedback, using both quantitative and qualitative methods.
Conclusions
In conclusion, stage 3 of the MAGI study illustrated the potential applicability of the MAGI framework
(see Chapter 2) and coding schema (see Chapter 3) in generating and exploring hypotheses that would
allow further development of evidence on the mechanisms of action in group-based interventions. This
work illustrated how quantitative and qualitative methods separately, and mixed-methods approaches for
combining quantitative and qualitative data, can be employed to understand the operation of GB-BCIs.
We have also presented practical recommendations for future research practices that could develop a
sound evidence base to investigate the operation and effectiveness of GB-BCIs. However, our data also
demonstrated the complexity of groups and that, potentially, even with a large data set it may be difficult
to generalise from one group to another, let alone to other types of groups, in terms of what mechanisms
are important, or what facilitation techniques should be used. This may depend on the aims of intervention,
facilitator skills, participants in the group and potentially other contextual factors.
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Chapter 5 Discussion, implications and
conclusions
In this chapter, we summarise our findings across the three stages of our study with reference to ourthree objectives, and discuss key strengths and limitations. We then highlight possible implications for
practice and future research, including research recommendations.
Summary of findings
The overall aim of this study was to enhance understanding of mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs. We
focused on health-related interventions that targeted diet, physical activity and weight loss because data
from groups conducted as part of these interventions were available to us and the evidence suggests that
GB-BCIs may be particularly effective in helping participants lose weight. We intended, however, to
develop a theoretical understanding of the operation of GB-BCIs more generally.
We defined three study objectives that divided our research into three stages, namely to:
1. develop a generalisable framework of mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs by identifying, defining and
categorising potentially important group design features, group processes, facilitation techniques and
contextual factors in groups
2. test and refine the framework, using a coding schema derived from it, as a tool for identifying these group
features, processes and facilitation techniques in the recordings of sessions from three GB-BCIs (focused
on diet, physical activity and weight loss), and provide examples to illustrate framework elements
3. develop mixed-methods approaches based on the framework, to explore why some groups may be
more or less successful than others, and illustrate their use with available qualitative and quantitative
data from a GB-BCI.
In stage 1 (addressing objective 1), the MAGI framework was developed to identify, categorise and define
group features and processes. Our overarching diagrammatic representation of the framework (see Figure 3)
presents some of the postulated complex, bidirectional relationships between key aspects of groups over the
lifetime of an intervention. The central, blue-coloured boxes and arrows represent types of mechanisms by
which interaction in groups is able lead to, initiate and support individual changes in proximal (e.g. behaviour
change) and distal (e.g. improved health) outcomes. These reflect mechanisms of change based in the group
itself (‘group dynamics and development’), interactions between members of the group, including facilitators
(‘interpersonal change processes’), and within individual participants (‘intrapersonal change processes’). The
surrounding boxes represent influences on these mechanisms resulting from the initial ‘group intervention
design’ (in green), ‘facilitation techniques’ used by group facilitators (in dark blue), and factors from outside
the group which influence group interaction (‘facilitator and participant characteristics and other contextual
influences’ from participants’ immediate social environment). All aspects represented in the framework sit
within, and may be influenced by, the ‘wider sociocultural, economic, environmental, community and
organisational’ context.
Our summary table of the framework (see Table 5) and definitions underpinning it (see Report Supplementary
Material 1) detail between 3 and 22 subcategories within each of the six categories. These subcategories
include specific mechanisms underpinning group dynamics and development (e.g. group goals, group
cohesion) as well as interpersonal (e.g. social support, social comparisons) and intrapersonal change processes
(e.g. developing understanding, setting goals). Intrapersonal change processes were not the key focus for
this study because they have already been extensively discussed in the psychology literature. Nonetheless,
as our research suggests that a considerable portion of time in GB-BCI sessions is focused on initiating such
intrapersonal change, we included a non-exhaustive list of subcategories representing intrapersonal change
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processes and psychological change targets that may be observed and influenced in GB-BCIs. For example,
enhancing participants’ attitudes towards, or their self-efficacy in relation to, a specified behaviour change
may be seen as prerequisites to generating behaviour change in GB-BCIs.
The inductive qualitative analyses of 10 diverse group sessions conducted during stage 1 generated codes that
mapped onto initial framework elements stemming from the reviews of the literature and early consultations,
providing preliminary support for its applicability. The coding schema (see Report Supplementary Material 2),
developed alongside the framework during stage 2, includes further lower-level subcategories reflecting
different ways in which subcategories were manifested in the group sessions examined (e.g. for social support,
peer support, buddy-up, social connections, reciprocity). However, these codes are likely to be indicative rather
than exhaustive and, for this reason, were not included in the framework itself. The framework definitions
(see Report Supplementary Material 1) also include some observations and hypotheses stemming from the
literature, consultations and analyses of group sessions about links, interactions and interdependencies
between specific framework elements. In stage 2, facilitation techniques identified through coding of
transcripts were mapped onto group dynamic, inter- and intrapersonal change processes they appeared to
instigate or facilitate, providing initial evidence for mechanistic links.
In stage 2, the coding schema developed from the framework was used to identify and document
the frequency with which different framework subcategories from across all of the broad framework
categories were observed, and ‘real-life’ examples of facilitation techniques were used to initiate or
support them in a group-based weight loss intervention (addressing objective 2). No empirical examples
were identified that could not be categorised within the final framework categories. It should be noted,
however, that the analyses of transcripts, development of the coding schema and further consultations
contributed, in an iterative manner, to the refinement and evolution of the framework. The framework
categories and many of the subcategories (1) were apparent to a greater or lesser extent in intervention
manuals and session transcripts, (2) paralleled aspects of groups highlighted by facilitators, (3) linked to
hypotheses generated from analyses of data in stage 3 and (4) were not questioned by researchers
consulted about the framework. This is indicative of overall content validity of the framework, at least for
interventions focused on diet, physical activity and weight loss.
The stage 2 analyses demonstrated that the majority of group sessions involved predesigned whole-group
discussions and social learning processes, in particular exchanging information, advice and ideas, and sharing
of experiences. Some group processes were less common, for example establishing shared group goals or
providing group-level feedback. Commonly observed intrapersonal processes, for example goal-setting,
problem-solving and feedback, were predominantly facilitated on an individual basis within the group,
rather than through wider group interaction. As well as examples of group features and processes, stage 2
analyses identified a wide range of techniques used by the facilitators to instigate, facilitate and manage
group dynamics and inter- and intrapersonal change processes. In the framework, these were divided into
(1) techniques for starting the group or session (included to highlight tasks for setting up a group and to
make this generalisable to rolling groups where new members potentially join at each session), (2) generic
facilitation technique types, (3) techniques for facilitating group dynamics, (4) techniques for facilitating
interpersonal change processes, (5) techniques for intrapersonal change processes and (6) techniques for
closing the group or session (including techniques designed to promote maintenance of behaviour change
beyond the group intervention).
Some ‘group dynamics’ subcategories (e.g. group goals, cohesion and climate) and ‘interpersonal
change processes’ (e.g. social comparisons, group competition and co-operation) were rarely or never
observed in the session recordings. This may reflect the nature of the groups studied (e.g. little focus on
developing group dynamics, or certain interpersonal processes) and difficulties in identifying processes
from audio-recordings. Such processes may be better captured via participants’, facilitators’ or, potentially,
observers’ perceptions. For example, in stage 3 we illustrated how a questionnaire assessing participants’
perceptions of three aspects of the group that mapped onto framework elements (i.e. group support,
group identification and external social identities) can be used to generate data on key group processes.
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Appendix 5 includes examples of other questionnaires that can be used to assess processes defined by
the framework.
The framework was developed on the basis of a broad conceptual review of the literature.40 Consequently,
although the framework was tested using GB-BCIs targeting diet and physical activity, literature on
groups shows that the group features, facilitation techniques and mechanisms that we have defined are
probably relevant to a wide range of GB-BCIs (e.g. to groups providing mental health support, education,
team-building). Our in-depth consultations with group participants and facilitators were confined to those
involved in the interventions studied here but feedback from other experts indicated that the framework
captured their broader experiences of groups.
In stage 3, although our data did not permit formal investigation of group features and mechanisms that
could distinguish between more or less effective groups (as originally planned), we were able to suggest
questions, illustrate novel applications of mixed-methods approaches for integrating qualitative and
quantitative data based on our framework and provide a resource for undertaking future detailed work to do
this in future research (addressing objective 3). The additional quantitative data on up to 67 groups in the
LWTC programme demonstrated large variability across groups in terms of their features (e.g. group size, mix
of participants with different characteristics within groups), participants’ perceptions of interpersonal change
processes (e.g. group support, group identification) and group-level outcomes. This was true to a lesser
extent for attendance, which was generally high across all groups. For key characteristics and outcomes,
we were able to identify groups in which the make-up of participants was more or less homogeneous, and
groups that were typical or atypical in relation to the wider sample, for example single-gender groups,
groups with drop-out and groups that were more or less successful in terms of their group-level weight loss
outcomes. As per our original plan, we suggest that groups of different types or with different levels of
success could be sampled on the basis of these group-level features, analysed qualitatively and compared to
explore whether or not there are any potential differences with regard to group dynamics, use of particular
facilitation techniques or occurrence of interpersonal change processes. We illustrated mixed-methods
approaches to integrating quantitative and qualitative data to generate and address hypotheses including
triangulation, ‘following a thread’ and matrix or other case-based approaches. We also recommended
minimum data that should be collected for any group programme to allow such analyses in future research.
Strengths
A key strength of this research is that, building on our prior conceptual review of decades of multidisciplinary
research,40 we incorporated key theoretical explanations of personal change in groups into a manageable
framework that can be used to guide good practice and adequate data collection. As our aim was to identify
and map all potentially relevant concepts, we did not plan to conduct systematic reviews to identify, select
and appraise evidence on all of the ≥ 90 group features and processes that ultimately featured in our
framework owing to the diverse nature and size of the literature, uncertainty regarding what would count
as evidence to support their inclusion and time constraints. However, we used systematic approaches to
selecting constructs when building the framework and employed systematic methods when searching the
smaller literature on qualitative studies on people’s experiences of weight loss groups.
A further strength was the consultative checking for content and face validity and refinement of category
definitions with around 40 experts and non-experts, including group participants, facilitators and
researchers (see Appendix 4). We disseminated the framework more widely than initially proposed to gain
feedback at practitioner- and researcher-focused conferences and internal seminars. The feedback we
received at all stages was overwhelmingly positive, emphasising the importance of the work in the health
field and beyond, and potential usefulness of the framework for a variety of purposes (e.g. ‘I think this
level of detail is fantastic. This will be really useful for those reading it moving forward’; see Appendix 4).
In a further extension to what was originally planned, we also began to explore, via informal discussions
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with colleagues in education, psychology and management, potential applications to small group-learning
and research teams.
In our qualitative analyses, great care was taken to check transcripts and discuss interpretations within the
team, and in the early stages we drew on as large and varied a sample of transcripts as were available.
This represented a relatively large sample for a qualitative study of this type, given how complex, in-depth
and time-consuming the data and analyses were. An inductive approach was initially taken in the analyses,
to ensure that observations stemmed from the data and were not constrained by the framework developing
from the reviews of literature. The approach to analysis became more deductive as the study progressed and
the framework was iteratively refined and expanded on the basis of observations from the coding. In stage 3,
analyses of quantitative and qualitative data were undertaken by separate researchers without insight into
the other data set to minimise bias, before the data sets were brought together.
The development of a formal, potentially widely applicable, coding schema for our framework provides a
usable resource to supplement the framework. The coding schema was applied independently to one
or more transcripts by five researchers, one of whom was not directly involved in the study and one of
whom had limited experience in qualitative analysis. This demonstrated that the coding procedures can be
learned by coders with some level of expertise and facilitated refinement of instructions for use. Similarly,
our revised stage 3 work illustrated some of the practical challenges of generating and linking meaningful
group-level data and conducting mixed-methods analyses of these. We also developed a training workshop
on implications and potential uses of the framework for designers, facilitators and evaluators of GB-BCIs.
This resource can underpin future dissemination and application of the framework for a range of audiences.
Limitations and further considerations
When using the group session recordings in stages 1 and 2, the cataloguing, checking, transcribing
and analyses proved more time-consuming and resource intensive than anticipated. The stage 2 analyses
combined transcripts used in stage 1 as well as newly sampled stage 2 transcripts to maximise the number
of sessions from which examples of facilitation techniques and group processes could be drawn. In stage 1,
we also trialled coding of different types of interactions in the sessions (i.e. when facilitators, female and
male participants spoke) and quantified the amount of interaction (i.e. numbers of ‘turns’ and proportions
of transcripts in which these participants spoke). We were unable, in the time available, to undertake such
coding with further transcripts but future research could expand this approach.
In stage 2, our experience of coding, double-coding and relating the codes to the framework revealed
multiple ways in which transcripts of group sessions can be coded. For example, words, phrases or multiple
talk sequences can be coded and, for many sections of text, multiple codes apply. This makes reliability
of the coding difficult to assess, but higher-level reliability between coders in terms of presence/absence or
frequency of identification of codes could be investigated in future applications. The coding of transcripts
relied primarily on one researcher (AJB), although others double-coded a selection, which helped to assess
general ability to identify the framework categories in the transcripts, and led to refinements to coding
categories and improved instructions for use. The expertise of coders in understanding distinctions between
psychological constructs used to understand group process may also have an impact on reliability. Coders
also need to understand (1) the level at which they are coding (i.e. whether they focus on identifying more
general processes, such as (4.2) social learning, or more precise examples of these processes, such as (4.2.1)
providing, exchanging information) and (2) the different approaches to coding (i.e. implicit/interpretative or
explicit/semantic). By their very nature, coding systems specify a priori a particular meaning or function to
the phenomenon being studied and involve some level of abstraction from the specific context. This is both
an advantage and a disadvantage of coding systems: they enable quantification of essentially qualitative
communication processes but the code may not quite capture what is seen in the data or multiple codes may
be potentially applicable.157,158
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Some of the researchers involved in the design of the interventions and intervention manuals (CG: ComPoD,
SkiM, WtW; FG: WtW; LP: SkiM) were also involved in the framework development and coding. This might
have influenced their coding of the intervention content and intended processes, but is unlikely to have
biased the content or shape of the MAGI framework (which was developed from a range of sources and
in consultation with over 31 consultees), or the coding of transcripts (which was primarily conducted by
AJB and JRS, the researchers without prior involvement in the analysed interventions). We acknowledge,
however, that common intervention designers (e.g. across WtW and SkiM) and facilitators (between the
ComPoD and SkiM studies) probably make these interventions more similar to each other than other weight
loss interventions; future research should test and validate the framework in a wider range of weight loss
and other GB-BCIs.
We have already described limitations in the data available for the stage 3 analyses (see Chapter 4), which
necessitated a shift from our original plan. Potential issues with the quality and completeness of the session
recordings (e.g. poor quality of WtW recordings, only seven LWTC groups for which all session recordings
were available) and whether or not they would allow us to sample more and less successful groups (as
originally intended) were flagged up early in the study. It was only later that the lack of quantitative data to
link to for the groups with full session recordings became apparent. However, qualitative and mixed-methods
studies commonly use adaptive designs, as subsequent steps can be dependent on earlier data, analyses
and findings. These limitations were not unexpected given our reliance on secondary data, collected in one
study by intervention providers operating outside a research context, and not for the purpose for which the
data were used here. In future, this can be addressed by better recording of group identifiers for group
programmes, and prospective data collection for process evaluation alongside GB-BCIs in research contexts
with analyses of group features in mind.
The framework, its constituent definitions and the coding schema were designed to be comprehensive
while at the same time presenting a manageable, easy-to-understand representation of the complexity of
groups. We hope that as a result of its gradual refinement the framework and coding schema may be
used as ‘catalogues’ of options from which different audiences can select broad categories to focus on
(e.g. group intervention design, facilitation techniques) depending on their purpose (e.g. designing an
intervention, training facilitators). Researchers might also select categories on the basis of hypotheses
about prespecified group-level mechanisms (e.g. guided by a logic model) or stemming from initial findings
about important aspects from the interventions studied.
The framework represents the dependency of some group processes on others (e.g. certain intra- and
inter-personal change processes may happen simultaneously) and the potentially multiple, bidirectional and
iterative links between processes over the course of a group session or intervention. Consequently, the
group dynamics and interpersonal subcategories are, to some extent, ordered to reflect dependencies and
definitions. Nonetheless, the framework is inevitably a simplification of the mechanisms of change at work
in GB-BCIs.
We did not conduct a formal Delphi consensus exercise to agree on framework components and
categorisations, but feedback from researchers on the near-final version of the framework highlighted
some overlap and confusion between change targets, processes of change, and change techniques,
which we subsequently tried to define more clearly. For example, the intrapersonal change category in our
framework includes cognitive processes, such as goal-setting and self-monitoring, that are also listed as
change techniques in taxonomies4 despite the fact that in definitions it is clear that the techniques actually
involve ‘prompting’ or ‘encouraging’ goal-setting/self-monitoring (as change processes).3 We have tried to
be clear to distinguish facilitation techniques from the change processes that they instigate or support on
the basis of evidence-based explanations of how altering change targets leads to behavioural change.3 We
recognise that some of the change targets, such as increased self-efficacy or motivation, are inter-related
and influenced by multiple inter- and intrapersonal change processes and, therefore, may be difficult to
separate in practice. However, they are retained as separate subcategories in the framework because they
are well defined and conceptually distinct in the literature. Such individual-level change targets may also be
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viewed as mediating or intermediary outcomes of GB-BCIs in process evaluations,28,29 potentially able to
explain subsequent behaviour changes. This highlights the complexity, but also the need for better
conceptual clarity and careful use of terminology, in the wider field.
A final limitation of our study, which we were aware of from the outset, is that some of the processes
included in the framework may not be identifiable directly from recordings of group sessions (i.e. through
verbalised expressions). For example, ‘group cohesion’, a key subcategory of group dynamics underpinning
other group dynamic and interpersonal processes, cannot easily be determined from audio-recordings.
Interviews, observations or video-recordings of groups may provide further insight (e.g. SkiM groups
were video-recorded, subsequent to our analyses, to explore this possibility). As highlighted in stage 3,
participant and facilitator self-reports of these more abstract concepts may also be useful as a substitute
for, or in addition to qualitative assessments, providing scope for triangulation.
Implications
Implications for designers of group-based interventions
Our research suggests, in the context of the interventions studied here, that little explicit consideration is
given to group processes in the design of interventions, and further work suggests that this is a widespread
trend in GB-BCIs.69 There was limited mention of group dynamics, group development, specific interpersonal
change processes or facilitation techniques in the intervention manuals. This translated into limited evidence
of some subcategories of ‘group dynamics’ in most of the sessions and also facilitators’ expressed lack of
confidence in supporting these during our consultations with them.
Within any constraints placed on programme design by the delivery context and commissioning or research
specifications, our framework can be considered a ‘catalogue’ of elements for designers to consider when
developing GB-BCIs. ‘Group intervention design’, over which designers have a high degree of control,
underpins all other aspects. Specific ‘facilitation techniques’ can be designed to create group dynamics that
support personal change and group development that is conducive to such change. However, at present,
many GB-BCI designers appear to leave group dynamics and development to chance. Our observations
and consultations with facilitators indicated that ensuring sufficient time, and flexibility, for group
interaction was important, potentially instead of delivering large quantities of ‘content’ (which could be
delivered, at least partly, in other ways, e.g. via written information, online).
When GB-BCIs are merely regarded as a cost-effective delivery mode for change techniques that could
be delivered in other ways,159 as is the case in most existing frameworks used to guide intervention
development,127,128,160 their potential to induce and support personal change is underestimated or unseen.
As we have argued elsewhere, design of GB-BCIs should begin with the rationale for using group-based
delivery.69 Our framework could then facilitate the development of logic models explaining how facilitation
techniques will prompt group dynamics and group processes that optimise personal change. This planning
could be usefully undertaken within an Intervention Mapping framework.127 Such logic models would
also allow specification of hypotheses, data collection approaches and analyses that can test whether
or not postulated group mechanisms differentiate between groups that are more or less effective in
engendering behaviour change among participants. This would advance the empirical science of mapping
mechanisms in GB-BCIs.
Implications for group participants
Our framework, data on dropouts from groups in our study and the wider literature suggest that an
enhanced understanding of how group processes engender personal change could also support better
preparation of participants who are waiting to start or contemplating enrolment in GB-BCIs. For example,
making clearer the rationale for using groups, setting up expectations about what happens in groups and
what is expected of participants (potentially including prior specification of ground rules, group roles, etc.)
may ease anxiety (evidence of which was observed in our analyses) and help participants get the most out
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of the group. Such preparation may also help participants decide whether or not they are suited to a
particular type of group, or a group is appropriate for them, allowing screening out of those who are
unlikely to engage with, or benefit from, a GB-BCI. Such selection could reduce resistance and the time
facilitators spend on disengaged members, potentially improving the functioning of GB-BCIs.
Implications for group facilitators and trainers
Our framework, the background literature and our qualitative analyses suggest that to maximise participant
engagement and optimise change processes in GB-BCIs, a wide range of specific facilitation techniques
should be employed. However, in our consultations, facilitators sometimes expressed a lack of awareness,
skills or confidence in using these. The framework and examples could be used to develop training for
facilitators and also (particularly in ongoing programmes) provide the basis for giving structured, formative
feedback to facilitators focused around key framework components linked to the focus of the intervention.
Linked to this, there are developing examples of research on skills and competencies of facilitators in GB-BCIs
(e.g. Avery et al.130 and James Nobles, Leeds Beckett University, 2017, personal communication).
Informal discussions with educationalists co-ordinating and delivering small group education sessions
(e.g. problem-based learning groups) have indicated that our framework and broader research may also
have implications for designing and delivering these. To advance this work, it would be useful to compare
current conceptual models used in educational settings with the conceptual structure of our framework161,162
and assess potential overlaps and differences.
This research, therefore, also suggests that more resources may need to be invested in training facilitators
in the specifics of group facilitation and allowing more scope and time in group interventions for group
processes to be supported and developed. This additional investment would be marginal in the context of
overall costs of setting up and delivering an intervention. Moreover, this would have potential to further
increase the cost-effectiveness of group-based interventions, which are often assumed to be more cost-
effective than other modes of delivering similar content.163 Components of our framework could, for
example, be given consideration in the specification documents for commissioning GB-BCIs. However,
more evidence, building on our research, showing whether or not the presence and facilitation of group
processes can improve engagement and outcomes would probably be required for decision-makers. In the
meantime, we hope to share our learning from this study with providers and commissioners of large-scale
GB-BCIs, such as the NHS Diabetes Prevention Programme (NHS DPP).155
Recommendations for research
This study implies a series of recommendations for research development and practice:
1. Specification of minimum data sets for group-based interventions. To facilitate future research and
capitalise on opportunities for secondary analyses of data sets, research funders and commissioners
should insist on provision of minimum data sets for group-based interventions delivered within, and
ideally outside, research contexts, that include in each participant record:
¢ a group identifier, which allows linkage of groups to individual records on participant
characteristics (e.g. sociodemographic, socioeconomic, clinical), baseline measures and outcomes
¢ a facilitator identifier that links to participant or group identifiers, ideally, with further key
information on the facilitator (e.g. demographics, background, experience)
¢ information on presence of a supporter in the group (when relevant)
¢ attendance or absence at individual group sessions
¢ ideally, one or more open questions on the experience of the group where this can be
incorporated into self-report measures.
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In line with recommendations for reporting of group-based69 and other interventions,164 intervention
manuals should also outline key group intervention design features and intended facilitation
techniques/style so that these can also be examined in retrospect.
2. Conduct systematic reviews to appraise evidence related to the framework concepts, and synthesise
qualitative studies exploring group-based interventions. We identified a vast literature on group
features and processes that informed our framework but further reviews could systematically appraise
the evidence underpinning each concept to justify its inclusion or estimate its importance. A series of
in-depth studies of participants’ experiences of weight loss groups were identified and it would be
useful to undertake a formal systematic review and qualitative synthesis of these and qualitative
studies examining participants’ experiences of other types of groups (e.g. for disease self-management
goups165). Such reviews could be used to examine the robustness and comprehensiveness of our
framework across different GB-BCIs and thereby lead to extensions and refinements.
3. Mapping available quantitative measures of group dynamics and processes.We identified measures, including
questionnaires and multi-item scales, that allow characterisation of group characteristics, functioning and
processes that are difficult to observe in group sessions but may be captured via participants’ self-reports.
Mapping how these correspond to framework components would reveal the extent to which measures are
available or, alternatively, need to be developed to adequately assess key group processes. Further work on
assessing the conceptual clarity and psychometric properties of these measures would guide selection for use
in research and clarify measures in need of refinement or further development.
4. Further developing qualitative methods for coding and analysing group sessions. Our coding schema
from stage 2, methods for in-depth qualitative analysis demonstrated in stage 3, and preliminary
approaches to coding interaction patterns in groups (see Appendix 8), could be further developed and
tested. For example, it would be important to establish methods to assess reliability of the coding,
determine whether or not this can be improved through training, and check reliability across different
types of group interventions. Our coding approaches could also be adapted/extended for use with
video-recordings and observations of group sessions.
5. Further developing mixed-methods and other research approaches to exploring group mechanisms.
Building on stage 3 of our research, further specification and examples of how to integrate quantitative and
qualitative data (e.g. using triangulation, following a thread, matrices) would facilitate more detailed and
sophisticated analyses of mechanisms of action in GB-BCIs. Consideration could also be given to the need
for more complex, systems-based approaches to researching groups and the role of realist approaches.
6. Exploring group mechanisms through process evaluations. The MAGI framework maps closely onto the
summary diagram in the MRC process evaluation guidance,28,29 highlighting the potential importance of
this work for evaluators of GB-BCIs. With some development (recommendations 3–5), our suggested
qualitative, quantitative and mixed-methods approaches could be used by researchers to analyse group
sessions by focusing on all or certain framework categories/components selected on the basis of logic
models, prior hypotheses, previous research (recommendation 2) or data from other sources (e.g. facilitator
observations) for the particular type of intervention being studied. As originally planned in our study,
and demonstrated in stage 3, sampling could be used to make comparisons between different groups or
facilitators to generate explanations for differences in engagement or outcomes, and so build evidence
on what works, when and for whom in GB-BCIs. In feasibility studies, or ongoing interventions, such
information might also be fed back to facilitators to improve delivery, or to designers to make adaptations.
7. Undertaking further quantitative group-level analyses using our own, and other, existing large secondary
data sets from GB-BCIs, and other group interventions where a group identifier has been included.
This work should:
¢ establish and apply appropriate statistical techniques (e.g. multilevel modelling) to account for
and explore group-level, and potentially facilitator-level, influences on outcomes
¢ address specific research questions about mechanisms of action in these interventions, for example
around how group size, group composition (within- or between-group variability in gender, age,
clinical characteristics, etc.) may affect perceptions of group dynamics, interpersonal processes
(e.g. social identification) and outcomes.
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8. Adapting/extending the MAGI framework to other groups and populations. Work such as that
described above could clarify whether or not the framework requires extension and refinement when
applied to other types of GB-BCIs (e.g. targeting smoking, alcohol use, management of chronic illness)
or in other contexts (e.g. mental health, education settings, research teams166) and populations
(e.g. children, families, adults of different ages), including virtual/online groups.
9. Exploring the impact of group facilitators’ characteristics and skills/competencies on outcomes. Examining
how facilitator characteristics and facilitation approaches (including techniques used, communication
style, fidelity to protocol, and adaptation or tailoring to different groups) determine the potential of
GB-BCIs to instigate personal change can help to answer questions concerning who should facilitate
which groups, and what kind of training is needed to optimise outcomes.
10. Developing and evaluating group facilitator training toolkits. The above would provide the foundation
for applied research that could develop and pilot training programmes, including online resources, to
help facilitators identify and competently employ specific techniques designed to optimise participant
engagement, group dynamics and interpersonal processes in GB-BCIs. These could be evaluated as
add-ons to planned trials of GB-BCIs, or potentially in stand-alone trials.
Conclusions
The research reported here enhances our understanding of mechanisms of action in group-based
interventions. The proposed MAGI framework identifies, categorises and defines group features, group
processes (group dynamics, inter- and intra-personal change processes) and contextual influences, which can
affect each other and facilitate or impede engagement, personal change, alteration of behaviour patterns and
other intervention outcomes. The study provides evidence of these processes and examples of techniques
used to facilitate them in ‘real-life’ GB-BCIs focused on diet, physical activity and weight loss, validating the
framework in this context. Hypotheses and methods for further exploring potential relationships between
group processes and outcomes are also proposed and illustrated. Thus, the framework and methods provide
a comprehensive resource for designers, facilitators and evaluators of GB-BCIs, and further implications of our
work for these and other audiences (e.g. group participants, commissioners and policy-makers) are outlined.
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Patient data
This work uses data provided by patients and collected by the NHS as part of their care and support. Using
patient data is vital to improve health and care for everyone. There is huge potential to make better use of
information from people’s patient records, to understand more about disease, develop new treatments,
monitor safety, and plan NHS services. Patient data should be kept safe and secure, to protect everyone’s
privacy, and it’s important that there are safeguards to make sure that it is stored and used responsibly.
Everyone should be able to find out about how patient data are used. #datasaveslives You can find out
more about the background to this citation here: https://understandingpatientdata.org.uk/data-citation.
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Appendix 1 Details of group session recordings
used in the Mechanisms of Action in Group-based
Interventions study
TABLE 25 Details of all session recordings used in the study
Number
Sampled for
study stage Intervention Group number Session number Facilitatorsa
Length of
transcribed
recordings
(minutes)
1 1 LWTC 1 2 5 88
2 1 LWTC 1 3 5 88
3 1 LWTC 2 3 1 127
4 1 LWTC 2 4 1 90
5 1 SkiM 3 2 2 90
6 1 SkiM 3 5 2 88
7 1 WtW 4 1 7 and 8 105
8 1 WtW 4 3 7 and 9 124
9 1 WtW 5 4 10 and 11 123
10 1 WtW 5 7 10 and 11 123
11 2 LWTC 6 1 6 128
12 2 LWTC 6 4 6 99
13 2 LWTC 7 1 3 59
14 2 LWTC 7 4 3 41
15 2 LWTC 8 1 3 38
16 2 LWTC 8 4 3 48
17 2 LWTC 9 1 1 66
18 2 LWTC 10 4 3 37
19 2 LWTC 11 1 3 63
20 2 LWTC 12 1 4 49
21 2 LWTC 12 2 4 91
22 2 LWTC 13 1 1 62
23 2 SkiM 14 1 2 86
24 2 SkiM 14 3 2 91
25 2 SkiM 14 4 2 86
26 2 SkiM 14 5 2 88
27 2 SkiM 15 (combined 3 and 14) 6 2 89
28 2 SkiM 15 (combined 3 and 14) 9 2 83
29 2 SkiM 15 (combined 3 and 14) 10 2 94
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TABLE 25 Details of all session recordings used in the study (continued )
Number
Sampled for
study stage Intervention Group number Session number Facilitatorsa
Length of
transcribed
recordings
(minutes)
30 2 SkiM 15 (combined 3 and 14) 14 2 94
31 2 SkiM 16 1 1 110
32 2 SkiM 16 2 1 103
33 2 SkiM 16 7 1 97
34 2 SkiM 16 8 1 115
35 2 SkiM 17 1 1 74
36 2 SkiM 17 3 1 100
37 2 SkiM 17 4 1 92
38 2 SkiM 17 8 1 93
1 3 LWTC 18 1 1 53
2 3 LWTC 18 2 1 127
3 3 LWTC 18 3 1 114
4 3 LWTC 18 4 1 75
5 3 LWTC 19 1 3 49
6 3 LWTC 19 2 3 122
7 3 LWTC 19 3 3 115
8 3 LWTC 19 4 3 56
a The numbers indicating the facilitators delivering the session correspond with those used in Table 8.
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Appendix 2 Evolution of the Mechanisms of
Action in Group-based Interventions framework
A diagram was used to illustrate the main categories of the MAGI framework elements and relationshipsbetween them. It evolved throughout the study, based on the results from the sources and study team
discussions. In addition to these changes to the main categories, the lists of subcategories (i.e. concepts and
processes relevant to facilitating change in groups) were also refined during the process.
The MAGI framework and diagram built on our earlier work,40,68 which provided the conceptual basis for
the framework. Figure 8 and Table 26 below were developed in this earlier work.
The diagrams and tables below illustrate the development of the framework in the MAGI study.
(1) Group development
(5) Group design and operating parameters
(2) Dynamic group
processes and
properties
(3) Social change
processes in groups
(4) Personal change
processes in groups
FIGURE 8 Initial conceptual model developed in Borek and Abraham.40 © 2018 The Authors. Applied Psychology:
Health and Well-Being published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of International Association of Applied
Psychology. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for
commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
TABLE 26 Key change processes in groups identified in Borek and Abraham40
1. Group
development
2. Dynamic group
processes and
properties
3. Social change
processes
4. Personal change
processes
5. Group design and
operating parameters
1. Forming 1. Social identification 1. Social comparison 1. Individual cognitive
change
1. Group purpose
2. Storming 2. Group cohesion 2. Social facilitation 2. Individual skill
acquisition
2. Group size and
composition
3. Norming 3. Group norms 3. Modelling,
imitation and social
learning
3. Self-disclosure,
feedback and
challenge
3. Leadership processes
4. Performing 4. Group roles and
statuses
4. Social power and
influence
4. Facilitator
characteristics
5. Adjourning 5. Group climate 5. Social support 5. Group and interaction
management
Reproduced from Borek and Abraham.40 © 2018 The Authors. Applied Psychology: Health and Well-Being published
by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of International Association of Applied Psychology. This is an Open Access article
distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others
to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited.
See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Version 1 of the MAGI framework (Figure 9) was discussed and adapted in the following consultations:
l University’s internal seminar (June 2016): participating researchers suggested the following: adding
participant personal characteristics, distinguishing between time structure of the programme and
(adding) time structure of the sessions (of activities within sessions), adding individual problem-solving
and adding motivation building.
l Consultation with group participants (June 2016): details were added to (1) group set-up – facilitation
style/approach, accessibility of the location, communication patterns, tailoring/flexibility, pre-session
information and contact, participant and facilitator materials, access to facilities, formal group roles;
(2) group dynamics: informal group roles; (3) interpersonal change processes: learning styles, intergroup
competition; (4) intrapersonal change processes: receipt of information/learning; and (5) group closure –
individual feedback on progress.
l Study team meeting (June 2016): the version of the framework, including changes from the above
consultations, were discussed and agreed.
l Consultation with two group facilitators (August 2016): no specific categories were suggested for
addition but many categories were illustrated by examples from the facilitators’ practice.
Group closure
• Reflection on the programme/process
• Long-term planning
• Relapse prevention
• Habit formation
• Practice
• Social support (outside the group)
• New social connections (outside the group)
• New social skills
• New contextualised practical skills
• Access to expert advice/facilities
• Follow-up group session
Group set-up
• Group purpose
• Group composition
• Group size
• Facilitation structure
• Facilitator characteristics
• Setting type
• Venue characteristics
• Room set-up
• Time structure
• Group norms (‘ground rules’)
Group
termination
Group dynamics
• Group identification
• Group cohesion and
   attraction
• Group norms (emergent)
• Group climate (ethos)
• Communication patterns
• Facilitation style
• Group roles
Interpersonal
change processes
• Social influence processes
• Social comparisons
   (and role models)
• Learning processes
   (imparting information 
   and interpersonal learning)
• Vicarious learning
   (modelling)
• Group feedback and
   challenge
• Group support
• Social connection
• Altruism (reciprocal help)
• Universality and social
   validation
• Accountability to others
• Interpersonal competition
Intrapersonal
change processes
• Structuring and prioritising
   health goals
• Instillation of hope
• Self-presentation
• Cognitive dissonance
• Self-regulation
• Acknowledgement of
   personal feedback and
   challenge
• Self-understanding
   (self-awareness)
• Identity reward
• Recognition of one’s
   responsibility
• Recognition of one’s
   normative position
• Attitude formation/change
• Intention formation
• Development and practice
   of contextualised skills
• Development of new social
   skills
Group design
Forming
Norming
Storming
Performing
Adjourning
Group
development
FIGURE 9 MAGI framework, version 1 (June 2016).
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An updated version (Table 27) was presented at the Congress on Obesity conference (Nottingham,
September 2016). A diagram (Figure 10) was developed at this stage to better illustrate the framework,
and was revised following discussions with team members (Figures 11–14).
TABLE 27 MAGI framework, version 2 (September 2016)
Group set-up Group dynamics
Interpersonal
processes
Intrapersonal
processes (examples) Group closure
l Group purpose
or task
l Group composition
l Individual
participant
characteristics
l Facilitator
characteristics
l Facilitation structure
l Facilitation style/
communication
structure
l Group size
l Time structure
of intervention
l Time structure of
group sessions
l Setting
l Venue accessibility
l Venue
characteristics
l Group
attractiveness/
presentation
l Setting (and
matching
expectations)
l Pre-session
information and
contact
l Degree of
tailoring/flexibility
l Materials for
facilitators
l Materials for
participants
l Access to facilities
l Pre-set group norms
l Facilitator training
programme/
materials
l Group goals
or targets
l Group
identification
l Group cohesion
and attraction
l Emergent
group norms
l Group climate
l Communication
patterns
l Informal group
roles
l Group resistance
or engagement
l Learning processes:
imparting
information
l Learning processes:
interpersonal
learning
l Vicarious learning
(modelling)
l Social influence
processes
l Social comparisons
and role models
l Group feedback
and challenge
l Group
problem-solving
l Group support
l Social connection
l Altruism
(reciprocal help)
l Universality and
social validation
l Accountability
to others
l Intragroup
competition
l Intergroup
competition
l Understanding of
presented ideas/
information
l Structuring and
prioritising health
goals
l Instillation of hope/
self-efficacy
l Self-presentation
l Cognitive
dissonance
l Individual
problem-solving
l Self-understanding
(self-awareness)
l Identity reward
l Identity change
l Recognition of
one’s normative
position
l Attitude formation/
change
l Intention formation/
motivation building
l Development and
practice of
contextualised skills
l Development of
new social skills
l Individual
feedback on
progress
l Reflection on the
programme/
process
l Long-term
planning
l Relapse
prevention
l Practice and
habit formation
l Social support
and connections
(outside the
group)
l Ongoing access
to expert
advice/facilities
l Follow-up
(group) session(s)
Group development
Forming → Storming → Norming→ Performing → Adjourning
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Group
dynamics
Interpersonal
processes
Intrapersonal
processes
Behaviour
change
Group
closure
Group
set-up
Group development
Health
outcomes
FIGURE 10 Diagram version 1 (September 2016).
Group dynamics
and development
Interpersonal
change processes
Intrapersonal
processes
Behaviour
change
Group
closure
Group
set-up
Health
outcomes
Improved well-being
FIGURE 11 Diagram version 2 (October 2016, following consultations with study team members, including RM).
Group dynamics
and development
Intrapersonal
change processesInterpersonal
change processes
Behaviour
change
Group
closure
Group
set-up
Health
outcomes
Improved well-being
Group facilitation
FIGURE 12 Diagram version 3 (October 2016, following consultations with study team members, including FG).
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Corresponding with the changes in the diagram, we also made changes in the framework, resulting in
version 3 (Table 28).
Diagram version 5 and framework version 3 were presented to group participants at the ComPoD/MAGI
Patient and Public Involvement meeting (31 October 2016). No new categories were added, but many
were illustrated by examples of participants’ experiences in groups.
Diagram version 6 (Figure 15) and framework version 4 (Table 29) were discussed at the study team
meeting 3 (November 2016), presented and discussed at the pre-conference workshop (UK Society for
Behavioural Medicine, Cardiff, November 2016) and were presented at the International Congress of
Behavioural Medicine (Melbourne, VIC, December 2016). The diagram and framework were then revised
further following qualitative coding of transcripts, study team discussions and wider consultations, as
indicated in Figures 16–18 and Tables 30 and 31.
Group facilitation
Behaviour
change
Mediators/
proxy
outcomes
Group
design
Group
closure
Health
outcomes
Improved well-being
Group dynamics and development
Interpersonal
change processes
Intrapersonal
change processes
Individual influences and context
Quality
of life
FIGURE 13 Diagram version 4 (October 2016, following consultations with study team members, including MT).
Group
closure
Group facilitation
Group
forming
G
ro
u
p
 d
es
ig
n
Group dynamics and development
Intrapersonal
change processes
Interpersonal
change processes
Behaviour
change
Health
outcomes
Outcomes
Individual characteristics and background
Improved well-being
FIGURE 14 Diagram version 5 (October 2016, following consultations with study team members, including CA).
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TABLE 28 MAGI framework, version 3 (October 2016)
Group design elements Group forming tasks
Group facilitation
strategies
Group closure
tasks
1. Purpose of using the group
2. Setting and venue
3. Group design
4. Participants’ characteristics
5. Facilitators’ characteristics
6. Programme design
7. Ongoing access to expert
advice/facilities
8. Tailing off of group contact/
follow-up (group) session(s)
Group dynamic and development processes
1. Group goals or targets
2. Group identification
3. Group cohesion and attraction
4. Emergent group norms
5. Group climate
6. Communication patterns
7. Informal group roles
8. Group development
Interpersonal change processes Intrapersonal change processes
1. Learning processes
2. Social identification processes
3. Social support processes
4. Social influence processes
5. Social comparison and
facilitation processes
6. Social validation
7. Accountability
8. Competition
9. Feedback and challenge
1. Attention and understanding
2. Structuring and prioritising health goals
3. Self-efficacy and instillation of hope
4. Self-presentation
5. Cognitive dissonance
6. Self-regulatory processes
7. Self-understanding (self-awareness)
8. Identity change
9. Identity reward
10. Recognition of one’s responsibility
11. Recognition of one’s normative position
12. Motivation building
13. Attitude formation/change
14. Development and practice of new
contextualised, practical skills
15. Development of new social skills
Individual characteristics and background
Behaviour
change
Health
outcomes
Outcomes
Wider sociocultural, economic, organisational and community factors
G
ro
u
p
 d
es
ig
n
Psychological well-being
Group dynamics and development
Intrapersonal
change processes
Interpersonal
change processes
Individual characteristics and background
Group
closure
Group facilitation
Group
set-up
FIGURE 15 Diagram version 6 (November 2016, following consultations with study team members, including CG
and CA).
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TABLE 29 MAGI framework, version 4 (November 2016, following consultations with study team members)
Group design elements Group set-up tasks Group facilitation strategies Group closure tasks
1. Intended change processes
2. Purpose of using group
format
3. Setting and venue
4. Group characteristics
5. Participants’ characteristics
6. Facilitators’ characteristics
7. Programme design
8. Post-group design
1. Introduce people, icebreak
2. Manage expectations
3. Identify/specify and agree
group goals
4. Prompt and facilitate social and
group identification
5. Identify/specify and agree
group rules
6. Negotiate and manage group
roles/responsibilities
7. Establish a positive group
climate
8. Explain the programme
Group dynamic and development processes
1. Group identification
2. Group cohesion and attraction
3. Emergent group norms
4. Group climate
5. Communication patterns
6. Informal group roles
7. Group development
1. Review the programme
and process
2. Review individual progress
and provide feedback
3. Plan for long-term and
relapse prevention
4. Prompt practice and
habit formation
5. Prompt social support and
social connections outside
the group
6. Signpost to expert
advice/facilities
7. Explain tailing off of group
contact/follow-up group
sessions
Interpersonal change processes
1. Sharing experiences
2. Learning processes
3. Social identification processes
4. Social influence processes
5. Social comparison processes
6. Social support processes
7. Social validation
8. Accountability
9. Competition and co-operation
10. Feedback and challenge
11. Social facilitation processes
Intrapersonal change processes
1. Timetabling and commitment to attend
2. Attention and understanding
3. Self-presentation
4. Normative position
5. Attitude formation/change
6. Cognitive dissonance
7. Instillation of hope
8. Motivation
9. Self-efficacy
10. Goal prioritisation, setting and review
11. Self-monitoring
12. Feedback and challenge
13. Individual problem-solving
14. Self-understanding
15. Identity change
16. Responsibility for self
17. Altruistic self-reward
18. New practical skills
Individual characteristics and background
1. Individual internal (cognitive and emotional) factors
2. Individual external (contextual) factors
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Group
closure
Group facilitation strategies
Group dynamics and development
Group
set-up
Intrapersonal
change processes
Interpersonal
change processes
Behaviour
change
Health
outcomes
Outcomes
Individual and contextual influences
Wider sociocultural, economic, organisational and community factors
G
ro
u
p
 d
es
ig
n
Psychological well-being
FIGURE 16 Diagram version 7 (May 2017; diagram revised following development of the coding schema, double-
coding of transcripts and refinements to the coding schema and the framework).
Closing
group or
sessionFacilitator characteristics and
facilitation strategies
Group dynamics and development
Starting
group or
session
Intrapersonal
change processes
Interpersonal
change processes
Behaviour
change
Health
outcomes
Outcomes
Social change
Participant characteristics and contextual influences
Wider sociocultural, economic, organisational and community factors
G
ro
u
p
 in
te
rv
en
ti
o
n
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es
ig
n
Psychological well-being
FIGURE 17 Diagram version 8 (July 2017, continued discussions with study team members).
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TABLE 30 MAGI framework, version 5 (July 2017, revised framework following development of the coding schema)
1. Group intervention design
2. Facilitator characteristics and facilitation strategies
2.1. Facilitator
characteristics
2.2. Tasks for
starting the
group/session
2.3. Facilitation
strategies
2.4. Tasks for closing
the group/session
1.1. Intended changes and
processes 3. Group dynamic and development processes
1.2. Purpose/benefits of using
group format
1.3. Group characteristics
1.4. Participant characteristics/
group composition
1.5. Facilitator characteristics
1.6. Intervention content
1.7. Setting and venue
1.8. Group set-up and delivery
3.1. Group goals
3.2. Group identification
3.3. Group cohesion
and attraction
3.4. Group norms
3.5. Group climate
3.6. Group roles
3.7. Communication patterns
3.8. Group development
4. Interpersonal change
processes 5. Intrapersonal change processes
4.1. Sharing experiences
4.2. Social learning
4.3. Social influence
4.4. Social support
4.5. Social identification
4.6. Social comparisons
4.7. Social validation
4.8. Accountability to the group
4.9. Competition
4.10. Co-operation
4.11. Feedback to the group
4.12. Social facilitation
5.1. Commitment to
attend
5.2. Developing
understanding
5.3. Agreement,
disagreement/
challenge
5.4. Self-presentation
5.5. Normative
position
5.6. Attitudes
5.7. Attributions
5.8. Cognitive
dissonance
5.9. Intervention
outcome expectations
5.10. Motivation
5.11. Self-efficacy
5.12. Goal-setting
5.13. Goal/progress
review
5.14. Development/
practice of skills/
behaviours
5.15. Individual barriers
and problem-solving
5.16. Self-monitoring
5.17. Feedback to the
individual
5.18. Self-understanding
5.19. Self-identity
5.20. Responsibility
for self
5.21. Rewards,
self-rewards, incentives
5.22. Self-talk
5.23. Self-/individual
tailoring
5.24. Habits
5.25. Stress
management
6. Participant characteristics and contextual influences
6.1. Individual personality,
cognitive and emotional
characteristics
6.2. Contextual social influences
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TABLE 31 MAGI framework, version 6 (August 2017, ‘near-final’ version that was sent to researchers for feedback
and discussed with group facilitators)
1. Group intervention
design
2. Facilitator characteristics and facilitation strategies
2.1. Facilitator
characteristics
2.2. Tasks for
starting the
group/session
2.3. Facilitation
strategies
2.4. Tasks for closing
the group/session
1.1. Intended changes and
processes 3. Group dynamic and development processes
1.2. Purpose/benefits of using
group format
1.3. Group characteristics
1.4. Participant selection/
group composition
1.5. Facilitator selection
and training
1.6. Intervention content
1.7. Setting and venue
1.8. Group set-up and delivery
3.1. Group goals
3.2. Group identification
3.3. Group cohesion
and attraction
3.4. Emergent group norms
3.5. Group climate
3.6. Emergent group roles
3.7. Communication patterns
3.8. Group development
4. Interpersonal change
processes 5. Intrapersonal change processes
4.1. Sharing experiences
4.2. Social learning
4.3. Social influence
4.4. Social support (in the group)
4.5. Social identification
4.6. Social comparisons
4.7. Social validation
4.8. Accountability to the group
4.9. Competition
4.10. Co-operation
4.11. Group-level feedback
4.12. Social facilitation
5.1. Committing to
attend
5.2. Developing
understanding
5.3. Agreeing,
disagreeing/
challenging
5.4. Self-presentation
5.5. Normative
position
5.6. Attitudes
5.7. Attributions
5.8. Cognitive
dissonance
5.9. Intervention
outcome expectations
5.10. Motivation
5.11. Self-efficacy
5.12. Goal-setting
5.13. Goal/progress
review
5.14. Developing/
practising of skills/
behaviours
5.15. Individual
problem-solving, barriers
5.16. Self-monitoring
5.17. Individual-level
feedback
5.18. Developing
self-understanding
5.19. Identity shift
5.20. Developing
personal responsibility
5.21. Using rewards,
self-rewards, incentives
5.22. Using self-talk
5.23. Self-/individual
tailoring
5.24. Habits
5.25. Stress/emotion
management
6. Participant characteristics and contextual influences
6.1. Individual psychosocial and
clinical characteristics
6.2. Contextual social influences
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FIGURE 18 Diagram version 9 (September 2017, final version of the diagram as per Figure 3).
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Appendix 3 Details of the review of qualitative
studies
This document reports the details of the methods and results of the review of qualitative studies ofparticipants’ experiences of group-based weight loss interventions.
Study selection criteria
Population
l Overweight, obese.
l Can be at risk of, or with, type 2 diabetes or cardiovascular diseases.
l Adults (at least 18 years of age).
l Exclude: interventions that are specific to pregnant women, or people with mental health problems,
learning difficulties or eating disorders.
Intervention type
l Lifestyle, behaviour change, education.
l AND targeting changes in diet and/or physical activity.
l AND weight loss (interventions for prevention of diabetes or cardiovascular disease through weight loss
and changes in diet/PA should be also included).
l AND group-based (minimum of two sessions, minimum of three participants and minimum of
one facilitator).
l Exclude: prevention of weight gain, weight maintenance only, focused on eating disorders.
Comparators
l Not applicable.
Outcomes
l Participants’ experiences or perceptions of a group-based weight loss programme.
l Exclude: when general experiences are reported only (e.g. of obesity, weight loss, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, barriers to/facilitators of weight loss or behaviour change) without reporting
experiences/perceptions related to the group/group setting.
Study design
l Qualitative (interviews, focus groups, narratives, observations).
l Include also when qualitative methods are used as part of process evaluation and reported alongside
quantitative results.
Other
l Available in English.
l Published in a peer reviewed journal from year 2000.
l Excluded: conference abstracts, dissertations.
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Search strategy
Databases (accessed via Ovid)
l PsycARTICLES Full Text.
l EMBASE.
l Ovid MEDLINE In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and Ovid MEDLINE.
l Ovid MEDLINE Daily update.
l Ovid MEDLINE Epub Ahead of Print.
l PsycINFO.
l Social Policy and Practice.
Dates
Searched from year 2000 to 28 June 2016 (date of last search).
Search strategy*
1. overweight.ti,ab
2. obese.ti,ab
3. 1 or 2
4. lifestyle.ti,ab
5. diet.ti,ab
6. ‘physical activity’.ti,ab
7. exercise.ti,ab
8. ‘weight loss’.ti,ab
9. 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8
10. qualitative.ti,ab
11. interview$.ti,ab
12. 10 or 11
13. 3 and 9 and 12
14. Limit 13 to English language (limit not valid in Journals@Ovid, Social Policy and Practice; records
were retained)
15. Limit 14 to human (limit not valid in Journals@Ovid, Social Policy and Practice; records were retained)
16. Limit 15 to humans (limit not valid in Journals@Ovid, Social Policy and Practice; records were retained)
17. Limit 16 to yr = ‘2000-Current’
18. Remove duplicates from 17.
*Following a reviewer’s suggestion, we also ran this search with the search term ‘focus group$.ti,ab’.
The search returned four papers, one167 of which was potentially suitable for inclusion. However, on the
basis of the full text, the study would not be included in the review as it did not include results of the focus
groups (which were used as part of intervention development and are only mentioned in the methods
section of the paper reporting the results of the intervention trial). Another of the four identified papers
reported a survey and two were conducted with children/adolescents, so are also not suitable for inclusion.
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References of the included qualitative studies (numbers in superscript correspond with the reference
numbers in the main list of References):
1. Adolfsson B, Carlson A, Undén AL, Rössner S. Treating obesity: a qualitative evaluation of a lifestyle
intervention for weight reduction. Health Edu J 2002;61:244–58. https://doi.org/10.1177/
00178969020610030682
2. Ahern AL, Boyland EJ, Jebb SA, Cohn SR. Participants’ explanatory model of being overweight and
their experiences of 2 weight loss interventions. Ann Fam Med 2013;11:251–7. https://doi.org/
10.1370/afm.144683
3. Ahlgren C, Hammarström A, Sandberg S, Lindahl B, Olsson T, Larsson C, Fjellman-Wiklund A.
Engagement in new dietary habits – obese women’s experiences from participating in a 2-year diet
intervention. Int J Behav Med 2016;23:84–93. https://doi.org/10.1007/s12529-015-9495-x84
4. Allen JT, Cohn SR, Ahern AL. Experiences of a commercial weight-loss programme after primary care
referral: a qualitative study. Br J Gen Pract 2015;65:e248–55. https://doi.org/10.3399/bjgp15X68440985
5. Befort CA, Thomas JL, Daley CM, Rhode PC, Ahluwalia JS. Perceptions and beliefs about body size,
weight, and weight loss among obese African American women: a qualitative inquiry. Health Educ
Behav 2008;35:410–26.86
6. Cifuentes M, Polsky S, Mitchell NS. Perspectives of older African American women on a community
based weight loss program: qualitative findings from SWITCH. J Am Geriatr Soc 2014;62:1996–8.
https://doi.org/10.1111/jgs.1304087
7. Diaz VA, Mainous AG, Pope C. Cultural conflicts in the weight loss experience of overweight Latinos.
Int J Obes 2007;31:328–33.88
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FIGURE 19 Flow diagram of selection of qualitative studies.
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8. Fogel S, Young L, McPherson JB. The experience of group weight loss efforts among lesbians. Women
Health 2009;49:540–54. https://doi.org/10.1080/0363024090342401289
9. Gallagher R, Kirkness A, Armari E, Davidson PM. Participants’ perspectives of a multi-component,
group-based weight loss programme supplement for cardiac rehabilitation: a qualitative study. Int J
Nurs Pract 2012;18:28–35. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1440-172X.2011.01988.x90
10. Gamsu D, Sutton M, Bennett L, Ward J. The development of a psychoeducational group intervention
for overweight women with type 2 diabetes mellitus: a service evaluation. Pract Diab Int
2002;19:43–50. https://doi.org/10.1002/pdi.27991
11. Gimlin D. Constructions of ageing and narrative resistance in a commercial slimming group. Ageing
Soc 2007;27:407–24. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0144686X0600575792
12. Gray CM, Hunt K, Mutrie N, Anderson AS, Leishman J, Dalgarno L, Wyke S. Football Fans in Training:
the development and optimization of an intervention delivered through professional sports clubs to
help men lose weight, become more active and adopt healthier eating habits. BMC Public Health
2013;13:232. https://doi.org/10.1186/1471-2458-13-23293
13. Groven KS, Engelsrud G. Dilemmas in the process of weight reduction: exploring how women
experience training as a means of losing weight. Int J Qual Stud Health Well-being 2010;5:5125.
https://doi.org/10.3402/qhw.v5i2.512594
14. Hammarström A, Wiklund AF, Lindahl B, Larsson C, Ahlgren C. Experiences of barriers and facilitators
to weight-loss in a diet intervention – a qualitative study of women in northern Sweden. BMC
Womens Health 2014;14:59. https://doi.org/10.1186/1472-6874-14-5995
15. Hansen NV, Brændgaard P, Hjørnholm C, la Cour S. Qualitative research building real-life
interventions: user-involving development of a mindfulness-based lifestyle change support program
for overweight citizens. Eur J Clin Nutr 2014;68:1129–33. https://doi.org/10.1038/ejcn.2014.10696
16. Hunt K, Gray CM, Maclean A, Smillie S, Bunn C, Wyke S. Do weight management programmes
delivered at professional football clubs attract and engage high risk men? A mixed-methods study.
BMC Public Health 2014;14:50. https://doi.org/10.1186/1471-2458-14-5097
17. Kidd LI, Graor CH, Murrock CJ. A mindful eating group intervention for obese women: a mixed methods
feasibility study. Arch Psychiatr Nurs 2013;27:211–18. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apnu.2013.05.00498
18. Ljung S, Olsson C, Rask M, Lindahl B. Patient experiences of a theory-based lifestyle-focused group
treatment in the prevention of cardiovascular diseases and type 2 diabetes. Int J Behav Med
2013;20:378–84. https://doi.org/10.1007/s12529-012-9252-399
19. McMahon NE, Visram S, Connell LA. Mechanisms of change of a novel weight loss programme
provided by a third sector organisation: a qualitative interview study. BMC Public Health
2016;16:378. https://doi.org/10.1186/s12889-016-3063-4100
20. Metzgar CJ, Preston AG, Miller DL, Nickols-Richardson SM. Facilitators and barriers to weight loss and
weight loss maintenance: a qualitative exploration. J Hum Nutr Diet 2015;28:593–603. https://doi.org/
10.1111/jhn.12273101
21. Östberg AL, Wikstrand I, Bengtsson Boström K. Group treatment of obesity in primary care practice:
a qualitative study of patients’ perspectives. Scand J Public Health 2011;39:98–105. https://doi.org/
10.1177/1403494810391524102
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22. Penn L, Dombrowski SU, Sniehotta FF, White M. Participants’ perspectives on making and maintaining
behavioural changes in a lifestyle intervention for type 2 diabetes prevention: a qualitative study using
the theory domain framework. BMJ Open 2013;3:e002949. https://doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-
2013-002949103
23. Penn L, Dombrowski SU, Sniehotta FF, White M. Perspectives of UK Pakistani women on their
behaviour change to prevent type 2 diabetes: qualitative study using the theory domain framework.
BMJ Open 2014;4:e004530. https://doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2013-004530104
24. Piana N, Battistini D, Urbani L, Romani G, Fatone C, Pazzagli C, et al. Multidisciplinary lifestyle
intervention in the obese: its impact on patients’ perception of the disease, food and physical exercise.
Nutr Metab Cardiovasc Dis 2013;23:337–43. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.numecd.2011.12.008105
25. Sheppard VB, Hicks J, Makambi K, Hurtado-de-Mendoza A, Demark-Wahnefried W, Adams-Campbell L.
The feasibility and acceptability of a diet and exercise trial in overweight and obese black breast cancer
survivors: the Stepping STONE study. Contemp Clin Trials 2016;46:106–13.106
26. Tarrant M, Khan SS, Farrow CV, Shah P, Daly M, Kos K. Patient experiences of a bariatric group
programme for managing obesity: a qualitative interview study. Br J Health Psychol 2017;22:77–93.
https://doi.org/10.1111/bjhp.1221849
27. Walker LO, Sterling BS, Latimer L, Kim SH, Garcia AA, Fowles ER. Ethnic-specific weight-loss
interventions for low-income postpartum women: findings and lessons. West J Nurs Res
2012;34:654–76. https://doi.org/10.1177/0193945911403775107
The themes and subthemes reported in Table 32 were derived from coding the results of the qualitative
studies. The themes and subthemes were subsequently refined to match with the refined version of the
MAGI framework (in structure and naming of categories), and the qualitative studies were re-coded
when necessary.
TABLE 32 Summary of the themes initially identified in qualitative studies
Higher organising themes (factors
affecting participants’ experiences of
weight loss groups)
Identified subthemes (concepts and processes) [studies in which they
were identified (numbers correspond with the list above)]
Individual factors that may affect
experiences of groups and weight loss)
Beliefs about reasons for obesity, barriers to change [1, 4, 5, 10, 11, 21 and 24]
Comparing types of interventions [1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 16, 21 and 24]
Expectations of the programme or weight loss [1, 7, 12 and 16]
Motivation for participation, weight loss, or barriers (costs, diagnosis/tipping
point, health vs. attractiveness) [1–9, 11, 16, 17, 19, 21, 24 and 26]
Perceptions of groups or weight loss [4, 8, 24 and 27]
Preference for groups, views about benefits of groups [2, 5, 7, 10 and 15]
Social support outside the group [1–3, 5, 7, 11, 14, 19–21, 24, 25 and 27]
Taking responsibility (agency, locus of control) [2]
continued
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TABLE 32 Summary of the themes initially identified in qualitative studies (continued )
Higher organising themes (factors
affecting participants’ experiences of
weight loss groups)
Identified subthemes (concepts and processes) [studies in which they
were identified (numbers correspond with the list above)]
Group design factors that can/should be
decided on before the group start)
Access to other facilities [9, 12 and 21]
Contact time – during the programme [1–5, 9, 12, 14, 25 and 27]
Contact time – at the end of the programme, follow-up [1, 2, 5, 6, 12,
25 and 27]
First (few) sessions [12 and 16]
Group composition [8, 9, 12, 13, 16 and 18]
Group size [12]
Long-term approach, weight loss maintenance [2, 6, 9 and 18]
Participation in research study [2–4, 9, 17, 21 and 27]
Significant others attending the group [1, 7 and 9]
Structuring, flexibility of delivery [6, 8 and 9]
Tailoring [2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 18, 21 and 25]
Venue [2, 8, 12, 16 and 27]
Facilitator-related factors (affecting group
delivery and participants’ experiences)
Facilitators and facilitation (interpersonal qualities, professional qualities,
facilitation style/approach, facilitator social identity) [2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16,
18 and 24–27]
Group context (factors related to group
context but not directly related to
change)
Group climate [2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 24 and 26]
Group cohesion [2, 8, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 21 and 25]
Humour [12, 15 and 16]
Identification (like-mindedness, shared experiences/problems, social identities)
[1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 21, 24, 25 and 26]
Socialising, ‘me time’ [13, 16, 24 and 27]
Change processes (factors related to
change in groups, benefits of group
participation)
Accountability [2–4, 5, 6, 8, 13, 17, 20, 21 and 25]
Competitiveness [7, 9 and 21]
Feedback, measurements [4, 9, 12, 13, 17 and 27]
Information, knowledge (learning) [1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 12, 18, 19 and 24–27]
Learning from each other, imitation (social learning) [2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 18,
19 and 26]
Motivation in the group [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 21 and 24]
Peer, group pressure [1, 2, 18 and 21]
Problem-solving [1 and 2]
Role models, social comparisons [7, 12, 13, 18 and 19]
Sharing, interaction [1, 2, 8–13, 15, 17, 21, 24 and 25]
Social support in the group [1–3, 5–15, 17–21 and 25–27]
Practical delivery strategies and content
(used in delivering weight loss groups)
Activities, practical skills [1, 3, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15, 21, 25 and 26]
Content of intervention or sessions [1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 21 and 27]
Homework [1]
Participants’ materials [6, 9 and 25]
Weighing [2–4, 8, 11, 12, 13 and 27]
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Appendix 4 Details of expert consultations
This appendix includes details of expert consultations undertaken in the MAGI study.
These consultations were conducted with researchers/practitioners (with experience in group-based health
interventions), group facilitators, and group participants.
The aims of these consultations were to:
l identify potentially important factors (e.g. processes, techniques) that may affect the delivery of
outcomes of group-based health interventions in order to include them in the MAGI framework
l seek feedback on the MAGI framework (the included, and potentially missing, processes and
techniques, framework presentation and its potential usefulness).
Meeting notes were kept from each of the consultations and can be provided on request. Below we
summarise the details of the consultations, including type, date, participants and key implications.
Consultations with researchers and practitioners
Internal seminar at the University of Exeter Medical School, Exeter [June 2016, after initial draft framework
was developed (version 1)]:
l The seminar was advertised in the department and was open to all staff members.
l Eleven participants (and four study team members) had expertise in behaviour change or experience of
research in group-based health interventions.
l In the seminar, we presented the emerging framework and discussed each of the framework
categories, including their importance, implications and examples. The discussions validated the
emerging framework, and provided examples used in the framework definitions.
l The participants highlighted (with examples from own studies) the importance of group composition,
shared social identities (in particular if they are stigmatised), characteristics of facilitators (e.g. being
overweight themselves), setting group rules, participants’ contact outside the groups (e.g. setting up
social media groups).
l They also raised the issue of whether or not, and how, the framework might apply to other types of
groups (e.g. online, knitting groups).
Pre-conference workshop, UK Society for Behavioural Medicine, Cardiff [November 2016, after draft
framework was developed and revised (version 2)]:
l The workshop was advertised on the conference website and was open to any interested participants.
l Nine participants attended, including researchers and practitioners.
l The participants were initially asked to brainstorm important, in their opinion, components and
processes in group-based interventions. The identified elements were compared with the emerging
framework, which was presented in the workshop. All of the components and processes identified by
the workshop participants could be matched with the framework elements. The processes and
components were discussed, and participants shared examples from their own research and practice
supporting the importance of framework components and providing suggestions about links between
them. The participants brainstormed facilitation techniques that could be used to facilitate selected
group dynamics and change processes.
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l The feedback on the framework, collected at the end of the workshop, was generally positive and
validated the framework. For example, the participants gave an average of 6.3 (out of 7) to the
question of how useful they through the framework was to them. Some provided positive overall
feedback (e.g. ‘Really interesting workshop and discussion. Chimes with a lot of issues raised in my
recent work.’). They also identified potential applications of the framework for design/development
and evaluation of group-based interventions, and as a resource to learn about processes in groups
(e.g. ‘[The framework is] very useful – putting a name to all the group processes helps to know exactly
where to intervene and how we might be able to manipulate these factors’).
l Key implications: validation of the framework; suggestions for how the framework could be used in
design, delivery and evaluation of group-based interventions.
l E-mail and in-person consultations with/feedback from an internal researcher (from the University of
Exeter Medical School; August and September 2017, after near-final version of the framework was ready).
l We shared the framework and the coding schema with Dr Poltawski, who has expertise in group
dynamics, group-based health interventions and was involved in the SkiM study.
l He used the coding schema to code a session transcript, and provided feedback on the framework
categories and definitions.
l The feedback was used to refine definitions of several of the framework definitions and coding schema
(including facilitation techniques). Dr Poltawski raised also few important points that were incorporated
in our write-up.
E-mail consultations with/feedback from external researchers/practitioners (August to September 2017,
the near-final version of the framework – the final version was developed on the basis of the comments
from researchers and facilitators):
l We contacted 12 researchers with expertise in group-based/behaviour change interventions who
we met during the conferences where we presented the framework (see below) and who expressed
interest and relevant expertise in GB-BCIs. Eleven of them replied agreeing to provide feedback, and
we received feedback from eight researchers: Dr Amanda Avery, Dr Yael Bar-Zeev, Dr Enzo Di Battista,
Dr Tegan Cruwys, Dr Liz Glidewell, Dr Cindy Gray, Dr Marta Moreira Marques and Dr James Nobles.
l The framework was shared and feedback (either more general or very detailed, depending on
availability) was invited.
l All provided feedback was carefully considered, discussed with the study team, and when agreed,
changes were made to the framework or framework definitions. We used the feedback to clarify
distinctions between, and consistency of, the terminology (e.g. techniques, processes), made revisions
to the writing of the results of stage 1 (e.g. adding clarifications and points raised in the feedback),
and made some changes to the diagram [see difference between Figure 17 (diagram 8) and Figure 18
(the final diagram 9)]. A detailed record of the changes made in result of these consultations was kept.
l We also asked for general feedback on the framework and about potentials usefulness and applicability
of the framework. The views about the framework were generally positive (e.g. ‘I think this level of detail
is fantastic. This will be really useful for those reading it moving forward . . . To me, this really highlights
the complexity of a group-based programme and the factors at play throughout the intervention time
frames. Therefore, this will be beneficial to research teams and also to practitioners, however the level of
detail required by all will vary – hence why I really like the definitions and explanations, very useful!’).
l The researchers identified potential applicability of the framework to the following:
¢ designing group interventions
¢ characterising and reporting of group interventions and their content and processes
¢ recruiting and training facilitators (in an adapted form)
¢ evaluating complex group interventions and their specific components.
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Consultations with group facilitators
Consultation with LWTC/SkiM facilitators [August 2016, after initial draft framework was developed
(version 1)]:
l The facilitators included Miss Amy Clarke and Miss Sian Derrick, who were personally invited to the
consultations as they were delivering the LWTC and SkiM group sessions at the time of this study.
l This meeting involved an open discussion about facilitating groups, how they work, important
processes that occur, techniques that facilitators use, challenges to facilitation and facilitators’
training needs.
l The facilitators provided many examples of different groups, group processes, and techniques that
they use. For example, they reported on the importance of certain processes, such as managing
disagreements, conflicts and ‘difficult’, disruptive participants; benefits and challenges of co-facilitation;
homogeneous group composition (seen as helping with group cohesion); and participants making
social connections with each other (also outside the groups). They reported using particular techniques
with quiet groups and groups that were not engaging, such as using room layout (participants facing
each other), subgroup discussions and activities, and practical activities (e.g. doing simple exercises).
They raised the issue of positive or negative effects of successful participants (‘role models’) and social
comparisons (e.g. those doing much better than the rest of the group seemed to be ‘excluded’ from
the group rather than seen as role models). They also highlighted a need for facilitator training in
managing difficult participants and in responding to self-disclosures of mental health issues.
l The notes from the meeting were then compared and matched with the emerging framework to
validate the framework, checking for any new processes/concepts and contribute to writing the
framework definitions.
Consultation with LWTC/SkiM facilitators (September 2017, the near-final version of the framework – the
final version was developed on the basis of the comments from researchers and facilitators):
l The facilitators were Miss Amy Clarke, Miss Sian Derrick, Mrs Anna Murch and Mrs Ruby Entwistle,
who were personally invited to the consultations as they were past and current facilitators of the LWTC
or SkiM interventions.
l The framework, and the identified facilitator techniques, were shared and discussed with the
facilitators in detail.
l The facilitators provided feedback, and further examples of how the framework processes occur in the
groups and of what facilitation techniques they use. They highlighted the importance of many framework
components. They also identified ways in which the framework could be helpful to facilitators, which
included training new facilitators (raising awareness of many available processes and techniques), training
(or ‘refresher’ training) existing or experienced facilitators (giving them ‘names’ to capture the processes
and techniques that they know from experience, and raising awareness of ways to further improve their
understanding of certain processes), using it to structure feedback to existing facilitators (or co-facilitators’
feedback to each other), and preparing participants for what to expect from groups. They also reflected
on the impact that facilitating groups had on themselves (e.g. prompting them in making changes in
their own lifestyles of careers). They also recognised the importance of the wider societal factors,
or determinants, affecting health and well-being (outside the groups).
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Consultations with group participants
Patient and public involvement representatives from the ComPoD trial [June 2016, after initial draft
framework was developed (version 1)]:
l Including Mrs Sue Sedgman and Mr Douglas Osman, both of whom were personally invited to the
consultations as they participated in the LWTC programme and acted as Patient and Public
Representatives in the ComPoD trial.
l The emerging framework was shared with the participants and discussed in detail. The participants
provided examples from the groups that illustrated (or could be matched with) the framework
processes. They also described how these elements might have influenced each other and outcomes.
They highlighted group goals and facilitation style/techniques as particularly important.
l Based on this consultation some elements were added to the framework (e.g. pre-session information
and contact, participants’ and facilitators’ materials).
Patient and public involvement representative from the ComPoD trial [October 2016, after draft framework
was developed and revised (version 2)]:
l Included four patient and public involvement representatives, all of whom were personally invited to
the consultations as participants and patient and public representatives in the ComPoD trial.
l The framework and MAGI study was briefly explained, and participants shared their experiences of
attending the groups and opinions about how they thought the groups worked, and what processes or
components were most important. They highlighted the importance of pre-session information/contact;
experiences of dealing with research staff and facilitators (i.e. importance of positive characteristics
of facilitators); and positive expectations of the intervention and outcomes (e.g. they felt that the
programme should be advertised as having much wider positive impact on health and well-being than
just prevention of diabetes or weight loss). Other elements were discussed as important, such confidence
and responsibility for self, setting and venue, purpose and benefits of using groups, group composition,
social comparisons and competition, and facilitator characteristics.
l The notes were compared with the MAGI framework to match with the framework categories and
check for any new categories.
Consultations and discussions with the study team members
l Pre-study planning meeting (December 2015).
l Study team meeting 1 (January 2016).
l Study team meeting 2 (June 2016).
l Study team meeting 3 (November 2016).
l Study team meeting 4 (June 2017).
l Study team meeting 5 (September 2017).
l Between study team meetings, Jane R Smith and Aleksandra J Borek consulted individual study team
members (CA, CG, FG, MT, SMT and RMC).
In addition, the MAGI framework was presented at the following conferences, which offered opportunities
for additional discussions with researchers and practitioners:
l Congress on obesity conference, Nottingham (September 2016, oral presentation): Table 27
(framework version 2) and Figure 10 (version 1) were presented.
l International Congress of Behavioual Medicine conference, Melbourne, VIC (December 2016,
oral presentation): Table 29 (framework version 4) and Figure 15 (version 6) were presented.
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l International Society for Behavioral Nutrition and Physical Activity conference, Victoria, BC
(June 2017, oral presentation): Table 31 (near-final framework version 6) and Figure 18
(final, version 9) were presented.
l European Health Psychology Society conference, Padua (August 2017, poster): Table 31
(near-final framework version 6) and Figure 18 (final, version 9) were presented.
l Society for Social Medicine conference, Manchester (September 2017, poster): Table 31
(near-final framework version 6) and Figure 18 (final, version 9) were presented.
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Appendix 5 Measures of group processes
This document includes a summary of the measures of group processes. We identified and used helpfulreviews of measures of group processes,108–110 which reported the measures listed below. For details of
the measures, please refer to the reviews or the original reports of the measures. The measures might not
correspond exactly with the MAGI framework categories (i.e. they might be operationalised differently in
the measures and in the framework.) They were used to identify the key approaches to assessing group
processes and to identify key concepts and processes.
l Measures of facilitators’ skills and behaviour, for example:
¢ Group Counselor Behaviour Rating Form168 – leadership skills
¢ Effective Group Leadership169 – leader characteristics
¢ Trainer Behaviour Scale170 – leader’s behaviour
¢ Directives Rating System171– use of direct statements (imperatives and requestives) by group leaders.
l General measures of interpersonal processes and interaction in groups, for example:
¢ Interaction Process Analysis111 and System for Multiple Level Observation of Groups172 – Group
interaction, group roles, interpersonal behaviour and relationships.
¢ Hill Interaction Matrix173,174 – group interaction, group processes and group development.
¢ Individual Group Member Interpersonal Process Scale175,176 – group cohesion and interaction.
¢ Interpersonal Relations Scale177 – group knowledge, skills and interaction.
¢ Group Sessions Rating Scale178,179 – coping skills, problem-solving, interpersonal learning.
¢ Ferrara Group Experiences Scale180 – group experiences, including sharing, relationships,
learning processes.
l Self-disclosure and feedback behaviours.181
l Social identification processes: measures of identity, health, and well-being.46
l Group dynamics (group climate, cohesion, engagement), for example:
¢ Group Climate Questionnaire153 – group climate (engagement, avoidance, conflict).
¢ Group Environment Scale182 – dimensions of group environment: relationship, personal growth,
system maintenance and change.
¢ Group Environment Questionnaire54 – cohesion in exercise groups, based on four dimensions:
attraction to group task, attraction to the group social, group integration social, group integration task.
¢ Group Questionnaire183– therapeutic relationships.
¢ Group Cohesiveness Scale175 – group cohesion defined as connectedness (withdrawal,
self-absorption, interest, involvement, mistrust/trust, disruption/co-operation, abusiveness/caring,
unfocused/focused).
¢ Group Engagement Measure.184
l Measures of Yalom’s therapeutic factors, for example:
¢ Therapeutic Factor Scale.185
¢ Curative Factors Scale – Revised.1,84
¢ Therapeutic Factor Inventory.186
¢ Critical Incidents Questionnaire187 – open questions for participants to identify the most important
therapeutic factor.
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Appendix 6 Initial coding categories developed
from manuals and transcripts
This appendix includes the initial coding schema developed by inductively (bottom-up) coding ofinterventions manuals and the first 10 transcripts of group sessions. The categories are reported in
alphabetical order (as they were listed and named in NVivo).
Initial coding schema developed during coding of intervention manuals:
l Group set-up –
¢ absences (dealing with)
¢ access to facilities
¢ contact participants – facilitators (outside groups)
¢ degree of tailoring, flexibility of delivery
¢ facilitator’s role
¢ intended facilitation, delivery style
¢ materials for facilitators
¢ time structure
¢ venue.
l Group, session opening –
¢ benefits of group work
¢ hopes and fears of the programme
¢ introducing the programme
¢ introducing the session
¢ introductions, icebreakers
¢ recap of previous session.
l Group dynamics –
¢ dealing with challenges, disruptive participants
¢ group climate
¢ group cohesion, attraction
¢ group goals
¢ group identification
¢ group norms, rules
¢ participants’ roles.
l Self-regulatory techniques –
¢ goal-setting, action-planning
¢ goals, progress review
¢ problem-solving, barriers identification
¢ self-monitoring.
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l What happens in the sessions –
¢ ASK – discussing, participation, sharing, brainstorming
¢ TELL – providing information, advice, instructions
¢ activities in groups
¢ competition, co-operation
¢ development, practice of skills
¢ instillation of hope, reassurance
¢ praise, reinforcement
¢ providing opportunities for social comparisons
¢ social support in the group
¢ weighing.
l Group, session closing –
¢ closing session, reflecting
¢ closing the programme, reflecting
¢ follow up
¢ reminders
¢ tasks to do between sessions.
l Other.
Initial coding schema developed during coding of first 10 transcripts of group sessions:
l Accountability.
l Competition.
l Discussion, learning, sharing –
¢ advice, suggestions
¢ providing, exchanging information, explaining
¢ referring to common knowledge, media, confusing information
¢ sharing ideas, brainstorming
¢ sharing personal experiences, opinions.
l Facilitation strategies –
¢ clarifying
¢ demonstrating
¢ directing a question back to the group
¢ encouraging participation
¢ ending long stories, re-focusing on topic
¢ indicating communication patterns, delivery style
¢ individual tailoring, providing individual counselling
¢ normalising, empathising
¢ paraphrasing, summarising
¢ remembering, referring to what participants said before.
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l Group identity, cohesion –
¢ referring to group composition
¢ referring to groups as ‘we’, similarities, shared identity
¢ referring to missing, present members
¢ referring to other groups
¢ referring to, using names
¢ reflecting on group, positive aspects of group.
l Humour, laughter.
l Motivation.
l Opportunities for social comparisons.
l Positive affect (expressed in the group).
l Providing challenge, disagreement.
l Resistance, surprise regarding information, recommendations.
l Self-disclosing sensitive information about oneself.
l Session components –
¢ barriers, problem-solving
¢ decisional balance
¢ goal-setting, planning new behaviours
¢ goals – discussing programme goals
¢ group activities
¢ group rules (discussing)
¢ informal chatting, offering drinks
¢ introducing, opening session
¢ introductions, welcome to the session, programme
¢ offering, referring to other classes, vouchers for activities
¢ programme expectations, opinions, concerns (discussing)
¢ progress review, reporting changes made
¢ reviewing previous session
¢ self-assessing
¢ self-monitoring
¢ session, group closing
¢ take away tasks
¢ taking measures.
l Social norms.
l Support, encouragement, praise –
¢ peer support
¢ praise
¢ reassurance, hope
¢ social support outside the group.
l Other.
l Bad examples, missed opportunities.
l Good examples.
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Appendix 7 Sources of the Mechanisms of Action
in Group-based Interventions framework categories
This appendix reports the sources in which the MAGI framework categories were identified. All sourcesused in the development of the MAGI framework (see Chapter 2) include:
l Theoretical literature.
All of the framework categories (including processes and concepts) were initially derived from, and
have been described in, the theoretical literature on intervention design, group dynamics, change
processes in groups, and individual change processes. The initial MAGI framework was based on
summaries of the relevant literature,36–38,69 and in particular on a conceptual review of processes of
change in groups.40
l Taxonomies of change techniques.
We reviewed six taxonomies: Abraham and Michie3 [A]; Michie et al.,80 (CALO-RE) [M1]; Michie et al.,4
(BCTTv1) [M2]; Kok et al.,72 (intervention mapping taxonomy) [K]; Hartmann-Boyce et al.,81 (OxFAB) [H];
West et al.,25 (group BCTs) [W]. Letter in square brackets correspond with the letters in Table 33,
indicating in which taxonomy a similar category was identified.
l Qualitative studies of participants’ experiences of weight loss groups.
We reviewed 27 reports of qualitative studies49,82–107 (see Appendix 2). Numbers in Table 33 indicate the
number of studies in which a theme corresponding with the MAGI framework category was identified.
l Measures of group processes.
We identified reviews of measures of group processes108–110 and used them to extract details of the
available measures that could be used to measure group processes and interaction, some of them
corresponding with the MAGI framework. For details see Appendix 5.
l Intervention manuals from LWTC, SkiM, and WtW interventions.
We coded facilitator manuals from three interventions: LWTC [L], SkiM [S] and Waste the Waist [W].
The letters in square brackets correspond with those used in Table 33 and indicate in which manual we
identified content matched with the MAGI framework categories.
l Transcripts of group sessions from LWTC, SkiM and WtW interventions.
We coded 10 transcripts of group sessions from the LWTC, SkiM and WtW interventions. The numbers
used in Table 33 indicate the number of session transcripts in which the corresponding MAGI
framework categories were identified.
l Consultations with group participants, facilitators and researchers.
We conducted consultations group participants, facilitators and researchers. The letters used in Table 33
indicate which groups of consulted experts raised the issues related to the corresponding framework
categories (i.e. researchers [R], group participants [P] or group facilitators [F]).
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TABLE 33 MAGI framework categories and subcategories matched with sources
MAGI framework categories
Technique
taxonomies
(n= 6)
Qualitative
studies
(n= 27) Consultations
Intervention
manuals
Transcripts of
group sessions
(n= 10)
1. Group intervention design
1.1. Intended changes and
processes
R L, S, W 3
1.2. Purpose/benefits of
using group format
5 R, F S, W 2
1.3. Group characteristics 3 R, P, F L, S, W 2
1.4. Participant selection/
group composition
W 10 R, P, F 5
1.5. Facilitator selection/
training
M2, K 8 R, P S, W 2
1.6. Intervention content K, M1 10 R, P, F L, S, W 10
1.7. Setting and venue M1, M2, K, W 5 R, P, F L 2
1.8. Group set-up and
delivery
K 9 R, P, F L, S, W 9
2. Facilitation techniques
2.1. Techniques for starting
the group/session
4 R, P, F L, S, W 10
2.2. Generic facilitation
techniques
A, M1, K, W 4 R, P, F L, S, W 10
2.3. Techniques to facilitate
group dynamics
4 R, P, F L, S, W 10
2.4. Techniques to facilitate
interpersonal change
processes
A, M1, M2, K,
H, W
R, P, F L, S, W 10
2.5. Techniques to facilitate
intrapersonal change
processes
A, M1, M2, K,
H, W
R, P, F L, S, W 10
2.6. Techniques for closing
the group/session
R, P, F L, S, W 10
3. Group dynamic and development processes
3.1. Group goals 3 S, W
3.2. Identifying with/as a
group
8 P S, W 5
3.3. Group cohesion and
attraction
W 9 R, P, F W 7
3.4. Group climate 13 F W
3.5. Group engagement R, P, F S, W 10
3.6. Communication
patterns
P W 10
3.7. Group norms 2 R, P, F L, S, W 6
3.8. Group roles R, F L, W 4
3.9. Group development R, F
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TABLE 33 MAGI framework categories and subcategories matched with sources (continued )
MAGI framework categories
Technique
taxonomies
(n= 6)
Qualitative
studies
(n= 27) Consultations
Intervention
manuals
Transcripts of
group sessions
(n= 10)
4. Interpersonal change processes
4.1. Sharing experiences K, W 20 R, F S, W 10
4.2. Social learning A, M1, M2, K,
H, W
16 P, R, F L, S, W 10
4.3. Social influence
(in the group)
M2, K 8 F S, W 3
4.4. Agreeing, disagreeing,
challenge
K F 10
4.5. Social support
(in the group)
A, M1, M2, K,
H, W
22 R, F L, S, W 7
4.6. Social validation K 5 R, P, F 6
4.7. Social identification M2, K, W 18 R, F 3
4.8. Social comparisons A, M1, M2, K,
W
7 R, P, F L, S, W 10
4.9. Accountability to the
group
M2, K, H, W 11 R, F 3
4.10. Competition 3 P, F W 1
4.11. Co-operation K 1
4.12. Group problem-solving A, M1, M2, K R L, S, W 10
4.13. Group-level feedback F W 1
4.14. Social facilitation
(from theoretical literature)
5. Intrapersonal change processes and targets
5.1. Committing to attend M2 6 P, F S 5
5.2. Developing
understanding
3 P L, S, W 4
5.3. Self-presenting P 5
5.4. Normative beliefs A, M1, M2, K 1 2
5.5. Attitudes K P 2
5.6. Attributions M2, K 8 S
5.7. Cognitive dissonance M2
5.8. Intervention outcome
expectations
3 R, P, F L, S, W 4
5.9. Motivation H 19 R, P, F S, W 10
5.10. Self-efficacy and
personal control
A, M2, K 5 R, P L, S, W 6
5.11. Setting goals A, M1, M2, K, H 5 R, F L, S, W 10
5.12. Reviewing goals/
progress
A, M1, M2 3 F L, S, W 10
5.13. Developing/practising
skills and behaviours
A, M1, M2, K 4 L, S, W
continued
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TABLE 33 MAGI framework categories and subcategories matched with sources (continued )
MAGI framework categories
Technique
taxonomies
(n= 6)
Qualitative
studies
(n= 27) Consultations
Intervention
manuals
Transcripts of
group sessions
(n= 10)
5.14. Individual barriers and
problem-solving
A, M1, M2, K 5 R, F L, S, W 10
5.15. Self-monitoring A, M1, M2, K, H 6 L, S, W 10
5.16. Individual-level
feedback
A, M1, M2, K 8 R 7
5.17. Developing self-insight H 2 R 3
5.18. Identity shift M2, K 4 S 2
5.19. Using self-talk A, M1, M2 S 1
5.20. Associative learning A, M1, M2, K, H S 4
5.21. Forming habits M2 5 S 6
5.22. Managing stress,
emotions
A, M1 1 L, S, W
6. Facilitator and participant characteristics and contextual influences
6.1. Facilitator characteristics 13 R, P
6.2. Participant
characteristics
2 R, F
6.3. Other contextual
influences
A, M1, M2, K,
H, W
15 R, P, F L, S, W 10
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Appendix 8 Trialled methods for exploring
communication patterns
This document includes results of an exploratory analysis of communication patterns in 10 transcripts ofgroup sessions (sampled in stage 1 of the MAGI study). In doing this, we coded in NVivo (v10) every
turn of speech of the facilitators, female and male participants. NVivo provides numbers of the codes,
which here indicate the numbers of turns of for each analysed group and each type of speaker. It also
calculated percentage of the whole transcript coding using each category (in Table 34 this is reported as
% of transcript). In this analysis we did not account for any group interaction that was not transcribed
(e.g. overlapping talk, or talk during subgroup activities). This analysis was only exploratory and the
findings presented here are only for illustration purposes (i.e. as an example of one of the potential
methods that would allow to capture and compare patterns of interactions in groups that we trialled);
thus, they should be interpreted with caution. We did not pursue this method further because of time
limitations and the time-consuming nature of this type of analysis.
TABLE 34 Proportions of interaction of group facilitators, female and male participants
Group
session
intervention
Facilitators
Participants
All Female Male
% of
transcript
Number
of turns
% of
transcript
Number
of turns
% of
transcript
Number
of turns
% of
transcript
Number
of turns
Gr 1, S1, L 70 394 20 437 4 115 16 322
Gr 1, S3, L 73 293 19 355 3 107 15 248
Gr 2, S3, L 59 390 28 695 8 303 20 392
Gr 2, S4, L 50 316 38 586 14 299 24 287
Gr 3, S2, Sk 62 351 28 428 28 428 (no male) n/a
Gr 3, S5, Sk 57 665 30 750 30 750 (no male) n/a
Gr 4, S1, W 77 296 16 226 5 87 11 139
Gr 4, S3, W 75 455 18 382 6 159 12 223
Gr 5, S4, W 61 503 26 786 14 475 12 311
Gr 5, S7, W 78 191 15 312 12 196 6 116
Average 66% 385 24% 496 13% 292 15% 255
Gr, group; L, LWTC programme; n/a, not applicable; S, session; Sk, SkiM intervention; W, WtW intervention.
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Appendix 9 Group identity measure (used in the
Living Well Taking Control/Community-based
Prevention of Diabetes trials)
This appendix includes a measure used in the LWTC programme, evaluated in the ComPoD trial,to assess participants’ perceptions of group support, identification with the group, and other social
identities resulting from connections with groups outside the programme.
TABLE 35 Questionnaires used to assess participants’ perceptions of the group in the LWTC programme
Being part of a group
The following statements are about your experiences with being part of a group during the ‘Living Well Taking Control’
(LWTC) programme
Read each statement carefully, and indicate how you feel about each one by ticking the box that most accurately
represents how you feel
The following statements are about your experiences with other members in the group meetings as part of the
‘Living Well, Taking Control’ (LWTC) programme
Very
strongly
disagree
Strongly
disagree
Mildly
disagree Neutral
Mildly
agree
Strongly
agree
Very
strongly
agree
a) Other members in the group meetings
at LWTC really try to help me
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
b) I can count on other members in the
group meetings at LWTC when things go
wrong
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
c) There are other members in the group
meetings at LWTC with whom I can share
my joys and sorrows
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
d) I can talk about my problems with
other members in the group meetings at
LWTC
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
The following statements concern how you feel about being a member of your group as part of the ‘Living
Well, Taking Control’ (LWTC) programme
Very
strongly
disagree
Strongly
disagree
Mildly
disagree Neutral
Mildly
agree
Strongly
agree
Very
strongly
agree
e) I identify with other members in my
group at LWTC
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
f) I see myself as a LWTC group member □ □ □ □ □ □ □
g) I am glad to be a member of my group
at LWTC
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
h) I feel strong ties with other members in
my group at LWTC
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
continued
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TABLE 35 Questionnaires used to assess participants’ perceptions of the group in the LWTC programme (continued )
The following statements are about your membership of different groups outside the ‘Living Well, Taking
Control’ (LWTC) programme (e.g., groups may be charity, sports, community groups, etc.). Any group other than
the Living Well, Taking Control programme may be included
Very
strongly
disagree
Strongly
disagree
Mildly
disagree Neutral
Mildly
agree
Strongly
agree
Very
strongly
agree
i) I belong to lots of different groups
outside LWTC
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
j) I join in the activities of lots of different
groups outside LWTC
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
k) I have friends who are members of lots
of different groups
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
l) I have strong ties with lots of different
groups outside LWTC
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
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Appendix 10 Full table summarising coding of
Mechanisms of Action in Group-based Interventions
framework elements in two groups
This appendix includes a full table summarising the coding of the MAGI framework elements in the twogroups analysed in stage 3 of the MAGI study. It is an expanded version of Table 21 (see Chapter 4).
TABLE 36 Summary of the coding of MAGI framework elements in two groups analysed in stage 3
MAGI framework categories
Group
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4
1. Group intervention design
1.6.5. Group activities
Whole-group activities F F F F F F F F
Subgroup activities R (1) R (1) R (1) R (2)
Individual activities R (1) R (1)
Discussion-based activities F F F F F F F F
Practical activities R (1) R (2) R (1)
2. Facilitation techniques
2.1. Techniques to start the group/session
2.1.1. Introduce people, icebreak Yes Yes Yes
2.1.2. Manage expectations
2.1.3. Identify, specify, agree group goals Yes Yes
2.1.4. Prompt group/social identification
2.1.5. Identify, specify, agree group rules
2.1.6. Discuss group roles, responsibilities
2.1.7. Establish a positive group climate Yes Yes Yes
2.1.8. Explain the intervention Yes Yes Yes
2.1.9. Recap any previous session Yes Yes Yes Yes
2.1.10. Outline the current session Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2.2. Generic facilitation techniques
2.2.1. Encourage participation (explicitly) R F R O
2.2.2. Manage time, activities/move on R F O O R
2.2.3. Check participants’ understanding O O O R O O O O
2.2.4. Request elaboration, clarification R R
2.2.5. Provide clarification O R O O
continued
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TABLE 36 Summary of the coding of MAGI framework elements in two groups analysed in stage 3 (continued )
MAGI framework categories
Group
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4
2.2.6. Direct a question back to group R
2.2.7. Provide illustration R R O R
2.2.8. Summarise, paraphrase O O R R R
2.2.9. Refer to what participant said before R O O R O R
2.2.10. Reframe O O O R O R R R
2.2.11. Reinforce O F F O R O O O
2.3. Techniques for group dynamics
2.3.1. Use names R R O R R
2.3.2. Identify, refer to common goals R R
2.3.3. Refer to the group as ‘we’
2.3.4. Refer to other groups R
2.3.5. Present the group as attractive R
2.3.6. Reflect on positive aspects of group
2.3.7. Refer to group rules R
2.3.8. Prompt selecting informal group roles R R R
2.3.9. Address disruptive behaviour
2.3.10. Use humour R R R R R R R R
2.3.11. Provide opportunities for informal chat R R
2.3.12. Discuss, reflect on interaction style R
3. Group dynamics and development
3.1. Group goals R R
3.2. Group identification R R
3.3. Group cohesion and attraction
3.3.1. Participants reflect on the group
3.4. Emergent group norms O
3.5. Group climate
3.5.1. Laughter, humour 34 82 48 22 27 56 38 33
3.5.2. Informal talk R O O O O
3.6. Emergent group roles
3.6.1. Dysfunctional group roles
3.7. Communication patterns
P–P interaction/exchanges ≈4 ≈30 ≈14 ≈20 ≈2 ≈15 ≈23 ≈15
4. Interpersonal change processes
4.1. Sharing experiences F F F F F F F F
4.1.1. Self-disclosure of personal issues O
4.1.2. Self-disclosure of transgressive behaviour O R R R R
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TABLE 36 Summary of the coding of MAGI framework elements in two groups analysed in stage 3 (continued )
MAGI framework categories
Group
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4
FAC shares own experience O R O
FAC acknowledges Ps’ sharing/self-disclose R
4.2. Social learning
4.2.1. Providing, exchanging information F F F F F F F F
FAC provides information, explains F F F F F F F F
FAC prompts Ps interactive exchange F F F F O F F F
4.2.2. Providing, sharing advice O O O R F F O
FAC provides advice, recommendation O O O R F F O
FAC prompts Ps exchange of advice R R
Ps provide advice, recommendations O R O O O
4.2.3. Brainstorming, sharing ideas O F F F F F
FAC prompts brainstorming of ideas O F F F F F
FAC offers ideas O O O R R
Ps offer ideas O O F F F F F
4.2.4. Group problem-solving R O R R R R
FAC prompts barrier identification R O R
FAC prompts problem-solving R O R
Ps identify general barriers O O R R R R
Ps offer solutions R R R
4.2.5. Demonstrating, modelling behaviour
FAC demonstrates behaviours O
Ps model behaviours O
Ps demonstrate behaviours
4.2.6. Providing instructions how to perform
behaviour
FAC provides instructions O
Ps provide instructions
4.3. Social influence
4.3.1. FAC appeals to credible source R R R R
4.3.2. FAC uses persuasive arguments O R R
4.3.3. Negative social influences in group, resistance talk ≈8 ≈17 ≈8 ≈3 ≈4 ≈5 ≈3 0
FAC addresses resistance F F F O F F R
4.3.4. Positive social influences in group, change talk ≈3 ≈2 ≈9 ≈2 ≈4 ≈3 ≈5 ≈10
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TABLE 36 Summary of the coding of MAGI framework elements in two groups analysed in stage 3 (continued )
MAGI framework categories
Group
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4
4.4. Agreeing, disagreeing, challenging
Participants express agreement R O R O O
Ps express disagreement, challenge R R R R
FAC provides challenge to participant R R
4.5. Social support in the group
4.5.1. Peer support
P–P praise R R R R R
P–P encouragement R R R
4.5.2. Buddy up
4.5.3. Social connections R R O O R R R
FAC discusses, encourages peer support R R
FAC offers support R R R
FAC provides praise O O O O O O O O
FAC provides reassurance O R R O O O
FAC provides encouragement O R R R R O
4.6. Social validation
4.6.1. Personal validation (P–P) R R R
FAC offers personal validation
4.6.2. Normalising (P–P)
FAC normalises
4.6.2. Empathy (P–P) R
FAC expresses empathy R R R
Ps express shared experience, understanding R O R R R R O R
4.7. Social identification
FAC refers to common Ps’ social categories R
4.8. Social comparisons
Ps share comparable information on behaviour/
performance
R R O R
FAC prompts sharing comparable information about
behaviours/performance
O R
FAC asks for self-assessments R (1) R (1) R (2) R (1) R (1) R (1) R R
FAC uses Ps as role models or good examples O R
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TABLE 36 Summary of the coding of MAGI framework elements in two groups analysed in stage 3 (continued )
MAGI framework categories
Group
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4
4.9. Accountability to the group
4.9.1. Public promise/statement (P) R
FAC prompts sharing goals in public Yes Yes
FAC prompts public promise
FAC takes objective measures of progress Yes Yes Yes Yes
4.10. Competition
4.13. Group-level feedback
5. Intrapersonal change processes
5.9. Motivation (importance of change):
l Expression of motivation R R R R R R R
l Expression of no motivation R R
l High importance of changes F F O F
l Low importance of changes O
5.10. Self-efficacy
l Change in self-efficacy O R (1)
l High self-efficacy F O F R (1)
l Low self-efficacy F F O O
5.11. Goal-setting
5.11.1. Specific goal-setting (Ps) R O R R
5.11.2. Unspecific goals, intentions (P) O R R R O O O
5.11.3. Achievable, small goals (Ps/FAC) O R R
5.11.3. (More) challenging goals (Ps/FAC) R R
5.11.4. Long-term, sustainable goals (Ps/FAC) R R
FAC explains goal-setting Yes Yes
FAC prompts individual goal-setting Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
FAC discusses individual goals in/with group Yes Yes Yes Yes
5.12. Goal/progress review
5.12.1. Review of specific goals (Ps) R
5.12.2. General review of progress (Ps) Yes Yes Yes
5.12.3. Objective measures Yes Yes
FAC prompts review of specific goals
FAC prompts general progress review Yes Yes Yes
5.13. Developing, practising skills and behaviours
5.13.1. Ps report practice of skills/behaviour O O O O O O O F
5.13.2. Ps report no practice of skills/behaviour
continued
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TABLE 36 Summary of the coding of MAGI framework elements in two groups analysed in stage 3 (continued )
MAGI framework categories
Group
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4
5.13.3. Ps practise skills/behaviour in the session R R
5.13.4. Ps identify pre-requisite skills R
5.14. Individual barriers and problem-solving
5.14.1. Ps report individual barriers R R R R R O O
5.14.2. Individual problem-solving (Ps) R R R
5.14.3. Relapse prevention
FAC prompts individual barrier identification R
FAC prompts individual problem-solving R R R
5.16. Individual-level feedback
FAC provides individual feedback
P–P feedback
FAC, facilitator; P, participant; S, session.
Notes
Prevalence: F, frequent (many times throughout the session); O, occasional (few times in the session); R, rare (once or twice
in the session.
Numbers in the table refer to the numbers of identified examples.
Empty cells indicate the concept/process was not identified in the transcript.
‘Yes’ indicates that the technique was identified in the transcripts.
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